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The North Church Centennial

The loss will be mine, not
possible.
yours, as I could contribute nothing to
the early life of the church which the
keen vision and ready utterance of your
historian will not present to you, while
the living ex-pastors will turn over the
later pages of your
record^with an interest impossible to such a casual and arm’slength acquaintance as mine.”
From Prof. F. B. Denio, Bangor.—“I
give my hearty congratulations for the
blessing which your church has been to
the community during the past
century,
and hope that in the hundred years
following you will be able to grow into
more power and usefulness.”
Prof. John S. Sewall, Bangor.—“It
would give me great pleasure if I could
be present and share in the festivities of
the occasion.
I trust the church will
enter on her new century with increased
vigor and faith and will accomplish in the
Master’s name still greater things than
she has in the past.”
From Rev. J. E. Adams, Bangor. —“I
shail be with you in spirit, for I have the
most pleasant remembrances of the
grand
oid church.
It has had a noble record,
and it is stronger than ever
to-day.
Among the pastors, Rev. Silas M’Keen
comes to mind, who in 1838
impressed
me, a boy, as a stern, resolute, vigorous
leader, yet a man who had a loving heart,
and w ho labored for the salvation of souls
and to build up the church.” Mr. Adams
then spoke in complimentary terms of the
other pastors, Messrs. Cutler,
Cutter,
Parker, Ross and Hack, and concluded:
“May the history of the new epoch, opening at the threshold of .the 20th century,
be full of grand achievements and rich
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The centennial anniversary of the First
Congregational Church of Belfast was observed by appropriate ceremon.es at the
church edifice on the corner of^ Church
and Market streets Tuesday afternoon and
evening, Dec. 29th.
The audience room was very neatly and
appropriately decorated for the occasion.
The pulpit was capped and banked by
solid evergreen with dainty white blossoms.
An evergreen tree stood at each
side of the platform.
Above the pulpit
bung an evergreen bell, and above the
cord by which it was suspended, at the
top of the arch, was a large white star.

Evergreen loops were tastefully draped on

the walls in front, and above them on
each side, in large figures in evergreen,
were the dates,
1796-1890.
Wreaths of
evergreen hung in other parts of the
the
whole
effect
room,
being pleasing,
artistic and appropriate.
Music throughout the services was furnished by a choir composed of Miss Sally
Durham,soprano; Miss Lucy A. E. Palmer,
alto; Mr. C. M. Craig, tenor; Mr. A. E.
Young, bass: Mrs. J. W. Jones, organist.
The following visiting clergymen were

present:

Rev. G. W. Field, D. D., Bangor; Rev.
G. Merrill, Portland; Rev. Wm. Forsyth, Bueksport; Rev. J. P. Cushman,
Castine; Rev. R. G. Uarbutt, Searsport;
Rev. F. S. Dollitf, Jackson.
The day was warm for the season, the
skies were slightly overcast, but not
threatening, and the attendance, both
from Belfast and the neighboring towns,
J.

was

good.

The exercises

opened

at

2.30 p.

m.

by

organ voluntary “Etude,*' by Beriot,
and the doxology. Rev. E. S. Dollitf read
the 32<1 chapter of Deuteronomy, from
the 7th to the 12th verse, inclusive, and
the 103d Psalm.
The quartette then sang
tiie anthem,
1 will rejoice,” by TrowRev.
.1,
(..
Merrill offered prayer,
bridge.
followed by the response by the choir.
The castor. Rev. Georye Sherman Mills,
gave the first address on “Our church tolie first spoke of the inconveniday.
ences of the season and the disadvantages
under which the church labored by reason of the inclement weather of the
past
few days.
Lie extended a hearty welcome
to all present.
To-day we ha\e a special
interest in the past, and a statement of
our condition t" day is
introductory to a
consideration of the past.
Our present
condition is due to the faithful work and
prayers ot those who have gout; before.
We rej>ML*' in our inheritance.
But we
are to
some
extent
an
old-fashioned
ehurcli.
We do not make use of many
means adopted by modern churches,
lie
then gave a summary of the meetings held
and the methods by which the church
work is carried on.
The church is simple in its organization and unconventional
in its work.
A year and a half as pastor
is too short a time to fully understand a
people, yet lie is prepared to say that the
people of this church are benevolent and
tolerant; bigotry lias stepped down and
out, and the people are opposed to anything that is narrow. They work with a
will and are fearless, yet they are considerate of the shortcomings of their pastor
and of each other.
The church now has
143 members and the parish includes 150
families.
But what of the morrow? We
see in the future a strong working church
and a growing church, and the reason is
that the spirit of Christ directs, not in
this member or in that, but in all.
At the close of the pastor’s remarks
the choir sang the hymn, “1 Love thy
kingdom, Lord,” after which Mr. Augustus Perry, the oldest male member of the
church gave some reminiscences.
Mr.
Perry came to Belfast in 1831, and made
his home'w ith Mr. and Mrs. Beaman at
the Head of the Tide.
The church then
worshipped in the “Conference House”
on Primrose Hill.
The only other church
here at that time was the Unitarian.
He
of
his
spoke
feelings on hearing a church
bell for the first time.
To his ear that
was the sweetest toned bell he ever heard.
He described the erection of the present
church edifice and the changes which
have been made up to the present time.
When built this church had a gallery at
the rear and doors to the pews.
The
leader of the music gave the pitch tt the
first
use
of
a
The
singers by
tuning-fork.
organ bought was imperfect and was soon
a
for
better
but smaller one.
exchanged
In 1863 a fine large organ was bought and
was first used Aug. 14 th of that year. When
it was put in the gallery was taken down
The
aud the singers’ platform was built.
doors were taken from the pews, and
The exthe recess built tor the pulpit.
penses of the organ and changes amountHe also described the
ed to $2,800.
changes in heating and lighting the rooms,
and iu the vestry, from a small room in
lie spoke of the custom
the basement.
of announcing the intentions of marriage,
and mentioned his own and that of thelate Wm. O. Poor. To-day their descend
ants are in the church to the third generation.
“The church has reason to be
thankful to God for His care over ii in the
century that has past,” said Mr. Perry,
and he closed by quoting the Scripture,
“But the mercy of the Lord is from everlasting to everlasting upon them that fear
him, and his righteousness unto children’s
children.”
Rev. J. r. Iilton, pastor ot the Baptist
church, then gave the fraternal greetings
He was glad
of the churches of the city.
of the pleasant task of giving the greeting of the sister churches to the oldest
The cycle which this
church in the city.
day commemorates is an honorable and a
We should thank God and
useful one.
Iu the early
take courage for the future.
days there was not that era of good feeling which now exists between the different denominations.
They too often turned their guns on each other instead of on
The denominations are comthe enemy.
being nearer together, but the fences
\ et all
tween them are not yet all down,
hands in the work for
to
are
an

coming

nominations as now.
May the coming
century of this church grow brighter and
more useful as the
years roll by.
Bev. K. G. Ilarbutt spoke for the Congregational church of Waldo county,
expressing great pleasure in being able to
extent their congratulations, and to wish
to the Belfast church another
century of
prosperity. There has always been a close
connection between the churches in Belfast and Searsport, and strong personal
friendship between the pastors. He
spoke in high terms of the pastors he has
known, Messrs. Boss, Hack and Mills, and
expressed a wish that the blank now appearing in the printed list of pastors at
the foot of the column marked “dismissed,” and opposite the name of the present pastor may long remain unfilled. May
the influence of his work be felt down to
the end of the new’ century.
The pastor then called upon the visiting pastors from Hancock county, stating
that Hancock and Waldo Conferences
were once one, and arc now one in
spirit.
Bev.
Wiliiam Forsyth of
Bucksport
illustrated the relations between the tw’o
conferences by the letter written by the
old Christian to his wife, in which he
said, “The first reason why 1 love you is
because you love my God.”
He had
pleasant personal recollections of Mr.
Parker and of each of his successors, and
a warm regard for the present
pastor.
“Hancock unites with you in the hope
for the future as she rejoices with you in
the vision of the past.”
Bev. ,J. I’. Cushman of Castine referred
to tlui previous speaker as a fitting representative of the Hancock conference; he
would speak for his own cluuch in Castine, in words of love and fellowship. lie
felt a special interest in this church 01
account of the work here of Bev. Wooster Parker, who labored in Castine prior
to coming here. The history of the church
in Castine is similar to that in Belfast.
It was organized in 18:20, its Unitarian
and Trinitarian members taking different
organizations. He echoed the sentiments
of the previous speakers in congratulations on the past and good wishes for the
future.
Bev. J. u. Merrill spoke biicily.
lie
believes in the State of Maine,
lie came
here to participate in the exercises and
thus obtain a better idea by which to refleet back through the Mirror the report
of this eelehrat ion.

From Rev. S. H. Hayes, Boston. —“I
to think your church has such a
history, the very thought of which stirs to
the depths the best minds and hearts.
I
have a personal interest in this church.
In 1840 I married Elizabeth
Bean, whose
pious life was consecrated to her family
and to Christ and who died early in 1803.”
From Rev. E. P. Parker, Hartford, Ct.
“It would be pleasant for me on many
accounts, to be with you and your peupi.t
on that
occasion, but 1 do not see my way
clear to do so.
The church in Belfast,
associated as it is in my thoughts with
my honored and beloved father’s pastorate there, will ever be dear to me.”
Mrs. Sarah E. Buck, Bucksport—“The
most pleasant associations of my youth
are in connection with
my Belfast home
in the family of Uncle and' Aunt Beaman,
when 1 was closely identified with your
church and parish.
I have always considered myself fortunate in my youth in
hawing Mr. Parker for my pastor and
warm friend as well.
I extend congratu
lations that you enter upon your second
century untier so favorable auspices and
with the hope that you may be strengthened in every good word and work.”
After the reading of the letters the choir
sang Coronation, and the exercises closed
with a benediction by Rev. G. G. Winslow.
The members and visitors were then invited into the church parlors, which were
very prettily decorated, where an informal reception was held and tea served.
The evening congregation was large and
all were well repaid for their attendance
by the interesting exercises, especially
the able ,add.ess by Dr. Field, and the
singing of the Centennial Hymn written
bv Mrs. Anne A. StarreU rstig. The exercises opened with an organ voluntary
“Meditation," by Leybaek, followed by
the anthem, “Praise ye the Father,” by
Gounod, and responsive readings. Prayer
v as offered
by-Rev. J. P. Cushman, and the
chorus sang the selection, “Redemption,”
by Gounod. The historical address by
Rev. Geo. \V. Field, D. D.. of Rangor
was as follows:
In the spring f 1770, a company of t>< >tch
11* ali from Lonoonderry, N. 11., landed on
!li -se shores and gave to the place the name
"f tiie most praspeious ami fortunate
city.Jn
t-luii part !>t Ireland from which they rime—
Relfast a pin.a- which in its general features
is m-t unlike eur own, divided by a river
—

!

I
I
;

j

j
J

A few years ago lie organized a church ;
in Kansas, in a place as sparsely settled j
and under conditions as unfavorable as i
'•
was the case in the early
history of the
church in Belfast.
There is a romance j
ah »ui a new church similar that of a !
newly married couple setting up at house- j
keeping. This < liurcli prospers because j wliieh (there as here) empties into a Relfast
of the prayers and labors of those who j bay, winch loses itself ill the larger Irish
have gone before and will prosper in the •Sea, as ours in the Penobscot Ray, and then
becomes a part of the great ocean which
future because of the progress of the faithwashes either shore.
It the yvord Relfast
ful workers of to-day.
means “beautiful harbor” in the Old Irish,
The pastor then read the letters from as J have heard affirmed on the
strength of
several clergymen and others who had some learned authority, then the name has
been invited to be present, but were un- an inherent appropriateness beside that
which comes from its association with the
able to come,
We make the following
parent city,— for beautiful liarb'T it certainbrief extracts:
ly is, when seen at its best, with full tide
From Rev. J. M. Leighton, Unitarian,
and in the glory of its summer surroundBelfast, who was unable to be present on ings, surpassed in a quiet picturesque beauty
by few places in the land.
account of the illness of liis brother in
We are here to celebrate the centennial of
Biddeford.
“Please
make
known to
our church, hut the real history of this church
your people the reason of my absence, and goes back
beyond the time when a hundred
Also my greetings to the
my regrets.
years ago it was ecclesiastically organized to
church on its one hundredth birthday.
the day when the town lirst came into exThe First Parish and North church had a istence. The original settlers were pious,
common origin and though separated long
God-fearing men, and their object in coming
ago on account of differences of belief may here was to found a church as well as a
town, and they kept this object steadily in
we not rejoice that they are drawing tovieyv from the first day of tlmir arrival to
gether again in the true spirit, and hope the last
days of their lives. The most imthat they may feel this true bond of
portant part of the history of the church, cerChristian fellowship binding them yet tainly the most interesting and
picturesque
more closely to each other until they bepart of it is that which transpired before the
work for the church came into existence ecclesiastically.
come one in motive and
can only touch upon it briefly.
moral and spiritual welfare of the com—

munity?”
From Rev. J. A. Ross, Hampton, N.
II.
“Very pleasant are my recollections
of my pastorate in Belfast. Some of the
happiest years of my life were spent in
Many dear and valued friends,
your city.
whom I shall not forget while life lasts,
Some are now members of the
are there.
I trust I shall meet
church triumphant.
them over yonder. A thoughtful and forbearing, kind and affectionate people
made my pastorate a delightful one. And,
my dear brother, 1 congratulate you on
being pastor of the Congregational church
And I can wish nothing betiu Belfast.
ter for you than that your stay there may
be in every way just as pleasant as mine
has been.1
—

From Rev. R. K. Harlow, Medway,
“I recall with pleasure my conMass.
nection with your church, brief though it
was, and the kind and considerate treatHow
ment that I uniformly received.
well I remember Bros. Beaman, Palmer,
and
Caldwell,
Mansfield
Poor, Havener,
the little book-man who used to take the
blueing out of my Mondays by bringing
to me the weekly comic papers and, with
a chuckle and a nudge, point out some
These brothers
rich bit of satire or wit.
have all passed to their reward.
May
faithful
to the
be
as
descendants
their
church as they were.”
From Rev. R. Henry Davis, Olivet,
“Be assured it would give me the
Mich.
greatest pleasure to be present and say a
word for the dear old church and the
names of many of its members have dwelt
in my heart all these years since hS72.
Let the brethren and sisters be assured
While
that 1 shall he with you in spirit.
I shall not be able to commune with them
as they shall be gathered together on that
day, yet 1 shall commune at least in memory with the members of the church as it
was constituted a quarter of a century
ago, with Deacons Fieicl and Palmer and
Beaman and Brothers Poor anil Perry and
Parker, with other brothers and sisters.
To all I send my most earnest congratulations on the life and prosperity of the
good old church, and assure them of my
most earnest and hearty Christian fellow—

—

ship.”

join

Never before was there so cordial a
feeling between the various pastors and
between the members of the various de

privileges.”

rejoice

From llev. E. B. Palmer, Boston.
“It
with great regret that 1 forego the
which
has
made
your
courtesy
pleasure
—

God.

is

j

This, let uie say, that my study of this
early part of the church’s history has given
me a very hearty
respect for the original
settlers

as men

of earnest and genuine

char-

as well as a profound pity and
sympathy for them in the difficulties and hardships of their work. They were Scotching, as we have said, of as good blood as

acter,

the world owns, of a race famous for their
streugth and persistency of purpose, for
their love of liberty, for their general intelligence, and for their religious zeal. And their
lives were full of hardship.
From the first day of their
landing, when
one homesick soul wrote back to friends in
Londonderry : “If ever I felt to cry in my
life, it was when we first set foot on this
shore; no cleared land in sight, and no house
except our cabin, composed of logs, through
which holes were cut for doors and windows,
with hemlock bark for rot f,” on from this
first day through all the privations inevitable to a new settlement in the wilderness;
privations aggravated by the troubles and
distresses of the Revolutionary war, and of
the second war with England, on up to the
last, the life of these original settlers was an
unbroken experience of hardships, difficulties and
disappointments. If sufferings call
for sympathy from all men, how much more
from those for whom the sufferings were en-

dured, or to whom good has come in conseit would he a shame to us
quence of them,
;t we could look back
upon what our fathers
went through without
feelings of deep symand
of
pathy
profound gratitude.
Their religious zeal and their high character is seen all
through their history, notably in two votes which as proprietors of the

settlement they passed before leaving
home in Londonderry: one, that no
persons should be admitted to the new settlement who could not give a satisfactory
certificate of moral character; the other that
a minister should be secured to serve tlieir
spiritual needs as soon as they arrived at
their destined home.
And when they arnew

their

rive, not forgetful of their good resolution,
they apply to the General Court at once for
a town
charter, mainly that they may be
able to secure to themselves religious institutions according to the legal forms of the

times.
In a document addressed several
years later to the General Court of Massachusetts, after recounting the terrible hardships which they underwent in founding a
new
plantation in what they call “this

horrid and uncultivated wilderness,” they
on to say, “Vet in the midst of all these
hardships, out of an earnest desire.
to
enjoy the benefits of the preached Gospel,
we petitioned the General Court to
incorporate us as a town when our members
amounted to no more than fifty persons of

go

every

age and sex, although we
settlements much

rounded with

were sur-

stronger

and more
continued

numerous

than

ours

which had

!

ligious institutions, that they are willing
not only to incur the expenses necessary for
this specific purpose, but to take upon themselves the burden also of general taxation,
which they might honorably have avoided
by reason of their small number and of

their scattered condition.
And having obtained a town charter,
they
vote at the very first town meeting a small
sum for the
obtaining of occasional preaching, and a Rev. Mr. Murray of Boothbay
was induced to visit them and administer to
them (as the record expresses it) ‘‘the consolations of his office,” a very good way of
putting it, since consolation (in their dreary
condition) must have been what they
especially needed. Year by year this hard
toiling, self-denying people vote at their
tow n meeting such sums as they can afford
for preaching, and they get such
preaching
as they can find.
And now comes on the Revolutionary

War, with its hard times, its depression of
business, its great sufferings for all the
American

successive letters to the town first one
part of it, then another, till at last, the salary which began the largest in the church’s
history, ends as the smallest, the pastor
preaching for nothing during the last two
years of his ministry, and being obliged to
go to law, to secure not this but arrearages of
the previously reduced salary; and the unanimity with which he was first settled was
equalled only by the unanimity with which
he was at last dismissed,
October, 1813. The
dissensions which were originated under the
former miuistry were intensified by the unfortunate circumstances of the second ministry. As one consequence of the want of
harmony under Mr. Johnson’s administration, two new religious societies were formed, the Methodist and the Baptist, so that
there were three in our little village, neither
of them, as is usual,
strong enough to do
much good alone, and neither of them broad
enough and Christian enough to act with the
others.
It would be very unjust to attribute all
this to tbe pastor; in those
days sectarianism
was in
the atmosphere.
Mr. Crosby in
his sketches of Belfast pays a
very high
tribute to the intellectual ability of Mr.
Johnson, so high that one is almost disposed
to think that the Governor’s
memory bad
fallen asleep, and that he must have been
thinking of his more gifted son, Judge Johnson, who bore his father’s name. The few
published sermons of Mr. Johnson would not
seem by any means to bear out the
high esin

a number of years in an unorstate in order that they might escape any share of the burden of public taxation.” They are so desirious to secure re-

ganized

people, and above all for eastern

Maine, more exposed along its broad and
easily accessible coast to the fleet of the
enemy than any other part of the country.
I will not dwell upon the hardships of the
settlers during the war, farther than to
say
that before it came to its close, they saw their
homes rifled and burned, their crops destroy-

tailed account of the discussions that ensued.
It occupies a large space in the records of
church. Suffice it to say that the church
separates itself from the parish, calls a council, and is organized into a new and independent congregation on the 20th of May.
1820.
the

!

timate.
On the whole, I think that Mr. Johnson’s
chief claim to the
memory and the gratitude
of our people is in the fact that he founded

ed, their land laid waste, and themselves
compelled to flee with their families to such
places along the seaboard in the hands of
our troops as promised some
partial protection. So impoverished and so discouraged
were
they that when, after the war, they
returned to their homes, they did not even
revive their corporate existence,
an$ when
after several years (in 1785) they did so,
their very first municipal action is'to appropriate a sum for occasional preaching, and in
the next year they send a petition to the
Geueral Court for liberty to tax all proprietary lands in order to the building of a
meeting-house. And though this scheme
was dropped for the present, still at
every
successive town meeting money was assessed for religious purposes with so much
regularity that this might almost seem to have
been the principal business of these meetings. When, in 1789, they set themselves
seriously to the building project, they meet
another difficulty besides poverty in the
division of opinion as to where the edifice
should be located. The original settlement
was on the eastern side of the
river, but by
the year 1789 the people on this side have
gained very much upon the rival settlement
it
upon the' other side and
seems unfair that they should be taxed for
the building of a meeting-house so remote
from them, and which they could reach during a large part of the year only with difficulty, if at all. It is not strange that a good
deal of rivalry, perhaps of jealousy and of
ill-feeling, should have sprung up between
the settlements on the two sides of the
river, each anxious to be the ceutre of the
rising town, and neither willing to yield to
the other the advantage which would come
from its having within its limits the
only
place of worship. The contention between
the two settlements as to the location of the
church dragged on for several years, and
was
rinauy compromised by a vote to build
two churches, one on either side,—that on
our side to be built on the lot where stands
the house originally erected by
Judge Williamson, now occupied by Mr. Edw. Sibley,
that on the other side at a point about a mile
below the bridge, near where the shore road
makes its first great curve towards
Searsport.

family which in the successive generations
in its various affiliated branches has
done so much for the business
enterprise,
for the wealth, for the intellectual life and
culture of the community.
I think that all who have followed me so
far will agree with me that our
good fathers
had had a hard time in their efforts to establish the institution of the gospel. There
is something very pathetic in their condition. They are growing old ; their hairs are
whitening for the grave; they have fought
their way through two great wars, the Revolutionary war and the war of 1812. There
has been no form nor degree of
hardships or
of self sacrifice which
they have not suffered and suffered
willingly for the good of the
town of which they are the fathers. Ami
now the worn out old men are
passing off
the stage, without leaving behind them that
which they deem the chief good of any community, firmly established religious institua

barrassed by feeble health.
He was followed in the next year, 1S27,
by
Rev. Nathaniel Wales, fresh from
Bangor
Seminary, a young man around whom the
affections of the church gathered at ouee and
very warmly, not only because of th sweetness and excellence of bis
character, but
also because their affection was called out
and heightened by
sympathy for him under
that fatal disease, consumption, which had
marked him for its victim from his first appearance among us, and which in a brief
year carried him off, to the regret of all denominations and all classes.
Mr. Wales was followed the next
year by
Rev. Ferris Fitch, the least eminent in mind
or character of ah the ministers who
have
been settled over the church, and vet under
whose administration occurred one of the

and

most important events in its
history—-the
erecting of this church edifice. It shows tin-

difference between social usages then and
now that the
raising of the church with the
use of spirits was a
thing so extraordinary
that a special notice of the fact was made in
the town Journal of the next week: at the
raising of the older church, twelve years before, a solid barrel of punch having been
provided at the expense of the society.
Mr. Fitch was dismissed in May, 1832, on
account of feebleness of health as the or-

tions.

From the day when they first
began to
agitate the building of a church up to the
last, they have not had one year of the quiet
enjoyment of religious privileges; it has
been constant conflict and storm.
Grant
that partly this has been their own fault.
The ‘per fervidum ingeniiim' which their
earliest historian attributes to the Scotch,
this heightened by the
fiery and possibly
somewhat contentious quality which the
Irish elemeut mingled with their blood,
may
have been somewhat responsible for it. But
before we condemn them, let us consider
liow closely this very persistency, this un-

daining

yielding, perhaps somewhat contentious
element, may have been connected with
that strength and earnestness of conviction,
and that intense love of
liberty, which led

them to abandon their native country rather
than submit to a form of
worship which
they did not approve, and to found a government in this wilderness, the
hardships of
which they endured, the
blessings of which
we are reaping.
And as we see them now,
drawing to the close of their career, seemingly baffled and foiled in their purpose, we
will give them our
sympathy and our pity.
It. would seem that our good
X<> wonder that their
notfathers,
thoughts turned back
withstanding the hardness of their circum- longingly to the dear old home in Londonstances, ha*l an eye for tRe beautiful in scen- derry, “where are peace and harmony and
all the pr.vileges of the
ery, lor two grander and lovelier spots
Gospel.” In a verv
could not well be found in the whole
region. \ tom bing letter addressed to the old .-burch
as
do
such
a
we.
and
commanding
they
j
find, among other things, these words:
majestic
far sweeping view of the bay and its .un”'A
hoar of .>< .;i j»i o.-qieiilv both .11 ionj
rounding shores.
{.oral and spiritual things, ‘that you have
become
rich in this world’s goods, that you
And now the churches having been built,
j
are united and
the people set,themselves to the work of
happy in the support of the j
providing a minister to occupy them, a hard- truth t hat you are favored with active, tie-I
voted, faithful pastors
er task anil one which was destined to lead
Alas! it is not s
with us.
When wo emigrated to this town, i
To mure serious dissensions than The locait
is
lamentable that wn- departed from the ]
tion <>f the churches.
I will not go into a
detail of the dissensions—-are they .not uii
good < xuuiple of our Fathers in not bringing j
our spiritual guide with us.
But not w ithchronicled in the history of our city by Mr.
W11!lamsoii with a cons-ientious thor-.ugh- standing our emhaiTasMimnts and our diwe indulge a fond
visions,
that m s me
accuracy
and
of
fullness
detail
which
hope
ness,
leaves nothing to he desired and nothing to ; way, the Lord will enable us soon to sett a- 1
a
or
1m done by any future historian —nor are
a
Davidson,
Morrison,
McGregor, n
who will preach Christ to us in the hop.
church troubles so pleasant a matter of contin*
consolations and the faith ot the Cosp,templation that one ares to dwell upon
This fond wish was not to he gratified- .1
them if he can avoid it. This ought, to be
once certainly.
A worse trial, a sorer on
of our lathers—the quarrel
tl.ct awaits them than any previous one. ;
was not so much a church
quarrel as a town ]
Mr.
Johnson
retires
from the stage.
Mr.
quarrel, coming from the fact that no action
of the church was valid unless it was ratiliFrothiugham enters—Mr. Frothiugham, .1
minister
to
he
ed l.y vote of the town at town
spoken of with all respect, a
meeting, amt
it is very doubtful whether any modern | devout, studious man, happier among his i
church, however fond of harmony, could books, than anywhere else in the world,
get along without serious and frequent fric- averse through his whole nature to strife
tion under such an unnatural connection. > and contention, fond above all things of
Suffice it to say then, that the church not ! peace and harmony, willing in order to sc-i
it to keep in the background as far as
haying probably a large store of candidates cure
lie conscientiously could views an
sentifrom whom to choose, iu this “remote, nilmeats
which might lead to controversy and |
cultivated •>!'■! hoi rid wilderness,’- as you i
division. It was not Mr. Frothingham who
remember the early settlers call it, gave a
was responsible for the tierce contention on
call to a Rev. Mr. Price notwithstanding the
{
opposition of a large and influential and !1 which the church now enters. It was the
Unitarian controversy which was
great
determined
At
the
town
very
minority.
the New
England
meetings, held in quick succession, to dis- sweeping over all
churches, and which was sure, sooner or
cuss this matter, this minority vote against
later to strike, on our shores, and which
the call, vote against the salary proposed,
reached us with the advent of Mr Froth- j
and declare in almost violent language that
they will never cease their opposition to Mr. iiigham ; noue too soon. It was needed to
purify the religious atmosphere, heavy and
and
that
will
it
out
use
Price,
they
try
(to
fetid with an almost deadly Calvinism.
1
their expression) to the end of the law if
should
he insincere if 1 did not frankly say
needful. When the ordaining council assemble, they send in an earnest remons- that 1 do not regard the original Unitarian
defection as an unmitigated evil by any
trance to the ordination, and when at length
means: rather, perhaps, as one of the
in spite of all their efforts he is settled, they
greatkeep up their opposition ye ar after year till est blessings which ever came to the Puritan
ehurch. Remember, it was not the orat length they gain so many over to their
sme tnai tney become tile majority and Mr
thodoxy of to-day against which the rePrice judges it wise to take himself out of volt was. It was a kind of orthodoxy which
if it were preached in our pulpits to-day, tin*
the way, and so after a settlement, of five
great majority of the church members and
years is regularly dismissed. The ecclesiasthe congregation would use against it with
tical council who dismiss him acquit him
a protest as indignant as that which came
of fault and throw the blame of the trouble
from the Unitarians three quarters of a centhe
not,
upon
opposing minority,
altogether
rightfully, it seems to us. Doubtless Mr. tury ago. Predestination, election, reproPrice was a good man, “irreproachable in bation, God ordaining sin, that he might
overrule it for his own glory, total depravity
character anti sound in orthodoxy,” but his
letters to the town, to the church, and to the
inherited, necessitating siu for which nevercouncil do not indicate the intellectual theless tlie sinner is held accountable to
qualities needful to the preacher of a con- such an extent that he is righteously doomed
gregation already beginning to include in therefor to a punishment eternal in time
and terrible beyond conception, Adam’s
its uumber many cultivated persons and
graduates of Massachusetts colleges. More- guilt arbitrarily imputed to his posterity, and
Christ's righteousness arbitrarily imputed to
over he shows a very great lack of judgment
the beliver,—these with other kindred docand of wisdom, due very possibly to bis
youth and yet none the less unfortunate in trines, making a fearful caricature of that
blessed Gospel of God’s love which the New
its influence, and none the less unfitting him
Testament teaches and which the church of
for his position—shows it in many ways,
notably in the prime matter of accepting a to-day proclaims; it was against this system
that the protest came, and as I said it came
call to which so violent an opposition is
none too soon for the good ot the church or
made by so large and so influential a part of
of the world: only t e reaction, in its inthe church—quite a third part of the few
holders—and m accepting it so confident- tensity and violence, went too far, as is apt
ly as to put himself at once to the work of to he the case with all reactions, and passing
building him a house, a kind of proclama- on beyond the obnoxious doctrines which
were the real head and front of the offence,
tion that he means to abide where he is,
which most parishes that are very well sat- fastened upon tlie Deity of Christ, God manifest
in tlie flesh, a truth in which tinisfied with their pastors do not
altogether
!
relish, and which very often serves as a church has always felt that the love of God
kind of challenge to uneasy spirits in a par- siunes fortti m its most attractive and divinest
Even
this
truth
Puritan
Calvinlight.
ish to test the matter ami try conclusions
with the over-confident pastor. For it is ism had more or less darkened and deformone of the little eccentricities of human naed,—the humanity being lost sight of behind
the divinity,—the Infinite Friend and Guide
ture that when uien are doubtful whether
they can secure a certain good, they are lost sight of in the Infinite Sarrilice. Tinidea of the wrath of the Father appeased by
very anxious for it; when it is certain they
tin* blood of the Son, gave a harsh, narrow
can have it and it begins to look as
though
they must have it, then they become indiffer- and material aspect to the truth in which
the
love of God, the tenderness and grave of
At any rate, wherever
ent, perhaps averse
the Gospel was meant to shine forth in its
the fault was, or whatever it was, the dispute over the first pastor was a very unfor- supreme glory. The reaction from this error went too far and reacted not against the
tunate thing in its influence; for a church, a
parish, a community of any kind, like an in- error, but also against the truth of which
dividual, forms a character, fixes a habit in the error was the distortion,—the truth that
God in human form lived and suffered and
its early years, which is apt to abide and
which can he eradicated only by the slow died for the salvation of men,—a truth which
the church lias alway loved and cherished,
A century
processes of hard experience.
might seem to be sufficient for that purpose. and which it seems to me she will never he
After the retirement of Mr. Price an inter- willing to give up. The church of which we
are speaking, our little church in Belfast,
val of some three years followed before a
call was given to Rev. Alfred Johnson, who did not feel that they could give it lip. They
are somewhat doubtful as to Mr. Frothingcame here from Freeport church iu the year
1805. On his first appearance Mr. Johnson ham’s position. They address to him letters
on the subject, to which the answers are not
seems to have carried our little town by
so explicit as they wish.
Evidently there is
storm; lie was unanimously invited to the
a desire both on the part of Mr. Frothingpastorate with the offer of the largest salary,
haui and of the church to avoid division if
the
difference
of
which
values,
considering
possible; of Mr. Frothingham because his
has been paid by our church to any pastor
is averse to contention and
during its whole history,—more than three whole nature
times that which had been paid to his imme- disposed to peace and harmony; of the
because
apart from the society they
diate predecessor, a salary which with the church,
seemingly too feeble to stand alone.
waning enthusiasm that is apt to follow too areBlit
there is evidently an irreconcilable
less
a
popular
candidacy, grew beautifully
division of religious belief. Separation is
year by year,— vlr. Johnson gracefully reconinevitable. It is uot necessary to give a dehimself to the decrease,

said

in

This is the beginning of the
religious soin whose place of
worship we are met:
in a very important sense the
beginning of
the church, under whose
auspices we are
assembled. At least it enters now upon a
new career, it starts out
upon a new and untried path,—a feeble body,feeble in
numbers,
feeble in wealth, feeble in social position,—
but full of faith and zeal ami
hope. For
several years they have uo
place of worship,
no settled preacher.
Occasionally a minister is hired by the aid of the Maine Missionary Society to administer the consolations of
his office; to use the
phrase which is still
used in the records and is still
appropriate.
In the course of some three
years, in 1823,
they are able to put up a small building
called the Conference room, which some of
the older persons who hear me must r. iuember, situated on the top of what is now ca led Primrose Hill, near Mr. Johnson's
house,
and in the next year (1824)
they give a call
to Rev. Mr. Soule, a man of no marked
qnali ies, who after a brief
pastorate «>f two
years was dismissed to the church of 1 Denmark (Denmark of our State) win h church
he left soon after on account of feeble health
to take up a less laborious work as head of a
boarding school in Norway, (Norway of our
State.) The record speaks of him as a man
of amiable character and excellent
spirit,
but whose labors were interrupted and em-

ciety

council says, but those who

an- ac-

quainted with ecclesiastical language know
that iu the usage of councils that phrase
“feebleness of health,” has a much broader
significance than it has in ordinary usage,
and is made to cover a great variety of feebleness, besides that ot body.
On February of the following year, Rev.
Silas M’Keen was installed over the church.
Mr. M’Keen was in many respects a remarkable man; without being a graduate either
of

college

a

or

a

theological seminary,

be

yet a better scholar iu the languages .f
Bible than any minister ever settled-wer
church, with the exception, perhaps, of
some of the later ministers, whose
j.r li' ;enev in these studies
have hot had occawas

the
the

to know, and perhaps, .r may
that he was a keener and aider t!
His ministry makes a Iin the history of the church, p «rt 'y
ms.
of the time which was ripe for «.u !> a n
n.
—partly because of the m m, of the em-rg\
the devotion and the abil:t\ w.tii who-h he
regave himself to bis work. Tin- < liar.
ceived under him on imps.'
o
never lost.
A man of strong oni.-v
s'
and of iron will, lie w.ts ndefatig d,
i,
work. Intensely earnest
...,
.,j
less and independent is he w
there was no retorm, feruperanee, no
er \
educate>t». no kind ol ; uld
fence, to which he did ind lend a
ping
and most eld
nt hand.
H-. dine •,
to pe of doctrine and ot pi. ty,
wua: -a ail 1
be accounted su* 1 in <>ur da\ and
s

sion

■

said,
gian.

o

■

•.

••

■

iiM-lie

and
■:
! nobarn
and sc> er.-r :: i::s p |g
Of hi ins. if iIntli of any one Is-, and i.. m
ali tin* out word sternness tln-re w.idepth ol tenderness and great ipand
incut
was

excuse

11

-..

ai

>.

s

■

t sterner

f

is term

s.

-uce

here

w,m

o'

;
to

-ng-

1

j

I

ciling

relinquishing

but st d.
♦ uhere were smans
ments of strength in his mi Mist r\
t'
i’s
cnifMSeemed premature, and
leoil
that dismissed him lamented tin- do.■('
th" pastoral relato.u among ns
a-i
m.demmol the frequency of t n
eh rages,
“beariug at llie same time high test n.. nv
to the cliaract.er md usei mess
Mr
M Keen.’
lie was followed m a few n
mns by lb
El bridge Cutler, a young it. tu
a
n
:.from Vale, of great, sweetness and gent aness of uatur-, without, the strength of
body
or tin force >>t character w iden marked h.s
predecessor, but with a great dea .-t a
traetiveuess and of what is
ailed magnetism.
li«' drew to himself the warm alia, nment of all Ins parisiioners, but
espe. ialK
of the young,- rnd before the ,-Ins.f No
first year of Ins service he had the gn at satisfaction of admitting to the china h
tryons new mem hers as the result of a
perioii
of great religious interest.
On a.
::m <e
Ins feeble health, he was obliged g
;ak<In ..tie
t
frequent and long vacations
these vacations, the pulpit was s qqe <1 by
a former class-mate of Ins. Rev. .?■
l...rd
years

—

afterwards distinguished as a -a
historical topics, w ho delighted u
himself by his somewhat youthfud

is

as

vn

d,
ambitious eloquence, as well as amused us by his eccentricities out of the putpn.
In another of these long vacations Mr. (hitler visited Reading, Pa., partly for h-aith.
While
partly to preach a.i a candidate.
there he visited one <>f the coal mines
the
region and remaining too long in the damp
of
the
earth
he
runa
eh:
received
depths
ning into pneumonia from which his feeble
constitution never rallied.
Mis death was
peaceful ami happy as his life had been
u t.
beautiful.
1 wish there was ime
some of his last words, so full of triumph. of
Nor is there
peace, of joy, but there is not.
time to speak as I would like to of his two
successors, who have passed away, Mr (’inter and Mr. Parker men who deserve is
far as their merits are concerned a lengthened notice.
Mr. Cutter was installed a lew lm v'R if
s
to
ter the death of Mr. Cutler.
Mr. (
vline flow of social feeling, his e.\mi ot
k now ledge of men and things, h:s
anecdote, his ready wit. ins gn-at pr.. km-ss
of mind and speech, made him
de' g -.N’ui
companion and marked him as leader .u almost any conversational einb-;nt' w a --h InM voted ! .-ste
\ line.
might he thrown.
mai
a clear chaste and sparkling si\.«-f I nni ig.-, g i\
vekms facility and lei not
ones
a great
charm a is* t< his pulp;: di**.
ta:-'
Nothing, perl nips, in regard t. .is
t.ions is more obvious and m.om :u
sting
to remember than the constant i\
wing
:■

over

_

richness and

spmiii.■ !■!;.-«.t h.s di<>< .s
t t.
,is
arers, the
of his ministry were much more ijuk k* mug
to
.:
to
mi
ml
ami
lie.ni.
inspiring hotli
earlier years
It his last ten years
have been given to pulpit .1 in l past ora w -rk
1 doubt, not that the\ w■ *ui. 1 have been ti.e
richest and the most, fruitful yeais *.t I:.- .!••
The time will eome, we trust, when in America, as now in England, the npem-ss and
richness wh eh years and experiem <• atm
give to mind and heart, will he recognized 11
the pulpit, as it is m other departments
Mr. Cutter as dismissed 111 ISh'., and was
followed imtn ediately by Rev. Wooster Parker, who came to us from the new and northern part, of our State, where he h d been tor
It was
many years a great power for good
not my happiness to sit under the preaching
of Mr. Parker as I did for years under that
of Mr. Cutter and I cannot speak of it with
so

that., to discerning

■

>

the

same

detail and the

same

personal

knowledge. But Mr. Parker was certainly a man of great native vigor of
mind ami was capable, when roused, of very
powerful efforts, and his ordinary preaching
gave the impression of a great deal of reserve
strength. His pastorate was the longest in
the history of the church.
Both of these pastors, Mr. Cutter aud Mr.
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He afterwards edit-

quest Oct. 8, 1850.

|

the

ed

Mirror

Christian

and

from 1864 to 1873.

supplied

the

churches in Beardstown, 111., and Rockland, Maine. Od Dec. 27, 1840, he preach-

The history of the North Church inhistory of the town

ed the semi-centennial discourse

Congregational

He is

now

church

in

pastor of send them to Cuba came they were rebellious. Some of the officers would not go,

N. U.
ner

the

Martin Riley
Bridget Tracy,

The present parsonage at the corof High and Park streets was built

during

officers from the

garrison here
volunteered in their places. The emI barkation took place from alongside the
Nellie Smith.
First the order was given
to remove tliis vessel into the harbor, and
so

some

|

of Bangor has sued Mrs.
widow of Patrick Tracy,
also of Bangor, for the sum of $5,000 in a
breach of promise action.
Riley says the
woman agreed to
marry him and that her
refusal subsequently, caused him grief and
sorrow to the amount of
$5,000.

Hampton,

are many
people win
abandon tbe habit of drinkionly liod some substitute p
is Grain-o, made from
pure
opinion of tln.se who h.i.itrial a beverage in e\erv uGrain () is not astimulai
It is cheering:, nutriti.

Mr. lloss’ pastorate.
Rev. Rollin T. Hack was the son of a
history of the First church in Belfast.
The honorary degree of 1). D. was confer- well to-do farmer of Orwell, Vt., and was
In tiily
Governor Stone has shipped from Jefred on him by Bowdoin College in 1871. educated in the schools and colleges of an official came to me almost breathless ferson
City, Mo., a magnificent Kentucky
ivilimits duties of t'Acry person, and at a
saddle horse to Lincoln,
He died in Charleston, S. C., Mar. 27, that State. While in college his health and ordered this vessel
away from the thoroughbred
meeting of the proprietors of Belfast in
as
a Christmas gift to William J.
1880, the family then spending their failed and lie went West, where he did wharf to make room for the steamer Neb.,
uidomleny, N. 31., two years bei'oie
Bryan. The animal is coal black and has
winters South and their summers in Bel- some
their settlement in Belfast, it was voted
missionary work, principally in the j which was to take them. I, knowing their been the Governor’s favorite saddle horse
fast.
••that no person shall own a Right amongst
Rocky Mountains. lie also spent a year procrastinating disposition, did not make for some months.
:
Mr. Cutter was succeeded bv Rev. in the South. He then attended the Ban- any effort to move, supposing that
as that shall not he able to produce a
they
Wooster Parker, who was born in Undergor Theological Seminary, from which he would change their mind shortly, which
good certificate of moral Character to the
from
hill, Vt., May 9, 1807. He graduated
Satisfaction of the Community, and the
graduated in tjie class of 1887. lie was they did, and hurried to tell me I need
Bangor Theological Seminary in 1832, and ordained and installed as pastor of the not move, hut we could not work as the
gentlemen front whom we purchase.” In
lie was Belfast church
entered the miuistry in Castine.
the division of the harbor lots in 1709,
Sept. 30th of the same wharf had to he kept clear. So three
subsequently settled in Orono, Brewer, year. While here lie made two trips to lighters were placed at the wharf one outNo. 20, on the East Side of the river, now j
NORTH CHURCH.
He was installed Europe, for study and observation.
Frankfort and Belfast.
He side the other.
At 1.30 a. m., we heard
owned by A. A. Hurd, containing 100
as pastor here Oct. 8, 1850.
He resigned resigned in 1894 and bis dismissal was music up the street, and in a few mothe
lirst
minister
the
church
for
was
sec
building,
containing
parlors,
acres,
apart
on account of ill health.
comfirmed by a council of churches Nov. ments the troops appeared, and a pitiable
who might settle here, and to build a was built in 1880. new memorial windows Aug. 28, 1870,
He received the honorary degree of A. M. 10th of that year.
He is now pastor of sight it was for soldiers.
were put into the audience
There was no
The
Old
and
on.
Parsonage
room,
meeting-house
He died the Second Parish church of Portland.
from Bowdoin College in 1850.
other improvements made.
time, no military step or bearing, simply
House was afterwards built there.
Jan. 24, 1874.
The present pastor, Rev. George Sher- a lot of poor peasants who bad been foolFrom 1870 to 1873 the pulpit was sup- man Mills, was born in Copake, Columbia ed by their government.
They had acplied by Rev. Rufus K. Harlow and Rev. Couuty, N. Y., Feb. 24, 1808. He attend- cordians, concertinas, hunches of banaboth graduates of ed the Albany Academy and SchuylcrRobert H. Davis,
nas, and all kinds of trinkets, and one
Amherst College, but neither was in- ville High school and graduated from monkey. It reminded me of what I had
stalled as pastor.
Dartmouth college in the class of 1890. read of the Chinese going to war with
Rev. John A. Ross was pastor from He graduated from Andover Theological “stink pots” and fans and such things.
Sept. 4, 1873, to Aug. 31, 1S80. He is a Seminary in 1895, and was ordained and Although they didn’t have those things,
graduate of the Free Church College, now installed as pastor at Belfast July 24th of they were there in another form. The
fans were not so large as Chinese war
merged in Dalhousie College, Nova Scotia, that year.
('hfirlrs II. It utr/tingi.
in 1851.
lie preached at Marion, Iowa,
fans, but there were plenty of them in the
cludes lin* religious
fn n, its settlement

on

the present day.
times the laws required certain
to
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settled minister here.

Murray,
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as

it
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here in 1777.

occasionally preached

held in private houses.
Laeh town was obliged by law “to be
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v ere

constantiy provided of

eithodo.x minister." and every inhabitant
was taxed for his
support. The law com-
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settled for life.

In 17v'vtit was voted to build a meetingon the F ist .Side, 70 feet long and
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the
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Belfast Sea
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West Indies.

Porto

and

same

studied

voted to build

town

Both

houses

who

were

divinity
preached the

here.

year.

first

Mr. Johnson

ministry

sermon

was

ever

heard

ordained to the

in Freeport in 17^'d, and remained

John,

north,
here, I

and it
am

being impossible

ver

Jth,

on

a

few

lot I there until he came to Belfast in 1807. He
No. lm;. ahovelmentioned on the
northerly | was one of the founders of Bowdoin Col>ide o- the !road.
It was two stories in lege, ami for 17 years was a member of its
on

hoard of government.
He resigned his
ministry here in 1814, and remained with-

height. o0x40 feet, unfinished internally
and w 'liout regular pews.
'Die exterior
was never
painted. Xo means for warm.ng were piovided and in cold weather
the

meetings

Iiuum

were
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in

tin* sehool-

the opposite side of the road.
The l uihiing- was sold in lsJO to the- late
on

Henj;min Kelley, and the materials used
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an

axe

a charge until his death, in 1847.
In 1824 the church, which had been reorganized since the pastorate of Mr. Jolm-
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factory.
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call to Rev. Chas. Soule.
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son,
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year, and he was ordained June 40 of that year. The services
were held in the I'nitarian Church.
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few papers published in
by the way, only last even-

a
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dedicated

Nov. 15th of the same year.
In 1820 the
members holding the Trinitarian Congre-
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deck,
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of this island export

more

than $30,000,000 worth of merchandise
per aDnum, and import $20,000,000, yet
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so

unfortunate

to write in

as

bum of his sweetheart

an

al-

little poem of his
own make up in which he spoke
favorably
of the Cubans in arms.
It somehow got
to the officials and he was east into
prison.
a

pastor

bridge

G. Cutler, a native of
He took a collegiate course at

Farmington.
Harvard, but
theological course at
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though they had the Spanish sign up.
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Hundreds

of Children and adults have worms
but are treated fur other diseases. Thesymptoms are—indigestion, with a variable up- I
petite, foul tongue; offensive breath; hard
and full belly, with occasional gi.pings air!
pains about the navel: heat ami it. :.mg rvnsation in the rectum and about the anus; ey s I
heavy and dull; itching of the nose short, try
cough grinding of the tcet h starting d in :ig
sleep; slow fever; and often in children, m- )

struggling

with almost superhuman efforts against
the great armies of Spain and the arsenals
and storehouses of the world.
May the
God of battles go out before them n a
I illar of cloud by day and a pillar of lire
by night.” May Maceo be a Gideon to
those oppressed people.
Though his
numbers may be few, let them shout “the
word of the Lord and our modern Gideon.”
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With the year 1S‘»7 that old and reliable
paper, t-la- Kennebec Journal,
which stands deservedly in the front ranks
of Maine's progressive newspapers, \v:il enter upon its seventy-second year, and its
Daily edition will enter upon its twentyeighth >ear. The Journal, at all times an
interesting and up-to-date paper, will be of
special value the coming Nviuter, on account
of the complete and comprehensive manner
in which it handles the news of the legislative session.
Not only does it, as the State
paper, publish the only official stenographic
report of legislative proceedings, but it also
gives full and valuable reports of the various important committee hearings, and the
various news and gossip that makes the
Capital such a center of news interest during the legislative winter.
The Daily edition of the Journal will be
sent to any address during the legislative
session, for $1.25; the Weekly edition will
be sent to any address for the same period
for JO cents. Everyone will recognize that
this is a most liberal offer, and we have no
doubt that citizens all over the State will
hasten to avail themselves of it. While this
special rate is intended to apply only to the
time the Legislature is iu session, the publishers of the Journal have decided to enter
all subscriptions for the Legislative Daily

i\.
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things

prices

mon-

many, (for every saint on the calendar has
a holiday)
there is a custom among the
Spaniards to stretch along the balcony a
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dicates will advance any more, the

meant
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they
monkey

C. E

STEVENS.
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Republican

sounding language they can manu- States will find out that it isn’t alone to
facture sweet sounding names for an ad- put down the rebellion in Cuba that
he graduated in the
gationalist views voted to secede from the Yale in 1839. He
ditional tax.
As I am speaking of taxes Spain is massing so many troops there,
“First Parish,” as it was then called, aud
two years and was ordained as pas- I will remark that flour is not the only but to invade Florida should the President
burg
the meeting house henceforth became the
That being an article of of the unwieldy Republic in any way intor in Belfast, June 15, 1842.
He died article taxed.
property of the Unitarians. The new soin Reading, Pa., Apr. 18, 1846, great necessity, they say it is taxed light- tervene in Cuba.”
suddenly
ciety was organized, and in 1823 erected a while on a tour for the
I will also add that the
A few days ago a battalion of troops
benefit of his ly, just a trifle.
Bmall place of worship called the ConferThere
health, aged 34 years. Funeral services cargo of lumber just unloaded from this embarked from here for Cuba.
ence House, on the lot near the residence
were held at the church here,
vessel, 410 M. feet, cost about $4,000, the were 800 men and one monkey in the batMay
20th,
of Hon. R. C. Johnson on High street. It
a
to behold.
That
a sermon being preached by Rev.
^Stephen freight $3,000, and the government charges talion, and it was sight
was used as a place of worship until 1832,
Thurston.
His remains were interred in on it exceed $3,500.
They have a new was a gala-day for all the people except
after which it was moved to Front street.
money on this island, stamped especially the troops, who embarked with some bitReading.
It was burned in 1851.
Mr. Cutler was succeeded by Rev. Ed- for Porto Rico, which has been in use terness of feeling on account of being deor Weekly as soon as
they are received.
In 1831, the “Proprietors of the North ward F.
Cutter, who was born in Port- only 3 or 4 years, in lieu of Mexican sil- ceived by the government. They were People, therefore, who subscribe at once
church” were incorporated, and the same
will
to
which
had
been
used
this
secure
for
a
came
the
volunteers
who
island
Jan.
to
do
at
Bow- ver,
advantage of getting the
great many
land,
20, 1810, graduated
The change came through fraud. garrison duty and not to take the field in paper several weeks free of charge.
year they built the present church edifice doin College in 1828, and at Andover years.
Address all subscriptions to
on Market street,
between Church and Theological Seminary in 1831.
Burleigh & Flynt, Augusta, Me.
He was One Captain-General of this island wanted Cuba.
They were landed here about 10
High streets. It was dedicated Feb. 14, ordained in Warren May 8, 1833, where he the monopoly of bringing in Mexican sil- days before the final order for Cuba
OA.STOHIA.
1832. The church is 64 feet long, 46 feet remained 13 years.
He was installed as ver, so he ordained that anybody bringing came.
Some of the officers had their
is oa
and
the
audience
room
in
is
20
feet
Mexican
silver
was
in
and
liable
to
arrest
Belfast
and
others were to
wide,
families come out,
Sept. 23, 1846, and his
pastor
erery
trappy
high. The addition to the front of the pastorate was terminated by his own re- imprisonment. He alone could do it, but have come later, so when the order to
sweet

t not

DON’ I (iO \VI m

white

Spaniard, who

ni

what the

Cleveland and

1826.

death, Jan.
20, 1829. A plain tablet, erected by the the majority are poor and miserable. It
church, marks his resting place *u Grove costs $0 per month for rent for one small
room.
The custom-house official, whom Hence the cause of the steamer being deCemetery.
WEST MEETING HOUSE.
tained so as to put him on board at 2
we had on board for
Rev. Ferris Fitch, the next pastor, was
nearly a month, (to
o’clock in the morning while the city was
horn in I’awlet, Vt., in 1802, graduated at feed at our expense) informed me that he
$2!) per month from the government, quiet and the people in the arms of MorTin- West Meeting-House was framed Middlebnry College in 1820, and at An- got
With the young man mentioned
that he paid $10 per mouth for rent, and pheus.
dover
in
He
was ordained as
1829.
on the “grave yard lot” on High street,
pastwo more were deported and the steamer
all
told
in
the
family, they
where the house of David Lancaster now tor here Oct. 2, 1830, and resigned on ac- having eight
left before daylight, all for fear of a decount ill health May 15, 1832.
He died in have to feed and clothe themselves on $19
stands, but on account of the swampy
monstration in favor of the young man.
month.
There
is
no occupation for
per
June
1847.
30,
condition of the ground it was moved to Brownhelm, Ohio,
“O liberty! liberty! how many crimes are
women; and if there was, the most of
Rev. Silas McKeen was born in Cor
the lot now owned and occupied by Edcommitted in tliy name!”
them
would
not
avail
themselves
of
it.
March
and
1(1, 1791,
pursued
ward Sibley. The building was 40 feet intli, Vt.,
As 1 mentioned Cuba, perhaps it would
There are two things they attend to wellhis studies, mainly under private instru
square, one story high, and had but one
be interesting to say a few more words
one is a rocking chair, the other a
both
and
He
tors,
cigar
literary
theological.
it was tinisheii inside and had regdoor,
or cigarette.
I gave the custom-house about it.
Spanish blood is at fever heat
ular pews. The Baptists bought the house was ordained at Bradford, Vt., Oct. 17,
1813, and became pastor at Belfast Feb. officer a barrel of flour, supposing he here against Americans, government and
in 1822 and removed it to Bridge street,
28, 1833. He remained here until Nov. 1.7, would have it used in his family, but his all. Our Consul (tenoral in Havana is
below the corner of High street.
It was
after which he returned to Brad- wife got sick through fright, and lie may spoken of in a iire-eatiug little Spanish
1841,
them
until
after
which
occupied by
1837,
ford.
The church was much increased lose her just because such a thing was sheet of this city as “that Lee, with a
it was used as a stable until 18!*.), when it
He sold it to a baker. broad brimmed cow-boy hat, masqueradunder his labors, and besides his church mentioned to her.
was tot n down.
work he was active in promoting temper- The duty on a barrel of flour is $4.50 to ing up to the palace iu Havana in the interIn 1818 the meeting-house on the lot
the custom-house aud $2.50 to the city, ests of American citizens who are no better
ance and moral reforms.
bordered by Church, Spring aud Court
the latter is called the consumers' tax.
The next settled
It than pirates, and in every way menacing
was Rev. Elbuilt, and

sion.

1
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>

in another, and the poor
owner.
Being more nimble he
jumped into the wrong lighter, where he
got his tail badly damaged in the contuour

:

i“iii.

1 received any?liimr like permanent henelit.
A sine!-'
*\ of
did the work tor me. a.. i 1 am
-w
from headache-. ami
m
(". !!• Hi T( ins-.--, Ha si \nlmri M

their arms and

lighter

one

to

Have taken all our high
and marked them to s.
1 -r that we can >.•;

that

lost his

Mass., in 1794, and graduated from Bangor Theological Seminary in
labors were terminated by his

in

were

jority.

Randolph,

was

Some had

one.

he goes away saying, “The American some slight reflections on the war policy
1 have had
a sea cook; we got that much out ; of the government of Spain.
On account of ill health he asked for and i of him.”
One could not expect any in- the article read to me and I can’t see a
received a dismissal in the second year of ! vocations to
deity from the last mention- j tiling worthy of the notice of the governhis pastorate.
He died in 1869.
ed beggars, for that is foreign to their na- j ment of Spain, but the poor fellow is
'■
Mr. Nathaniel Wales began as a supply ture.
They never invoke for themselves; doomed for Fernando Po or some other
A few days ago one of the
here Nov. 0, 1826, but in the following that is, if going to church is
any criterion. penal colony.
June was invited to become the pastor, The women only
There Trans-Atlantic steamers was held here
go to church.
over night to put on board a
which he accepted, and was ordained are, of course, a few
young man
exceptions to that
of 18 years, of respectable family, who
rule.
Sept. 26tli. He was born in
of

|

streets

outside

5OC

new

some

getting what ; ing the editor of one of them was
beggar prison just because he quoted

he can, unlike the first described
who kisses ones hand or invokes

drove the girls homo, and
the poor, wet,
disgruntled fellows had to get into those
| lighters and of course had to get down
into two and up again before reaching the
accoutrements

Buy

from

•.

Began Taking
Ayer's Pills

high, too. I have it from no less an au- military governor, the civil governor, and
! thority than a U. S. Consul in Cuba that the ecclesiastical governor. Surely, enough
I it costs 10 per cent, of the amount of a to satisfy the most fastidious. The ecclesimortgage to have it recorded, and 10 per astical governor rules with an iron band.
! cent, to have it discharged. The interest The church charges the earnings of a poor
! on the best of paper is not less than 12 man for life to baptize his children and to
per cent, and often reaches as high as 30 bury him, without even saying
any mass I
percent. A gentleman of high standing for his soul. On all holidays, which are

uniform of Spain, such as pilots, customhouse officials, sanitary officials and a
knew.

plying

The reason for this exaction

Can
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ol coffee. Grain
and 2i>i*. per package,

baser metal. key may be depended on to look after the
With such exactions, taxes, and extor- battalion’s treasury.
The priests and
tions, the Spaniards say that the Cubans half-priests were on the wharf, too, to
have no grievances; and yet the American give them a benediction, and they seemcolonies rebelled because they were
charg- ed half as numerous as the soldiers; aged
Reduced to $5 00
ed 3 pence per pound on teas and a little men and boys, all in clerical robes, which
stamp tax. Yet every document in this they always wear on the street.
A SPLENDID LINE OE
There are three governors here, the
country has to have a stamp, and quite

fervently

horde of others whose business 1

done,

how much the Queen
on their arms.
The

were ail related to
them yet not a “Viva Spania" from one
of them. Shortly after their arrival at
the wharf it rained in torrents, which

10, 1800

..

n...-•

ver

in

‘I wns troubled a i.mtime wiih -ili 'Uilacle
It w as n>iiai!\
comp nn.-.i
"ill! severe pains in t!m tempi.i,-..
ot fullness ami ten,|en,ess in ..t.,•
a
t as? e in m
molil il. '. e m:i'.
hands ami feet -old. ami
I tried a coo.i many
stomach.
i—
recommended for ihi- complain! ;
,i if
was not until I

Ilegent depended
glories of Saragossa

and 1 have been informed

tuting platinum

copper cent will get ones
and many invocations to some saint in oues behalf. There
is another class of beggars who wear the

Freeport, Aug. 20,
1764; he graduated at Bowdoin College in ing,
1821, and at Andover Seminary in 1824. j sou
was

Dismissed 1835
April 27. 1803
April 30. 1880
Dismissed at his request.

silver in eacli Mexican dollar and substi-

to

license to

hand kissed

was

Then the mayor of the
of the officers made some

national valor and

the

Ayers Pills

badly.
some
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to

even

agrees
coll'ee
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stirring addresses about the characteristic

1845

March

CORED

rds it is

w<

acceptable

is

monkey’s grade was
traders bringing in Mexican silver another if he was a general or private. They have
regulation was passed prohibiting all exhausted the eligibility for generals. I
Mexican silver coined before 1800 beiug thought they had to step over the missing
brought in, and finally all the Mexican link and take “makaka." Perhaps the
be “Chancellor of the Exmoney of this island was carried to Spain monkey may
cite quer for the battalion for as the nationand recoined, stamping Porto Rico on
it,
in the meantime taking out some of the al treasury is depleted and uo foreign syn-

re-

the place and

soldiers

a

day,

stood

May.

and

city

When the government
very wealthy.
found that it was impossible to prohibit

to sail from

constrained to write

beg every day in the week.
Those who neverserved their country, and
beggars from birth, can only beg on Satur-

Meeting-House

needed it

troops and for other government expenses,
and charged the government in gold.
They say here that lie returned to Spain

This city has a

lias

hast

Previous to the troops leaving the barracks the Spanish merchants
made a great feast for these who were
pressed to Cuba, hoping to awaken a
spark of patriotism in them, but of no
avail.
They did not partake of the repast, although by their appearance they

Did.
March
3. 1802
Nov
14, 183.0

good authority that it

was

garrison the place.
There are about 10,000 soldiers on the
island.
There are a great many beggars
and of various grades. A maimed soldier

Hi-

Sept.
Sept.
July

20, 1830
28, 1833
15, 1842
23. 1840)
8, 1850
4. 1873
30. 1 887
24, 189a

New York.

people.
long history, and to the
Spaniards a glorious one, for it is one of
the places which the English tried to take
and failed, and which a foreigner finds
out after arriving here, even if he never
heard of it before.
The population of
the city is about 30,000, uot including
marks

5,000
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Oct.

20,1827

larly by

Jere. (>. Hayes of Belfast, master
of the bark Nellie Smith, writes from St.

Capt.

1700, graduated

de-

Sept.

on

Kieo.

protest, which caused

a

Oct.

Feb.
June

20.1824

vet it

in

Kelt

The cargo beiug discharged and settled
for and the wind blowing strong from the

Dart mouth in 1785, and
with Rev. John Murray,

at

June.
Sept.

other

Headache

much used.
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Affairs

The residents of the West

meeting-houses.

erected the

Mr. Johnson

2. 1813
Aujr. 7. 1820
*.'nne 2". 1821)
Mav 15, 1832
Nov. 15.1841
*Api il 28. 1840
Oct.
8, 1850
Nov. 14. 1870
Ann. ::i. 1880
Nov. 10, 1804

Oct.

Appointed.

linished while

installed.

Sept. 25,1805

John Tufts.Dec. 29. 1790
June 12, 1800
Tolford Durham.
John (iilmore..May 27. 18ol
..April 28, 1828
Henry fioddard
Luther Smith.— .Sept. 29, 1838
Edwin Heaman ..Sept. 29, 1838
Feb. 28, 1851
Freeman Tufts.
1, 1805
Rohan P. Field ..Sept.
Newell Manslield..Dec. 19,1884
Augustine O. Stodddard.January, 1891
James Pattee.January, 1891

Porto Rico, under date of Dec.
as follows:

lay and in 17<:2 the
two

was

Sept. 22. 1802

DEACONS.

mi

company with Governor Winthrop and
others. lie was born in Plainfield, July 25,

house

side entered

only partially

was

was a descendant, in the fifth generation,
from ( apt. Edward Johnson, who arrived
in Salem from England. June 12. 1030, in

having any legal existence.

was

feet wide.

and

form of worship and one
d, dirferent seets were not lied J dinson

one

as

painted

It

Lot. 20.

on

here, although then.* were occasional supplies. until Sepi. 25, 1S05, when Rev. Al-

then

were

37‘is, he built the “Old Par-

,,r

House"

For three years after Mr. Price’s dismissal then* was no regular preaching

Fast and

penalty

a

The inhabitants

h ctiine; indet

A minister

public

peison to attend

rveiv

ship on the Lord’s day. and
Thanksgiving oays, under

17'."',

sonage

29. 1790

Dec.

*Died in ollice.

occupied as a paisonage. The out-buildings shown in the engraving have been
added since.
He closed his pastorate
here in 1802.
He died Feb. Pd, is*’,4.

able, learned,

an

..

Dartmouth College in the class of 17*.*3,
and w as ordained pastor at Belfast in 17‘dO.

at

was

.died, and Rev. Daniel Little of Kennehunk

HORSE.

Ebeuezer Price, tlie first settled
pastor in Belfast, was born in Xewburyjiort, Mass., Sent. 14. '."71. He graduated

Rev. John

Boothbay,

then stationed at

ea.duualh

...

Rev.

X'util the close of the Revolution tlieie
was no

Ebenezer Price.Ordained
All red Johnson.
Charles Soule.
Nathaniel Wales.
Ferris Fitch..Ordained
Silas .MeKeen..
l-.lbridge il. Cutler.Ordained
Edward F. Crater.
Wooster Parker.
John A. ltoss
Kollin T. Mark.Ordained
Oeorge Sherman Mills.Ordained

Sick

hands of the women, for the women were
out in force and there was plenty of tlesh
powder in the air, for that is an article

list of Pastors and Deacons from 170(3 to the present time:

a

YOU HAVE WAITED
There

or

if you go

8. J. Sherman's M.
book <>i full inb.rmntion.

Fishing

>(

etc

S. J. SHERMAN, Menu

Put yourself in touch with the great fraternity of sportsmen by reading their particular medium, Forest and Stream. For
if you are not so in touch, you are missing
about the best thing this country has for
a sportsman.

175 I mnotit St

The Forest and Stream Is a weekly Journal-aito be a daily
—filled with sketches of shooting and fishing, stories
of woods life, and camp experience. It Is national
an
American sportsman’s
In scope ana interest
Journal, of sportsmen, by sportsmen, for sportsmen
Get this week’s from your dealer ana look it
through; or send us ten cents for a copy, with illustrated catalogue of books on outdoor sports, and
circular
our beautiful premium pictures,
four of them, in colors: Jacksnipe Coming In Bass
Fishing at Block Island; Quail Shooting and Vigilant and Valkyrie Yacht Race.
We send Forest and
Stream one year (price t4) and the set of four pictures a *9 value) for $5.
Or, Forest and Stream
toios aud choice of two of the pictures for $8.

i

ttaough Its readers often say that It ought

FAMILY OR OKI
sound and kind, weighs 1,
A
party can take him on trial
carriage, top buggy, sleigh, ham
sold at a bargain. Will sell sc|

\GOOD

—

describing

getlier.

GEO. F. EA1SE3, «.D. D.t .S

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
P. O. Box 2832, New York City.

H. H.

The Nose and T’1

LAMSON,

No.

t O R N E K 01-

F AIR

BOSTON.

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

Newlmn
(N K A K

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

UEO. A

Red fast, Nov. li\ 18b»b

j

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
ouly.
October, 1895.-1)45*
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tiling —for females—too much of it
would be ruinous in the eyes of
ourSpanish-American friends. “The new woman”
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not
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the wealthiest and
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which out children acquire iu the
departments of the public
schools.
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danger-
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afford it send their sons to
to be educated.
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the heart of Nicara-
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now

university here, where law, medicine and theology were taught under direction of the Bishop; but
now-a-days all fam-

sovereigns of
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for obliteration.
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and picturesquely
the Moorish kings

worn

oid

deep

Most of the
poor, and as
they are poverty-stricken labor of any
sort towards
re-establishing their fortunes
is quite out of the question.
There is

and

mountains behind of
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\ipujarra.

nigh annihilated.

Efforts have since
been made to effect her
restoration, but
her wounds were too
many and her scars
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ways the same along the
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Nicaraguans
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not

recover

from their

panic for many years. It is an actual
their washing and their fact, though hard to believe, that Cosemining au natural, entirely quina’s explosions were of such force
by the presence of specta- that ashes fell in the city of Bogota,
bringing horses and mules Colombia, l,oUO miles away as the crow
and a few paraguas, bon- Hies and at an altitude of J 1,000 feet above
s, paddling about or liaul- the sea, 5,000 feet higher than the sum-
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on

mit of this volcano.
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smaller and less attraeeither, on the southern

and since 180;!
leas had his official residence

Managua;

icgiess assembled there every
'dug the civil war the greatest
nada was burned to the ground

dation decreased from 35,000
""1 although that was 40
years
1
ny has never recovered its
1
now numbers somewhat less
""d souls.
It seems to be a law
"I
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1 Irat

in all parts of the world
'iticneous products grow so
ft|
works of
man are corre-

"'Kly slow.
'wo

long

Grenada
years

by

was

under

Walker and
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Washington.

37

Waldo.
13
York.
11(3
Androscoggin had 122 tramps; Cumberland, 119; Kennebec, 12; Penobscot, 30.
Androscoggin had 38 poor debtors com-

mitted; Aroostook, 32; Cumberland, 39;
Kennebec, 25; Penobscot, 25.

Old People.
Old people who require medicine to regulate the bowels aud kidneys will find the
true remedy in Electric Bitters. This medidoes

cine

not

stimulate

and

contains no
but acts as a

nor other intoxicant,
and alterative. It acts mildly on the
stomach and bowels, adding strength and

whiskey

tonic

$2

stone
was

and the

ocean

for 150 miles

was

with

so

floating ashes and pumicethickly that the entire surface

concealed.

This is not
but

a

a

News-

matter of

headquarters people gather in the churches to pray for
s
capital; and afterlight- deliverance from further eruptions. Since
question for several years, 1835 Cosequina has been
behaving comsome blood was shed and
paratively well, but is yet “active” and
Gy destroyed, a compromise shows its temper by sullen mutterings.
icy locating a new capital, at A greater part of Nicaragua’s surface is
ttlway between Leon and covered with beds of lava and scoria,
in

Penobscot.757
10
Somerset.

decks covered with lava and ashes and
several sailors were injured by falling

Government

is

Franklin. 22
Hancock.
20
Kennebec.210
Knox. (52
Lincoln. 42
Oxford. 3

of the world had come. Vessels sailing on
Pacific, miles and miles away, had their

caused terror and

paper story,”
history.
ftl'er, figured so conspicu- The anniversary of the horrible catasof government was rernovtrophe is yet observed by the Nicaraguans
Wlien peace was restored as a
general fast-day. Business is susLiberals” refused to permit
pended throughout the Republic and the

I

Aroostook.178
Cumberland.088

tone to the organs, thereby aiding
nature in the performance of the functions.
Electric Bitters is an excellent appetizer
and aids digestion. Old people find them just
exactly what they need. Price fifty e< nts
aud
per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
Drug Store.
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be-

centuries the capital,
in
the great revolution, which
ms, and iu which, our Walk-

Islands, and
Mexico, and

that obscured the

far distauc-

competition

Ashes fell in the

consternation in all the neighboring Republics, whose people believed that the end

Grenada has always been
Nicaraguan aristocracy and stones;
tre, par excellence, while strewn
1

Androscoggin.

but

ful eruptions on record.
It continued for
four days and covered the country for
hundreds of
miles round about with
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silvery by day,
sulphurous tints in

seen,

in shape exactly
Kgyptian women carried in
me), passing beyond tlic
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showing red and

dry.

to
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lakes of bitter water in which

no

bottom

be found, yawning crevices surrounded with blistered rocks, and pits, called
by the people “infernillos,” (little hells,)
from which sulphurous vapors are con-

giving
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a

Year for The Journal and Tribune,

Recorder of New York lias discontinued publication aud turned over its entire
mail lists to the New York Tribune. The
Weekly Recorder was a very popular paper
and many of its attractive features are nowr
found in the Weekly Tribune, which is furnished free to all who pay their subscriptions
to The Journal one year in advance.
With
The Journal furnishing all the local news,
and much other matter of local interest, and
the Tribune to supply the news of the world,
political and general, with fashions, houseThe

hold science and mechanics, literary and
other departments, stories and miscellany,
pages in all, it is a very taking combina82 a year. Subscriptions may begin
at any time, and if desired the two papers
will be sent to different addresses.

20

tion at

can

tinually rising.

Fannie Brigham Ward.

Serious Drawback: Hungry Dawson
“By gee! 1 sometimes think our profession
is jist about the meanest bisness gdin
Hobo Hank; “Huh! Wot’s wrong wid it
Hungry Dawson: “Well, w’en other fellers
is abused, they kin strike: but, d*iiMMt all,
the only way we could strike would be by
goin’ to work!” (Truth.
A

OASTOZtIA.

Palmer

E.

Towed

Into

Up.

Portland

Crippled.

Badly

The overdue
Portland, Dec. 23.
schooner Sarah E. Palmer, supposed to
have been lost, was sighted off the coast
this morning in a badly crippled condition.
The revenue cutter Woodbury and
two tugs went to her assistance aud towHer bowsprit was taken short.
ed her in.
off, her jibboom and foretopmast were
or carried
away.
gone, and her sails rent
She left Louisburg, Dec. 15, for Portof
coal, this, of
land, with 1900 tons
She
course, brought her well down.
struck a gale when off the La Have banks
and was forced to heave to for 36 hours.
The wind was blowing with hurricane
force, and there was a blinding snowstorm
that made it almost impossible to see
ahead.
The violence of the gale made it
difficult to move, and the sea was conThe decks
stantly breaking over her.
were swept clean of everything movable.
The boats were smashed, the bowsprit,
jibboom and foretopmast were carried
away, and the sails blown off or blown to

|

HOLIDAY GOODS

"

/'/
Who is

"

Happy ?

—

Hand “in Hand

year, 20; for two years or more. 8:
is found to thrive best beneath the shade \ 8;
pardoned, 1: deaths during the year, 5.
of the coral tree —a species of Erythrina, !
1 n eight counties,
Androscoggin, Arooswhich Isas come to he known as ‘“{'lie! t*»*>k, < umoeriand, Hancock,
Kennebec,
mother oi the cacao."
It grows to a Knox. lVnobsrot and Washington, the
wear prison suits.
prisoners
height of 40 or bo feet, and when in bloom !
1 he highest price paid for board is in
presents a dense mass of eiiiusou blos- Franklin and Oxford *ounties, >2.50 per
week and the rates rarge down to >1.75.
soms.
Wherever one turns in Greuada, tin* whitdi is paid in Androscoggin, Aroostook,
Penobscot ami York counties.
eye is delighted by a series of beautiful
Prisoners labor in Yndioscoggin. Aroosviews; the blue lake, the dark forests, took, Cumberland, Knox, Penobscot,
hills near and far, the blight emerald of | Waldo and York counties,
in Androscoggin and Penobscot they are leased.
cacao and banana
groves; Mombacho, the
The hugest number committed for sellextinct volcano close to the town, covered
ing intoxicants was in Kennebec, 58. Anfrom base to crown with a mantle of ever- droscoggin committed 58 for this
ofleuse,
lasting green, and its more dangerous Cumberland, 30 and Pt nobscot, 25. The
number committed foi drunkenness was
neighbor, Cosequina, from whose crater as follows from the several counties:
among the clouds thin wreaths of smoke
.580

ns

■

reputation in the comIt is strange that so
many

out*

tobogganing down,
.^"Uie ol
g potent. reason.
id down to the lake, a
iroin the central plaza.
• lie of them,
extending out
as if about t«* j lunge in
■•led bath, is the ancient
>ame

pro-

too much liberty has been
j trees, winch hear the precious bean, are
given the
prisoners in the corridors of the York
a species of
Tlieobrom, and grow wild in county jail, resulting in poor discipline,
j great abundance in the primeval forests with frequent attempts to escape. We
<.>1 the Atlantic seaboard.
When properly trust in the near futere this evil will be
remedied.
cultivated, they yield the most profitable
The number o; prisoners in jails of
that
can
be
ciops
produced,—far ahead of Maine Nov. 30, 1895. was 510; Nov. 50.
codec in net results.
The world’s supply 389(t, 579: whole number for 1890, 0,105;
Of these the
of the preparations known to us as cocoa males. 5,879; females, 220.
tramps numbered 775; poor debtors, 190:
;hk1 chocolate, comes mostly from Ecualojeign birth, 848; escaped, 20; retaken.
dor and Venezuela, with a small
amount; 1-': committed for drunkenness, 3.049; for
from the West Indies; and these
selling intoxicants, 179; for non-payment
Uepub- ! of
lines, 1,858; number under 15 years of
lies, in which the bean attains its greatest
j age, 38; sentenced for out* month or 30
furnish
perfection,
comparatively little j days, 2.028; for two months, 483; three
b»r exportation.
In Nicaragua the cocoa months, 105; six months, 08;nine months,

<r

;ip

cables—per-

whose combined
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Ad

PALMER’S.

egant Line of NEW GOODS
#

Suitable for Holiday Gifts.
The GOODS are RIGHT
The PRICES are RIGHT
And YOU will be RIGHT if
Make your purchases

tablishing

Gripe

When you take Hood's Pills. The big, old-fashioned, sugar-coated jiills. which tear you all to
pieces, are not in it with Hood's. Kasy to take

Station,
permanent light

forty

at

or

near

Whitlock’s mill, on the south side of the
Saint Croix river, Maine, $2,500.
Matinicus Light Station, Maine: For
construction of a keeper’s dwelling, $3,200.
Burnt Coat Harbor* Light Station,
Maine: For constructing a roadway to
connect Burnt Coat Harbor Light Station
with the public road, $500. All the above
items are substantially the same as the
estimates which were forwarded to CouFor the life saving service the bill, as
prepared, carries an appropriations of 81,000 for the salary of a superintendent for
the coasts of Maine and New Hampshire.
The bill also, as it now stand, carries an
appropriation of $400,000 each for the improvement of harbors at Portland and
liocklanrl.

Wages

in

P.

Dwight
Masonic

The

January Arena is the most interesting number that lias appeared in many
months.
It is of special interest to legislative bodies, physicians and lawyers on account of the article on k‘A Court of Medicine and Surgery,” written by A. B.
Choate, the prominent lawyer, at the lequest of leading physicians. Mr. Choate
intends to inaugurate a movement which it
is believed by some of the ablest lawyers
and physicians sill be of vital importance
to medicine and surgery as well as to the
public, as was the movement that resulted
in the establishment of trial by jury to the
public and to the legal profession. This
is the opening shot of a campaign that
will be waged from The Arena’s pages
by
leading physicians,surgeons, and jurists in
the near future, and that will be carried
before the legislature in Minnesota and
elsewhere this winter.

Nichols, Monroe & Co.,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
Are

established at the well-known HERVEY JEYVRLRY STORE BELFAST
MAINE, and would invite the attention of the citizens of Belfast and vicinity t their
large and fine stock of^^_
now

Watches, Clocks,

Lives

Hood’s
III

Sarsaparilla!

prices.

With

errors

of

a

Phoebe Thomas of Junction City,
111., was told by her doctors she had consumption and that there was no hope for
her, but two bottles of I)r. King’s New Discovery completely cured her and sin* says it
saved her life. Mr. Thus. Eggers, 130 Florida
St., San Francisco, suffered from a dreadful
'•old, approaching consumption, tried without result
everything else then bought one
bottle of Dr. King’s New Discovery and in
two weeks was cured.
He is naturally
thankful. It is such results, of which these
are samples, that
prove the wonderful efficacy of this medicine in coughs and colds.
Free trial bottles at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
Drug Store. Regular sizes 50.•. and $1.
Mr. Frank B. Hubbard, the new' Maine
Central agent at Waterville, has been in the
of the road fourteen years.

He

was

first clerk in the freight office and at the
death of Freight Agent Low was appointed
station freight agent.
A few years after he
was appointed
paymaster for the employes
of the Waterville station and yard and about
four years ago the full affairs of the yard
w ere
placed in his charge.

receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps, a
sample w'ill he mailed of the most
popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure (Ely’s
Cream Balm) sufficient to demonstrate its
On

We

size

of OPTICAL WORK
carry in stock a full line of

SPECTACLES and EYE

GLASSES,

50c.

ELY BROTHERS,
50 Warren St., New York City.
I suffered from Catarrh three years; it
got so had I could not wrnrk; I used two
bottles of Ely’s Cream Balm and am entirely
well; I w’ould not be without it.—A. C.
Clarke, 341 Shawmut Ave., Boston.

we

are

prepared

to

erre

t

in Gold, Gold Filled and Nickel Frames.

We are, prepared to carefully test the eyes free of
charge and if glasses are needed we will
furnish them at very low prices. All work in this line is fully warranted and if
glasses
are not satisfactory we will change tin in free of
charge.
I lease give us a call and we will endeavor to merit a share of
your patronage.

C. II.

Fred Atwood,

MONROE, Msmacef.

Winterport, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Thirteen

Millions

Springfield Fire

($13,000,000)

Tnsuranee

Fire

Map ink, Granite State Fii:k Insi kan< f
SOCIATION OF PlIlkADELI’ll I A, (’AJMTOI IT I; I ] NSI I: \ NT J-.
National Fii:k Insuranof Co., IIaimioi.d. Conn.

—

and

Assets.
f,;

<t

\.

>

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES

TRAVELERS LITE AND ACCIDENT INSIR \NCI
TORNADO INN l RAM K WHITThN FOR .1

YFABS, a? !«

w

H)BBEM»OM)FNT OF MFRI HA NT MAI. INK hMKAM Y

rates on

halKlii

Co.

;t< t <

Mai

:

0.

(

INVESTMENT SKI I BIT IKS HOITIIT AM) MUi).
LOANS NKIiOTIATKi).
REAL ESTATE BOH.IIT AM) SOLD.

(Grropomlnu

solklieil.

<•

Mi I ttOI S.
Great Reduction in Fares

ruK

to

ffosl

^

<mi.

*gg|Ca\c^
Tax*'
Having visited New York and Boston and
a very thorough examination of all

made

the NEW and DESIRABLE STYLES in
millinery, we feel confident we can please

CoUt

l

our

Vtv

j\eot&
ELY’S CREAM BALM is a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
cents at Druggists or bv mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56'Warren St., New York City.

1896

customers with

our

goods

am

Commencing Monday, Ocl. !!«. isWti. the rale of
fare for through tickets between Kelfast am!

in

taste

trimming.

Boston will he reduced from *;.(>(' to.$2.2'..
Between searsporl am) Boston reduced.from
$•‘*.25 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction
will be made In the price of through tickets

Miss Florence Wells

between Boston and all

will have charge of the trimming department, and as she is direct from one of the
largest and most stylish work-r muis in

is;

you all the new ideas. We
ly on hand a full line of

keep

The

Over three hundred pieces sold last
month, and fourth lot just received.

MRS.
B.
F.
WF.LSS.
Belfast, Oct. 8, 1806.—41 tf

The

nail

but

squarely

New Celluloid Goods.

must

the head

wili

run as

!

j
ad vertiseiuent

must be

New Prices Lower than Ever.
OUR STORE IS CROWDED

I N.
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Burnham, arrive.

Bangor.

..

11 50

Waterville

point to

»<«»<>"•)t;::

StockhoUlerM' Meeting.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Belfast Hotel corporation will be liolden at the
store of A. D. Chase & Son, on Friday
evening,
January I, 1897, for the election of officers and
the transaction of any other business that may
properly present itself.
ALDEN D. CHASE, Clerk.
C. HERVEY, Treasurer.
Belfast, Dec. 24, 1826.—2w62
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30c. Tea 30c.
Just

received,

direct from China.

Our customers! say it is as good as
tney pay 50 cents for elsewhere.
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Bn and after Ocl. 4, IMI«, trams nun..:
Burnham and Waterville with throng! .;
and from Bangor, W iterville Portlai

by others
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New Bronzes and candle=

O O ME
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TIM E-TABLK.

be

ton

WITH BARGAINS IN HOLIDAY GIFTS.

V

Maine Central R. R.

New French Perfumes.

sticks.

,,

WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’! Manager, Boston

to

ders.

iim
.m*.

Commencing Tuesday, Nm 24, ism. -u-amer
Rockland, ('apt. K. W.furils, will h-uv.- Bancm at
7 a. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays an-i Saturdays unti'
closing (»t river, then from Bm-kspcrt .it's do
m. for Rockland via all river landing.
including
Searsport.
Returning from Rockland at S a. m. M.mdavs.
Wednesdays and Fridays.
F. W. Vi >TE, Agent.Belfast.

first blow starts

followed

=
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LOCAL

New Leather Goods.

New Booklets and calen

accommodating two persons
$2.00 and $1.50 to

From Boston, Tuesdays ami Frid.
From Koeklami. Wednesday- an-.' <.r
(ahouO 5.00 a. m.
From Bangor. .Mondays and Timr *tia\

Like Driving Nails.

New Art=rietal Goods.

rooms

l£K ri'KMMi

Advertising is

on

price of

These rates wi
be run tin on I tht
son,arid unti1 t!ie e:.■>>»• d in* i\ **:
Steamers will leave Belfast, w.
Camden. !:••• k!an
permitting, t•
Mondays and Thursday > at
For Bangor. % ia way landing's. '\
Saturdays at u bout s.tm a v
steamer tr »m Boston

constant-

_AT_

GS CHINA!

Penobscot

on

each will he reduced from
$1.50 and $ 1.00 each.

BARGAIN t YEAH
Poor & Son’s

landings

Hirer.

Boston, where she has been at work with
first-class milliners,she is prepared to give

generous

Full

Silver Ware. &c.

thorough knowledge

refraction.

New Aluminum Goods.

saved.

Mrs.

great merit.

Jewelry,

Our stock of Watches and Clocks is the largest to lie found in Waldo count v and w,• are
selling them at tlie LOW EST PRICES. | In our rnaiinlacturing department w are prepared to make, to order all kinds of GOI-O and SIEVE I. JIMH.IO PLAIN GOI D
or STOKE RINGS.
Parties having any old worn out gold or silver i. w’olrv .an have" it,
made over into new goods at small expense. In this line we do go. d,
pn mot weak ,d low

a

Two

A Hood Investment.

and easy to operate, is true
® I 8
of Hood’s Pills, wlifjph are
III
up to date in every respect..
Safe, certain and sure. All ■
druggists. 25c. C. T. Hoad & Co.. Rowell. Mas*.
The only Pills to take with Hood's

been
B-L
tobaccos
with the chewers of
New England.
it’s made aname that
competitors can’t buy
B-L means
or steal.
honest
goods every
time —best
flavor
the kind that stays by
you the longest and
always satisfies.
That’s why you see
so many tags of

Palmer,

Temple, Belfast.

1800.

What
wo
call the “workingman,”
“the mechanic,” had no existence as
classes.
Labor was performed almost exclusively in the .South by slaves, and in
the North very largely by men and women
who for the time being were no better
than slaves.
All over the free States were
thousands of Irishmen, .Scotchmen, Englishmen, Germans, who, in return for
transportation from the Old World to the
New, had hound themselves by indenture
to serve the captain of the ship that
brought them over.S >ldiers in the army received three dollars a month. Farm hands
in New England were given four dollars a
month and found their own clothes. Unskilled laborers toiled twelve hours per day
for fifty cents. Workmen on liie turnpikes
than branching out in every direction were
housed in rude sheds, fed coarse food, and
given four dollars per month from November to May, and six dollars from May
to November.
When the road from the
Genesee River to Buffalo was under construction, in 1812, though the region
through which it went was the frontier,
men were hired in
plenty for twelve^doliars per month in cash, and*their board,
lodgings, and a daily allowance of whiskey.
[John B. McMaster in January
Atlantic.

employ

No

a

vou

of^^—L

..

the fin-

and the possibilities are almost unlimited.
The young cacao, or cocoa, or chocolate

and bear upon

front the arms of

i

as

as

foreigners in these countries turn to
coffee-planting, and so few to the equally
profitable business of growing cacao, in
which there is practically no
competition,

projecting roofs of liclienMany of them were veritt

tine

mean

no

mercial world.

them the appearance
I marble—the outer walls

ivcs

green,

are

lace-work, yet strong

cocoa-plantations

bricks, plas-

sun-dried

These

fect masterpieces of the goldsmith’s
art,
but seldom seen outside of
Nicaragua.
Near the city are a number of extensive

usual Spanish pattern
dating from a large cen-

spokes

as

gold wire, either compactor hollow, linked together something like our old-fashion-

tolerable state

a

relic of ecclesiastical

a

■

and

and the

wealth conliscated.

■

reSaints,)
j ligious matters; they are adepts at embroidery and lace-work, and the making
of artificial flowers, and dulcies (sweetI meats;) as maidens
they are charming,

occupy it and to acot its world's goods,

11»

<;

asteries

built here

was

She Had been Given

Statistics.

The healthy
mother of a
healthy child has
210
a happiness all her own.
Her’s is a joy
Discharged on expiration of sentence... 41
that cannot be told. It is peculiar to
Pardoned.
2
motherhood. The
Deceased.2
responsibility for the
soft little, sweet little, dependant creature
—as much a part of herself as her own
45
heart
Number Nov. 30, 1896. 165
brings a pleasure that may be
Largest number during year. 166
equaled in Heaven, but never on earth.
Smallest number during year. 142
The greatest thing that can be done in
Average daily number.. .*. 156
this world is to bear and rear healthy,
Whole number committed since estabhappy children. Many women do not do
lishment of the prison.3,342
it—-do not reach the full measure of beauIn the insane department there were 19
tiful, perfect womanhood, because of the
patients Nov. 30, 1895, of whom 10 were pieces.
neglect of the health of the organs disconvicts and 9 not convicts.
No one on board expected that, loaded
There were
tinctly feminine.
out
such
a
ride
fearadmitted during the year 2 who were not as she was, she could
Every woman may be perfectly healthy
convicts and removed 2, one of whom was ful gale, but the morning found her still
if she chooses. She need not submit to
to
not a convict and one who
the
storm
lessen.
aud
on
began
the humiliating examinations and local
was, leaving holding
rounded Cape
the number Nov. 30,
treatment of physicians. She need have
1890, as 19, the With great difficulty they
same as last year.
This makes the total Sable, but only to encounter another terno trouble and slight expense.
Doctor
number of convicts in the prison 177.
She ran before it for awhile,
rible gale.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription will cure
Commitments made during the year but when off Mt. Desert they were forced j any disease or disorder peculiar to women.
were for the
following offences: Three to again heave to, and the already crippled It is the invention of a regularly gradueach for murder and
manslaughter; 16 for and badly strained schooner was again ted, skilled, expert, successful specialist.
It has been sold for over 30 years, and has
breaking, entering and larceny; two each swept by the waves.
for assault and
battery, assault with a ! To add to the discomfort it was very a greater sale than all similar medicines
as
soon
as
the
made
ice
It regulates every feminine
combined.
dangerous weapon, assault "with intent to cold,
rapidly
kill, assault with intent to ravish, bur- wind began to go down, and the men
function—makes a woman better able to
glary. committing larceny in the night were forced to cut it away.
| bear children—better able to take care of"
time in a dwelling house,
But after the second gale went down
her children. It greatly lessens the pain
compound iar- j
and danger of parturition.
No honest
ceny, rape; one each, accessory to break- ! aud they again attempted to reach this
ing, entering and larceny, arson, assault, ! port, their troubles were not over. When
druggist will offer you a substitute—look
she
was
assault with intent to rape,
becalmed
for
out
the one who does.
breaking aud ! 50 miles off this coast
Unsightly pimples. Constipation causes them.
entering with intent to commit larceny, and the men were forced to keep constantDr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets cure constipation.
ice.
She
was
in
a
danat
work
into
breaking
cutting
post office, felonious as- i ly
They cure permanently. They are tiny, sugarcoated granules. One Pellet is a gentle laxasault, larceny from the person, larceny in gerous position, being almost helpless
tive. two a mild cathartic. Sometimes druggists
a
dwelling house, murder in the first de- I and exposed to a very heavy sea.
think of their profits, rather than your health,
When the tugs reached her, even when
grt e, receiving stolen goods.
and offer something, said to be “just as good.”
Cumberland county contributed 21 con- i reinforced by the revenue cutter, it was
victs; Hancock, 8; Aroostook, 7; 1‘enob- only after repeated efforts and with great
sc;»t, (>; Knox, 3; Franklin, Kennebec, difficulty that she was brought in.
She had been practically given up, and
Lincoln, Sagadahoc and York, 2 each:
Androscoggin, Oxford, Piscataquis and the news of her safe arrival spread rapidl
S. District
Court, 1 each; the remain- ly.
ing counties none.
Thirty-seven were natives of Maine; 10
Maine Lighthouses.
of other States; 12
foreign born.
Five were sentenced for life, 11 for three
The first draft of the sundry civil bill
for live years, 9 for two years, s
years,
has been
and is now being confor one year and six
months, 5 for one sidered printed
by the appropriations committee.
year, 2 each for two years and six months,
and three years and six months; 1 each Here are the Maine light-house items:
Libby Island Light Station, Maine: For
for lifteeu, ten, nine,
eight, six, four construction
of a keeper’s dwelling, $6,years and six months, and one year and
000.
ten months.
Boon
Island
Light Station, Maine: For
The prison inspectors in
speaking of the construction of a keeper’s
dwelling, $3,several county ails have the
to
following
400.
say:
Elizabeth
Maine:
Cape
Station,
Light
Portland jail lias been quite full during
For construction of a keeper’s dwelling,
the latter part of the year, having on Nov.
30, 162 prisoners. Some complaint has $2,000.
Little River Head Fog Signal, Maine:
been made about the food, and while it
is, For
a steam fog
signal at
on
investigation, found not to be of the Littleestablishing
River head, entrance to Cutler harkind served by tlie leading hotels, it is of
bor,
Maine, $10,500.
wholesome quality and of sufficient quanfor
years have
Whitlock’s Mill
Maine: For es-

was

Mernan-

1522, named it

.southern

Criminal

Some of the Particulars Contained In tne Annual
Keports.
I he annual
reports of the inspectors of
prisons and jails, warden and officers of
the State prison have been
completed.
Ihe inspectors speak in commendation of
the allairs of the State
under
Warprison
den Allen and again
urge the appointment
of a matron for the female ward.
P lorn Warden Allen’s
report the following particulars are taken:
Convicts in custody Nov. 30, 1805. 151
Committed since.
59

The latter party regained it in the
following year; but in this game of battledore
and shuttlecock the proud old town

America,”

it.

call

and the inhabitants
dying of starvathe epidemic that broke
out
many

leader.

a

Nicaraguan Grenada

■>

greatly,

Grenada was the
among them.
stronghold of the
Conservatives, or clerical party; and after all its brave defence it was
surprised and taken by the “Liberals (in
18oG,) owing to the untimely death of Dou
Furto Chamorro, the Conservative

Journal.]
N1* a ij.auua, Nov. 9, 1896.
wanderings of a dozen
strayed into many quaint
but

Nicaraguans,

suffered
tion and

•i.deuce of The

s,

his allied

am
8 50

‘>lo
l>20
tt» 27
5*42
to 53
tlo 05
10 lo

120
4
1

30
40
r M

5 05
5 25
5 38
15 44
5 50
to 08

to 18
0 25

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E Cuowlky.
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Geneial Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1890.
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Editor
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BY THE

sinkss

a local paper is
reporting of local events, we have devoted liberal space this week to the North

Gardiner. Rev. A. T. Dunn, D. D., of Waterville was the officiating clergyman. Interested friends were represented by beautiful pieces in silver, cut glass, bric-a-brac,
etc., which will be treasured in the new and
pretty parsonage which is to he their home
in Gardiner and where they will be at home

and

Assessor.
i

lioD. Win. C.

scholarly address of Rev. George W.
Field, D. 1)., delivered last Tuesday evening. It was specially fitting that Mr. Field
should have been selected for a part lie is
specially fitted to perform —intellectually,
by association, and because, although
adorning the pulpit of another city, he

j

has never been out of

touch with

A 50
CENT

Ringold-Robbins. A very pleasant private wedding occurred at the residence of
Mr. L. L Robbins on Milier street Christmas at high noon, when his daughter, Harriet E., was united in marriage with Rev. A.
T. Riugold, pastor of the Baptist church in

We are very fortunate
present day.
in being able to present in full the able

Manager

Cleaves have been
generally
and in this instance

he

I Church centennial, supplementing a summary of the anniversary exercises with an
illustrated history of the church and lists
;
: of its pastors and deacons down to the

and

Marshall of this city was
appointed by Gov. Cleaves a member of
the state Board of Assessors for the
unexpired term of lion. Ilall C. Burleigh,
deceased.
The appointments of Gov.

Wedding Bells.

As the chief invasion of

t

Tuesdays

after

Jau. 18th.

After

a

Bottle of CUTICURA RESOL-

VENT, greatest of humor cures,
is often sufficient to complete
a

wedding

lunch Mr. and Mrs. Ringold left on the affor a short bridal trip, sprinkled with rice and followed by the good
wishes of a host of friends. Mr. Ringold is
very favorably known by many of our people, having preached at the Baptist church
aud visited friends here during the last
ternoon train

the

in managing varied busioperations and property interests and
is a good judge of values of
property. For
these and other reasons it is desirable
ness

that Mr. Marshall should be his own successor on the
board, and as we hear of no
other

With the beginning of the new year several changes will take place in our couuty
officials. Tileston Wadi in, Clerk of Courts,
closes his tenth year by election in that office. Prior to his first regular term he served
by appointment from the death, in September, of William Berry, his predecessor, until
the first of January. His election two years

••

Christmas

contrary to the usual rule, Wednesday, the
23d, was a better day for trade than Thursday, the 24th. People generally are buying
their presents earlier than formerly.
As
announced last week, turkeys and geese
were scarce and
high, but there was a fair
supply of chickens and ducks. The mills,
factories, public offices and most of the
stores were closed on Christmas day.

her wedding gown of white
lansdowne trimmed with silk ami chiffon.

AT THE

friends here feel that she is in every
way fitted for a pastor’s wife, and extend
congratulations |to the Baptist, church of

HOME

to

to accept any invitations to Christmas festivities, but a Christmas tree was prepared
at the Home, and an entertainment given
by tlie children Christmas evening. A few
visitors were present by invitation.
The

Gardiner.

Wkbbhb-Doe. A very pretty and quiet
was solemnized on Christmas eve

tree was loaded with gifts, each child being
remembered by friends here and elsewhere.

Mary Elizabeth, daughMrs. Adolphus Doe, was married
to Mr. Henry W. Webber *>f this place. The
ter

girls’

the whooping cough among the
inmates of the Girls' Home they were unable

Owing

Her

wedding
at eight,

Observance.

Christmas was observed in Belfast in
about the usual manner. There were Christmas trees or concerts at the churches, and
trees or family gatherings at many homes.
The sale of holiday goods was good, but,

ed very sweet in

■

gawiiie hail to Tin.,-. R. Marshall Post.
j
Re has also been engaged quite largely in
!
i>e
hieeuing ami ids stock has been j
’on; mui! and taken
many premiums at

Sold throughout the world. Price,
Cuticura, Me.;
Soap. 25c.; Resolvent. v»c. and $1. Potter Drug
Chkm. Coup., Sole Props Boston.
RSF“
How to Cure Every Humor,” mailed free.

and

spect of his people. Mrs. Riugold is a young
lady of beautiful Christian character, loved
and thoroughly respected both here and in
Rockland where she has for live years been
assistant in the High School. She is a graduate of the Belfast High School and the GorFrom ljer earliest
ham Normal School.
years she has beeu identified with the Baptist church here and leaves very many
friends among the young and old. She look-

c andidate and no
opposition, the incoming legislature will no doubt elect Mr.
Marshall to the position.
ago was for four years. George D. McCrillis,
1 hat he has the respect and confidence Register of Deeds, succeeded Jacob G. Cook
two years ago for a term of four years. The
or his fellow citizens is
evidenced by the
other officers were elected last September.
ii;.toy positions and offices he has held.
The Board of County Commissioners will
I!* ha. be11 mayor of Belfast
terms,) 1 change by the substitution of Frank A.
< ’Hector
Customs for the district of j Cushman of Montville for Simon A
Paysou,
B,J'fas'..
.ciseer
of Bowdoin t allege, thus placing every office in the county in the
1'islet.- >t Bellas! J
:
hands
of
the
Republicans. Mr. Cushman is
ibrary, Director of 1>,
A
M- i.
Railroad lirst president of Bel- i an energetic, reliable merchant of Centre
Montville, and is well qualified for his new
ide, dire tor and
duties by natural abilities and past business
"t
k I:- *11::■
•>) the Belfast shoe
Factory, j
I experience. Mr. Paysou, the retiring coin1"i end piesidem of Memorial Hall
! missioner, closes a service of ten years on
A .'ocrithm that elected ihr
building and I the board, one term of four
years and one

of the most

—

He has had pastorates in
ical Institute.
Kansas City and Princeton, Mo., before
coining to Gardiner, where he has been
three years and has won the love and re-

large experience

cure

Spef.dy Cure Treatment for all Skin and
Blood Humors.
Warm baths with Cuticura
8oap, gentle applications of Cuticura (ointment), the great skin cure, and mild doses of
Cuticura Resolvent, greatest of humor cures.

commended, place where lie was born and where lie
experience has shown has ever commanded love and
respect.
that he put the right man in the
right Had space
permitted we should have replace. Mr. Marshall is 1 ighly educated, I
I ported the other addresses more fully, as three years. He is a native of Clarksville,
well versed in law, with a
judicial temthey deserved, but in this direction we 111., aiul a graduate of Amity College, Coland
|
per
disposition that constrains him to I have done
the best we could.
lege Springs, Iowa, of William Jew<4ll Colinvestigate both sides of a question belege, Liberty, Mo., and of Newton Theologfore reaching conclusions.
The
He has had
Officials.
County

permanent

torturing and disfiguring of
skin, scalp, and blood humors.

when Miss

Mr. and

has been an efficient and faithThe following were among the donors: Mrs.
ful official. He expects now to retire from
A. C
Sibley, Miss Pond, Mrs. S. H. Ma('has.
was
Rev.
performed by
public service, in which he has been to a ceremony
thews. Mrs. Edw Sihlev, Misses Jackson &
Doe
at
home
on
Wells
the
of Mr.
greater or less extent for the past twenty- Henry
Wood, a member of the Congregational
Union street, with only the immediati fatns ate fails,
lie was president of the four years. He was a member of the Com! church, Jackscn, Miss Emma Ellis, Ginn &
j
s ol tin* contracting parties present.
I lie
Wah.h County Horse Breeders' Associa- ! mon Council four years from 1878, of the
Field, Miss Frances Johnson Peirce, Mrs,
j bridal party, consisting of the bride and C.
'«
and s now a trustee of the Maine j Board f Aldermen three years, and of the
A. Pilsbury, Mrs. Albert Gammans, A.
! groom, attended by Master Ralph Critehett,
Assessors three years. He was President of
D. Chase, Miss Sophie B. Chase, all of BelAgricultural society. We may add
of the bride, and Miss Harriet
nephew
the Waldo County Agricultural Society the
G
Mi. Marsha!, has the unanimous snpi Webber of Searsport, niece of the groom, fast. Boxes of presents were also received
ten years prior to 1SI*U.
He has served
from the ‘‘Pink Ribbon Club," Orono; from
and endorsement of his fellow citistood beneath a tastefully decorated corner
on the Board of County Commissioners with j
i*i 1 >e11af 1 ;iud Waldo
j of the parlor, the friends grouped about the I friends in Augusta; from the King’s Daughcounty.
Messrs. I. B. Thompson, M. 8. Stiles, Otis
contracting parties. The brief ceremony in ! ters of Scarboro; from the Unitarian ladies
In
urecAng a a isstatemeut of the Au- I). Wilson and J. M. Brock. Since the re- which the ring was given and accepted was ! {,f Waterville; from friends in Waltham,
Nevr Yga onceruing the State finan- tirement of Mr. Thompson, eight years ago, soon over and the two were made one, after Mass. Following is the program:
he has been the only Democrat on the Board.
which congratulations both warm and sin- Song and chorus, Glad Tidings,
All.
made laidn a misapprehension no
ces,
The officers of Registry of Deeds, Sheriff,
Recitations,
cere were tendered.
The bride was gowned
H-mbt. the Portland Argus pays a handMerry Christmas,
Sibyl Wood.
County Treasurer and County Attorney in cream-white brocaded
silk, trimmed with
Do Your Best,
s ’me
Vera" Peas ley.
compliment r> the administration of were for a time held by Democrats, the
a
d carried a large lmnefi of white
satin,
Alma
O’Hara.
December,
Governor Cleaves.
It says:
“In 1893, others being Republicans, and Mr. Paysou
Little Things,
Dora Russell.
roses.
The little bridesmaid was dressed in
when the inauguration of the present states that political questions were never
Between Two,
Alice Newell.
white muslin and also carried roses. Alter
Don’t Tell,
Sibyl Wood.
allowed to interfere with their amicable regovernor took place there was a temporathe ceremony refreshments were served and
Hang Up the Baby’s Stocking,
ry loan outstanding against the State of lations.
Clara
Belle Marsh.
the wedding gifts,which were many and useA Bear Story,
Hon. Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of Probate*
Vera Peasley.
>300.000 t-hat had existed since 1890, and
ful, were displayed. Mr. and Mrs. Webber
Grown Up Land,
Alma
O’Hara.
succeeds
himself
for
liis
seventh year, and have furnished a home at 11
winch had to be met.
High St., where
Clara Belle Marsh.
Baby Logic,
During his admin- Charles P.
Hazeltine, who has served by they will he glad to see their friends after
Bad Little Coo Bird,
istration this temporary loan has been
Sibyl Wood.
Alice Newell.
Repentance,
pointment since the death of J. D. Parker, January 1st.
paid: and in addition the bonded indebtand
All.
chorus, Santa’s Sleigh,
Song
begins as Register of Probate. The Probate
edness of the State has been reduced
Song, Star of Bethlehem,
office is in the hands of officials well
Pkxdleton-Hammons. Addison F. PenMiss Sophie B. Chase.
quali$200,000, making a total reduction of fied in every particular.
dleton and Miss Lillian A. Hammons were Song and chorus, Merry Christinas,
All.
State indemednes3 during the four years
THE UNI VERSA LISTS.
Alfred A. Small, County Treasurer, suc- married at the home of the bride’s parents,
of Governor Cleaves’
A very enjoyable entertainment for the
administration of ceeds himself after four years of service, and Dr. and Mrs. L. VV. Hammons, No. 157 Main
his record for accuracy in
$~><K),0u0, and relieving the State of an an
keeping his ac- street, Christmas eve in the presence of the little folks was given at the Universalist
counts an»l prompt, courteous and reliable
immediate relatives of the bridal pair. The vestry Friday afternoon. The vestry was
n :al interest 'large of more than
$20,000.
ceremony was performed by Rev. Geo. E. very prettily decorated, with two trees
The State tax levied on the cities and dealings stands second to none.
Ellery Bowden, Esq., County Attorney, Tufts. The friends of the bride and bride- covered with pop-corn and lighted with
tu wns throughout the
State, has also been
his second term of two years with a
groom presented them with a large number
begins
The exercises
candles, upon the stage.
reduced during the four yeais nearly
good record as a painstaking and wide of useful aud valuable gifts. They will re- opened with the following program :
U0O.
this
reNotwithstanding
large
side with the bride’s parents for the present. Christmas carol,
awake official.
Sunday school.
duction of the State debt and the State
Ansel Lothrop.
Sheriff Samuel G. Norton succeeds himself
Recitation,
Clifton-Cook. One of the prettiest wedLillian Jones
ix, and the extraordinary appropriation for his second term of two
His recyears.
Dialogue, Christmas Tree.
made by the legislature in ISO', of $100,- ord is one in which not only Mr. Norton and dings of the season occurred Dec. Kith at 5
Mildred Gray, Blanche and Maud Pierce.
p. m. at St. John's Church in Georgetown.
000 i<>i the Eastern Maine Insane
Recitation,
Jennie Wiley.
hospital, his deputies but also every citizen of Waldo The
Eva Crowley.
contracting parties were Miss Minnie Carol, O Life of Love,
there will probably be in the State treas- county may justly feel pride. There will be
Warren Faliy, Nettie Shuman,
Recitations,
V.
and
Cook
Mr.
Richard S. Clifton, both of
two
m
the
this
term.
changes
Fred
Meta
deputies
Lawrence, Eva Tibbetts.
ury on the first day of January next nearCarleton of Winterport succeeds his father, that place. Rev. I>r. Charles Buck, the rector, | Song,
Mildred Patterson.
ly -2<K ,000.
With this amount of money
the ceremony. The large church I Recitation,
Lena Leavitt.
performed
J. W. Carleton, and A. A. Brown of
Liberty
in the State
at
the
was
crowded
with the friends of the conLarol,
close of the
treasury
Sunday school.
succeeds C. F. Thompson of Moutville.
and
the
music
for
the
Carf Stevens.
Recitation,
octracting
parties,
1 csent year, and the temporaly loan of
The list will be as follows:
Fred Carleton, casion, rendered by Mr. Charles Cropley,
At the close of the program old Santa
there
-hOO,000 fully paid,
seems to be no
A'interport: Eugene Blanchard, Stockton organist, was exceptionally good. The Claus, in the traditional garb, made his
apbridesmaid was Miss Georgie"Barrett, while
occasion for increasing the state tax, if Springs; Geo. B.
Ordway, Swanville; Isaac Mr. Alfred Clifton, a brother of the groom, pearance and addressed the. children. He
and
Brooks;
Fred
are
Leathers,
N.
V
exercis"iiojiiy
good judgment
The
use, Thorndike ; performed the duties of t he best man.
said he liad visited them all at their homes
Hiram McAlister, Burnham; Geo. A. Jack- \ ushers were Mr. 1L Sargent Elliott and
ed in making appropriations,”
earlier in the day and had given away all
Horace
aWother
brother
of
the
Clifton,
son, Searsmont; A. A. Brown, Liberty; Win. !
lus presents; blit as so many had assembled
The bride was attired in a handgroom.
W li'dug of “When the Prince of Walts A. Bragg, Lincoluville; M. G.
Norton, turn- ; some traveling costume of green mixed there to see him he would not disappoint
was
in America,” in the Ladies’ Home key and deputy.
novelty goods, trimmed with fur, and a hat them. He would use a power
given him
to majvli. She carried a large bouquet of
.1 mi nai for
January, Stephen Fiske says
bride’s roses. The bridesmaid was dressed many years ago and make some presents.
News
of
the
Granges.
that it was not until the Prince reached
m a novelty mixed lavender
gown, trimmed
Whereupon he struck the chimney with his
in lace, with hat to match.
The father of
Montreal that his movements were
whip and it fell with a crash. Etch child
reportHarvest Moon Grange, East
the
bride
was to have given her away in
Thorndike,
ed in the other leading papers, Mr.
marriage, but was prevented from attending present was then given one <>f the bricks,
Fiske, will install its officers Jan. Oth.
the ceremony on account of sickness. Mr.
which proved to be of paper, and well filled
the
New
York
havrepresenting
Herald,
Waldo County has 27 Granges with 2,425 Fred Cook, the brother of the
bride, per- with candy.
ing met the Prince at St. Johns, Newmembers, a gain of 180 members during the formed this ceremony. After the ceremony
THE METHODISTS.
an informal reception was held at the resifoundland.
This is an error.
When the past year.
A Christmas concert, with trees ami gifts,
dence of Mrs. Hopkins, on I street, a cousin
Prince arrived at Halifax from St. Johns
Frederic Ritchie Grange, Waldo, will of the bride, it being decided not to have was given in the Methodist vestry Friday
he was met by a score or more of corre- have their
the reception at her home on account of the
installation Jan. Oth instead of
illness of her father. Only the intimate evening. At 7 o’clock a great j.ngling of
spondents, among them E. H. House of 2nd, as previously reported.
friends of the family were present at the bells was heard, the doors were thrown open,
the New York Tribune, Kinahan Corn•reception, after which the newly wedded and in rushed half a score of boys drawing
The officers of South Branch
Grange, couple started on a short honeymoon trip a fur covered wagon on which Santa Claus
wallis of the New York Herald, Arthur
Prospect, will he installed next Saturday north. Upon their return to the city they
rode iu state. The old saint quickly stripped
will take up tlieir home at the residence of
Harvey of the New York Times, Augus- evening by Past Master Arthur
Boyd of the groom's mother at 2811) Q street. [ Wash- the trees of their presents, and
tus Rawlins, M.
every child
D., of Frank Leslie’s Granite Grange, North Searsport.
ington, D. U., Evening Star.
got something. After the distribution of
Monthly, with Mr. Jewett, special artist for
Miss Cook has speut several seasons in
Seaside Grange conferred the first and
the gifts the following program was prethe same paper, Mr. Field of the Boston
Belfast and made many friends here who
second degrees on two candidates
sented by the Sunday school.
Saturday
Post: while the English and Canadian
extend
congratulations and best wishes.
evening. The short papers on the Statis
Christmas Greeting,
Eighteen children
newspapers were also represented.
Mr. were begun and proved an interesting feaRecitation, The Night Before Christmas,
Earl Talbot
I iske should revise his recollections.
Wheeler-Matthews. A pretty wedding
ture.
Cleora Haney
took place at the home of Mrs. Isaac Matth- Piano solo,
Granite
North
The
is
in
a
Grange,
Recitation,
Lighthouse
Maid,
Searsport,
M e print on the 3(1
ews, lAncolnville, Dec. 23d, at high noon, ;
page the prison and very
Alfred a Cook
flourishing condition. There are from when her grand daughter, Miss Clara Helena
to Banberry Cross,
jail statistics for the past year, and they sixty to eighty in attendance at
Matthews,
daughter of Capt. Gilbert S. Soug, Riding
meetevery
Ethel Savery
show that crime
is
not
Matthews, was united in marriage to Mr.
Four
new
particularly ing.
candidates were
inEncore.
George Dean Wheeler. The double-ring
in
Maine.
The
On
the
Waters
number
structed
in
of
conthe
third
Trio,
rampant
and fourth degrees at
Laughing
ceremony was impressively performed in
Misses Sanborn, Spinney and Sanborn
victs in the State prison is only 105, and the last meeting, and four new candidates tlie presence of a few friends and relatives
an Advertisinent,
Answering
Recitation,
after
Rev.
F.
M.
which
a
Preble,
by
wedding
tha. is not a large proportion in a total were brought in, making two hundred and
Cleora Haney
lunch was served. The bride was beautifully
ten members in good standing.
Good
Sweet
Solo,
Bye,
Day, M illy Sanborn
of
silk
in
blue
covered with
light
j opulation
070,000—only about one in
gowned
a
Picture,
Star of Progress Grange, East Jackson, white and gold net, with diamond ornaments Recitation, Taking
each 1,0*0.
Crimes against property
Abbie Stoddard
and carried a bunch of bride roses. Miss
has elected officers for the ensuing year as
continue to exceed those against the perMatthews is one of the prettiest and must Song, Hang Up the Baby’s Picture,
Edith and Ray Kilgore
follows: Master, A. J.
Overseer, accomplished young ladies of our neighborson, while in jaii commitments drunken- R. E. Page; Lecturer. U.Mudgett;
Verna Rich
G. Mudgett; Stew- ing town and Mr. Wheeler is to be congratu- Recitation, Good Night,
Eighteen children
ness and offences against the liquor law
ard,.j. H. McKinley; Ast. Steward, N. A. lated upon having won so fair a bride. Mr. Christmas carol,
Chaplain, Julia Gatchell; Treasurer, Wheeler is the son oi Dr. George A. Wheeler
Sunday evening the Sunday school gave a
atefai in the lead.
Out of the 0,105 jail Gilley;
A. K. Fletcher; Sec., Elma
of Castine, is traveling salesman for a PortFletcher; G. K
second Christmas concert, with the followprisoners during the year 3,049 were Frank Gould; Ceres, Mamie Kimball; laud hoot and shoe house, and a most excelPonoma, Lottie Page; Flora, Anna Gould; lent young man. Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler ing program, which was introduced by decommitted for drunkenness, 1,838 for non
L. A. S., Agues Cilley.
votional
and interspersed with
services
will reside in Portland, upon their return
payment of lines and 179 for selling infrom their wedding journey. Congratula- hymns:
Rising Sun Grange, East Knox, has elect- tions and best
wishes. [Camden Herald.
toxicants.
This shows that more liquor ed the
The Prince of Peace,
Earl Talbot.
following officers for the ensuing
The bride is a grand-daughter of Mr. aud
is yet consumed in Maine than is good for year: E. R. Wentworth, M.; C. A. Kenney,
Quartette, Come, Ye Lofty,
Miss
O ; Jennie McGray, L.; Willis Kelsey, S.;
Mrs.
Winslow,
Mrs. John Jones of this city. Mrs. Jones
Spinney,
the public health.
The tramp law does
Chester Mardeu, A. S.;
Messrs. Davidson and Pettingill.
Annie Aborn, attended the
wedding and the bridal party
not appear to terrify the wandering gentry Chap.; Bertraud Aborn, Treas.; W. L>.
Chorus, Good Tidings.
Elliot, Secy.; T. K. Reynolds, G. K.; Mattie stopped at the Revere House in this city on The Child of Bethlehem,
Abby Stoddard.
to aDy great extent, for 773 of them got
Kelsey, R.; Hattie Linnekin, F. ; Evie their way to Castine after the ceremony. Duet, Fair Bethlehem, The Misses Sanborn.
of
the Skies
into jail and if all had been arrested there Wentworth, C.; Lizzie Hearin, L. A. S. The
Bethlehem,
presents to the happy couple were rich Under
Verna Rich, Nellie Hall, Flora Kilgore.
would not have been room for them in the Public installation, Thursday evening, Jan. and numerous.
Lana Pendleton.
The Star in the East,
7th, followed by supper and dance. All are
Isabel Ginn.
Solo, Christmas Bells,
county bastiles.
cordially invited.
The
Awakening,
A
home
Original
Barnes-Oxton.
poeiu,
very pretty
Northern Light Grange, No. 6, of WinterCleora Haney.
This country had on the 1st of Decemwedding took place at West Rockport Tuesport has adopted the following resolutions
day evening, the contracting parties being Quartette, Song of Jubilee, The Misses Sanber last 139fuil-rigged sailing ships afloat, of respect:
born, Messrs. Macotnber and Davidson.
Rev. E N. C. Barnes of Strafford Center,
Whereas, Death has again entered our N.
George Clark.
and Miss G. L. Arlene Oxton, daugh- Solo, Christmas Carol,
and one-eigbtb of that number are comGrange and by the removal of sister Augus- ter H.,
Rosa Chapman.
of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin A. Oxton of The Lord Knows Best,
The ta M. Chase, has severed one more link in
manded by Searsport captaius.
Christmas
the
Bells,
Me.
The
was
Solo,
Ring
West Rockport,
ceremony
the fraternal chain. Therefore, be it
Ethel Savery.
by Rev. U. Drew of the latter
largest of these ships is the ltoanoke,
Resolved, That in the death of our sister, performed
Closing chorus, Beautiful Bells.
The wedding was at the residence of
place.
and
the
at
built
the family lose an affectionate and devoted
Bath,
3,400 tons register,
which
was
decprettily
THE CONOREQATIONALISTS.
and mother and Northern Light Grauge the bride's parents
smallest is the whaling ship Eliza Adams wife
orated for the occasion. Mr. Barnes is the
The North church was very prettily decoa worthy member, of whom it may well be
pastor of the Free Baptist Church in Strafof New Bedford, which is but 388 tons said, “She hath done what she could.”
The
ford Center. Mrs. Barnes is one of West rated for the services last Sunday.
Resolved, That we, as a Grange, tender
Jan. 1st, 1893, the United
register.
Rockport’s nicest young ladies, and will be front of the pulpit was banked with everour sincere sympathy to the husband and
States owned 205 full-rigged American children in their irreparable loss. May they greatly missed by a large number of young green in which were small white blossoms.
friends.
for consolation to Him who has said, “I
A Christmas tree stood at each side. Above
ships' Since that time two have been turn
will not leave you comfortless.”
the altar hung an evergreen bell, while
built, and 08 have been lost, sold foreign,
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
The lengthening days proclaim that the above all was a large white star.Festoons and
be sent to the family, a copy be spread upon
or cut down into coal barges.
flowers of Spring will soon be blooming.
our records, and a copy sent to the local
wreaths of evergreen were draped about the
for publication.
[Bath Times.
An exchange says that chewing gum is papers
arch in an artistic manner. The services in
Dora. White,
* Committee
And then summer! Lay in your dusters the forenoon were appropriate to the day
Girls should
W. D. Thompson, >
on
productive of wrinkles.
Emmie Thompson, ) Resolutions. and palm leaf fans now.
and the music was as announced last week.
eschew the habit.
six.

He

j

|

|

In the evening there was a Sunday school
concert, which was largely attended, and at
which the following pieces were presented,
interspersed with devotional exercises and

Obituary.
Nelson Rich of this city died at his home
on High street
Monday morning after a long
illness, but was confined to his bed less than
three weeks. He was born in Jackson in
1812, a son of Joseph and Judith Rich. He
learned the brick-mason’s trade when a
youth, aud in early manhood worked in the
South, principally in Florida. About 1840
lie came to Boston, where he lived until
18(>0, when he came here on account of ill
health. He bought the farm now owned by
John McIntyre on which he lived 8 years,
but failing health and mind obliged him to

hymns:
Scripture quotation, Luke 2:10-11,

Bessie McMahan

Our Prayer,
Fred Staples, Warren
Duntou.
A Merry Christmas,

Song, Night

Gentuer,

Harry Stoney

Nights.

of

Willie

John Parker

The wilderness shall rejoice,
Florence Harrison
Song, Christmas Carol,
Jesus is come,
Frank Staples
O, that first. Christmas morn, Mabel Coombs
A
Christmas
Song,
story.
Our Saviour, Christ, was born,
Florence Duntou
A Christmas message, At Christmas tide,
Edith Stoddard

popularity, its
nates, and enables
wonderful and

combination,

sell out and move into the city, where the
family has since kept a boarding house.
They lived in the Anjier house, on High
A Desire, Evelyn Morison, Marjorie Pilsstreet, where the Memorial building now
bury.
stands, until 1873, when they bought oneSong, The secret of the stars.
Christmas gifts, Louise Richards, Leonie half of the Dyer and Leighton house in
Acliorn, Cora Morison, Bessie McMahau, which
they have since lived. Since coming
Kate Brier.
to Belfast Mr. Rich has been in a
Address by the pastor.
singular
state mentally. He could work but little at
THE BAPTISTS.
The Sunday school concert at the Baptist his trade, and took no interest in business
church w'as preseuted in fine style, and was of any kiDd, but he read everything he could
highly appreciated by a large audience. Fol- get, on any subject that presented itself, aud
retained it. He married Mercy Holmes of
lowing is the program:
J
Opening chorus
Hartford, Me., who survives him, with one j
Music, The uight w'as clear and still.
daughter, Miss Fannie M. Rich. He leaves
Christmas greeting,
Carl Jenkins
|
Christmas welcome,
Carrie Ford, Ella two brothers, Levi Rich of Jackson and j
Smalley, Winuie Sawtelle, Isa Patterson, Ransom Rich of Somerville, Mass.
He
Belle Mayo.
joined Tremont Lodge of Odd Fellows of
Music, Joyful tidings.
Boston in 1843 aud continued his

ship until his death.

CHRISTMAS
not

a

(HAT.

“green Christmas.”

Geo. S. Mills received a
handsome breakfast, dinner and tea set
from members of the North church
society.
K«-v

ami

Mrs.

purchaser

The

of

It

almost

was

two

a

turkey

a

grocery stores found a
and went back for the

doll’s

at

one

of

remainder

dollar bird.

to

editor of the Ellsworth American was
to state “when, where and by what
nation the Christmas tree was first introduced into the United States'.1" After con-

an

our

contemporary
after reading the item
found the following in

ot

«

in the

stares

the

N. and

of

by

their

youngest

25.

The regular meeting of the School Committee
Monday evening was an interesting one. Seven
members wen* present. A petition was presented
by Albert T. Stevens for the use of the White
scliooi-house in Waul 5 to hold religious services,
and was opposed by Esli A. Bowen and Thomas
Taylor. The objectors claimed that the meetings
are not of a religious nature. The petition was
granted, subject to the restrictions of the following resolution:
Voted, That the Ward committees be empower-

ed to grant the use of the school-houses in their
wards for religious or educational purposes with
the following restrictions: that parties obtaining
permission must furnish suitable guarantees fo*preservation of property and maintainanee of
public peace, and that at the violation of either
condition the permission <>f such uses shall he
annulled.
The committee to whom

was

referred the divid-

CARLE &
The Chur.
Tilt* services

:

22d at her home in Centre Line»lnvi!I*-, at
the, age of eighty-seven years.
Mrs. M
!.-1
was the umther of 1)
A. F
Miller of (
m
den and a very tine woman, beloved by
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next
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Edith
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EUsworth Dec. 2M I; wit h 12'
arfi-r
members, the 'largest list in the h:>t<<ry -f
the order.
luted

speak

11

w

ing
L. M. Stevens

iood l'!?

•

The

1

r

^

:rg.
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Next Sunda'

Waldo

Lodge, I. 0. O. F.. el, ted flit 1-1lowing officers Friday evening. N. «i A. K.
Bra ley; \'.
M. C ..Hill; Sr.
Join. S.
Davidson. Treas., Chas.
Coombs; I’. S.,
Aubrey (i. Spen.-er Trusters, K. p. I *■ ii,r..•
L. T. Shales, J. \V. Know! to.
They w
he publicly installed.
Bay City Council, Amen-an Legion of
Honor, elected the following wtViecrs Monday evening Com., K. H Mathews V. C.

the

past.-r, !P'\

at

10:4a

a.

he

a

s!i«>11
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innne>u se.rv
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s'-s.-oon
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preach in the m
This \ car A Is
I
or tinisc v* ho ha \«
Vited t.. Worship a
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ing

will

and
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in

cur
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this,

;

James F. Fernald ; C»., John B. Thumbs
The last d a scr
See. and Col., James Puttee; Tr., (ieo. K.
held at the ( Ti; versa
J hnson ; Chap., Win. F. Thomas Cuide, j
The whole program u
A. J. Harriman; War., H. L. Lord..Sent.,
solo by Mis.H Susa- 1 »
P>. 0. Norton; Medical Fxaininer, J)
P. ;
body and brought <
tralt.o voice to good
Flanders.

Capt. Francis H. Welch of Belfast Division, U. R K. of 1*., received a letter Monday, Dee. U.Stli, that was mailed to him in
Rockland Dee. Sth, and was back-stamped
in Belfast the same day.
Owing to errors
in the

direction it

gotiations
ter is

was

not

delivered.

n

t

were

at

once

opened,

It

but the

re-

mat-

yet settled.
are

soon

to

their n«*w quarters in the
All the different branches
of the order are to have a home in tin* same
building and it will furnish aeeommodations
be

installed in

Baxter block.

for

a

total

\ rooms are
are

of

about

members.

above the store of J. R.

reached by

an

elevator.

services have been
month of Per, ad
p.easati t and \v
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Services at the
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meeting at
Miss Eva ijnu
Upward." The j.

Un ion meet mg
next Sunday at
interest <>l G.*"-i
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The Odd Fellows of Portland

granted leave of absence for
one year without pay, provided there !>e no extra
expense to the city.
The Superintendent was granted leave of absence to attend the meeting of the Maine Pedagogical Society in Lewiston.
Adjourned.
Schools will begin for the winter term of ten

It
lev

and friends

Secret

a!

wii! !x-

ed els.'Wllel’e.

coming celebrate m of the RockDivision, in which Belfast Division and
Belfast Band were asked to participate. Ne-

was

I Ai

GREATEST

Miller dm!

land

funds.

>

REGI

Sunda\

luted ti> the

ing of the Central Intermediate school-room re
ported and their report was laid on the table.
The committee on heating reported the work
going on and the apparatus will be ready for use
at the beginning of the term. The new apparatus
is in the I'pperGrain nar school building.
Voted that the spring vacation be two weeks
instead of three as formerly.
A petition was lead to make a graded high
school at the Head of the Tide. The petitioners
were given leave to withdraw, owing to lack of

i!

FANCN

Cambridge,

for the

PRESIDENT AND CABINET.

Schools.

;$$

fill! * Hi

son.

Mrs. Elizabeth Sh*-rmnn

Kinley.

Belfast

Ml

t.

c<

a

Pike's Toothache

Oakland, Calif., Enquirer, announces
death in that place, Nov. 2tith, of Wilnative

a

by druggists.

member of the Grand Army Post of
Oakland. .His wife was a daughter of the
late Charles C. Kimball and a sister of Mrs.
John W. Emery of this city.
She survives
him, together with three sous, Frederick
N., Ralph W. and John H. He was a graduate of the dental college of Cambridge
The funeral was held under the auspices of
the Grand Army.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper visited in Belfast five years ago, accompanied

tine program

President and
Washinc.ton,
Mrs. Cleveland had a Christmas tree for
tiieir children, and later in the day the little
people from Secretary Lament's and Secretary Thnrber’s homes came into enjoy the
scene with the White House family
President and Mrs. Cleveland had no guests at
dinner. Vice President-and Mrs Stevenson
di ed at the Normandie with Mrs. Lewis
Stevenson and Miss Stevenson. This evening they left for St. Louis to attend the welding of their niece. Secretary and Mrs.
Dlney were, joined by their daughter, Mrs.
Minot and her son.
Secretary and Mrs.
Francis spent their first Christinas here at
tiieir new home.
Their live sons were with
them.
Secretaries Herbert, Lament, Carlisle and Morton, Attorney General Harmon and
Postmaster General Wilson had
family reunions, the latter having several
out of town guests.

who

lace

sfeigh

Dec.

HO

business.

Ho leaves two

a
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man

spent bis winters at llotei

Cooper,

?

a

It’s so sirnj 'r :•
throat trouh e ;• y
hound arid Ta;.

Isoliiu

(.v

was a

MCKINLEY’S CHRISTMAS.
l)ee. 25.
McKinley’s Christmas
He took a
ride* this
morning, accompanied by bis wife. The
and
his
wife
dined
with
Mother
McMajor

-juiet.

con-

sumptioi

state brok-

same

v

s<i

T

Miss Harriot

liam H.

MAJOR

next

real

a

4 P.

to

ghasf

Mass, lie had a brilliant war record, having served throughout the entire war, and

Canton,

weeks

the

The

THE VETERANS’ CHRISTMAS.
An hour before reveille
Tours, Dec. 25.
the day was ushered in with Christmas carols played by the band stationed on the
•square. The usual Friday morning breakfast of lisli of some sort was reinforced by
eggs, and at noon about two thousand veterans partook of an excellent
turkey dinner
with plum pudding, cranberry sauce, celery.
squash, onions, fruit and all that is necessary to make a good New England Christmas spread.
Mince pie assisted in topping
off the feast.
In the evening the band, as a
grand orchestra, gave the customary night-

Miss Folsom

1

OKPOsirs

lects

the

history.

The

Open

Harriet, B., survive
sisfers, Mrs. George 1C
Sleeper and Miss Elizabeth A. Barns of Belfast and one brother, George M. Barns of
The funeral was
Leavenworth, Kansas.
held Monday afternoon at St. Michael's
church, Bristol.

ever

very

SUP
from 9 to If

Norris of Rristm ami
his second Mrs. Walter B. Snow of Prom
deuce.
The latter, and
two daughters.
was

Misses

trees have been
since the introduction of Christianity. Before that time the dressing of a
tree with candles and presents was a feature of the midwinter Druidicai festival, so
that in fart the German Christmas tree dates
hack to an era before the dawn of written

w.is

continuing

bSiid lie has

liim.

exchange:

ly concert with a particularly
appropriate to the day.

1

Biiekiugham, New York and h.s summeis
m Bristol, ins business being
brokerage and
banking. IB- was married twice. His firswife

In Germany Christmas

known

was one

business, moving to Bn oklyti, N. \

Since

The

encyclopedias

where lie did

in l.Sofi and

asked

gave it up.
Shortly
in the American we

Chicago

erage

Frederick, liberally. They prea ten-pound turkey, cigars,
silk handkerchiefs, Chinese nuts and a Chinese lily.
W.

sulting

nuod's Pills,

20 years of age In- went to Havana
John Moreland, the American Consul,
and remained there two years.
He then
went to Bnstoi. 1C 1
wherein1 engaged n
the sugar refining business. In 1S-D he went

sented him with

the

Sarsaparilla

The One True Blood 1

with

The two Chinaman who run the laundry
on Main street remembered their
landlord,
Mr. (

n

of the hi n
the i.erves, nun'
come under the h*
corner

When

the

in the crop
of the doll.

arm

i

!t

p<

blood

nnd the

Horace Manley Barns died at his home m
R. I., Dee. 24th, at the ige of 7.2
He was a native of Bu -k sport., Me.,
years
and attended the public schools of Belfast
and the Hampden
academy. When 1
years old he entered the drug store of
Hoiiis Monroe \ Co.. Belfast, man aged by
the late Wm. O. Poor and afterwards went
to Boston and worked for rim tirm of John
Co., of which tin hit* Mayo
Hathaway
W Hazeltine. Sr., of Belfast was a partner.

usual.

noon as

a-

directly and

Bristol,

The Knights Templar observed the day at

high

He

of the oldest Odd Fellows in Maine; his interest in
the Order never abated, and he visited the
lodge here whenever his health would permit. The funeral was held
yesterday afternoon, Waldo Lodge attending in a body.
The funeral services were conducted by
Rev. Geo. E Tufts.

Music, Beaming bright.
Dialogue, Margaret Keen, Isa and Ida Patterson, Emma Smalley, Belle Greenlaw,
Leonie Condon, Della Knovvlton.
God bless t he little stockings, Lelia Howard
Music, Christ has come to all.
The two lights
Lottie Braley
Music, As we part.
was

its power

Of

member-

Good will to men.
Harold Herrick
Christmas story, Earl Braley, Della KnowlLeonie
tou,
Condon. Rice Black, Flora
Rich.
Music, We sing to Thee.
Santa Claus,
Charlie Deerow
Ring the Bells, Flora Rich and Sadie Seavey
Why I am glad for Christmas,
Ernest Webber

It

,

used in pre-par:
are unknown
make Boo

Belfast

of

I’ra

>

>.
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r

ell 11 relies

will be held

»-.i

and !
m-sday and Thu
Eritlay and Sat m-,:
('him li
All a re
these servi. «-s
Id
A
ey etiing will lie,
fill for as 1 enter !
", Ejdi. 1 d. 7.

Monday

by Hteatn, piped for gas, and
List Sunday idelectricity. They are equipped
m
with special reference to the uses to which school elected
they will be put and will furnish a very follows: Supt., d
pleasant home for the Odd Fellow bodies of Supt W. R How
W
I
K now I ton
the city.
dual
Chorister
all be. heated

wired for

Monday.

Mrs. James W .1
tee, Rev. George S M
Edit h M. Stoddard
C. Starrett; Libra:'
S. Mills, Miss Kd
Sibh
Charlotte T.
Charles M. Craig, M
Mrs. Edward Sibb

—

Think of it!
DOES IT
at home —PAY?

—a
or a

few dollars spent for comfort
little more hoarded for that

“Rainy Day.”

surprise you to know how little it costs
and how comfortably your house can be heated with the
It would

Glenwood
FURNACE.

For sale in all prominent cities and
towns in New

England.

I

I

«

Union service w
odist church Sunday
interest of “(rood t
A

will la* under the
Pitcher. Following

by the chorus and
by Rev. C. H. Wells
My Soul," Miss 1">
Scriptures by Rev -I
by Rev. Geo. S. Mills
introductory remark-

v
;

j

"Elements of Good
F. Tilton; address.
M1
Go >d Citizenship,
‘‘Come Unto Me," b\ M
C"

dress, ‘‘The Parent
WEIR STOVE COMPANY,
TAUNTON, MASS-

Made by THE

!

•'
is

an*

Brick, superintenden
chorus; benediction, by
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BELFAST.

Mrs. Mark Wood went to Brunswick
yesto spend the winter.

the city council

;,,-tmg of

|

:ulay evening.

>1

wife, evangelists, will
Mull, Sunday, Jan. 3, at

,1

added

;

it

full

a

tddress A. E. Clark
at the regular

:

“Our Or-

on

E.s. Bowker aud
in Brooks.

Don’t forget the Baud testimonial next
Tuesday evening. Seeadvt. for particulars,

on

George C. Ricker, East

setts

Turner, North Haven,

E.

<-i

H. L Woodcock has returned from Rockland where his exhibition and sale of
paintings was successful beyond his expectations.
Mr. Woodcock has so much work on hand
that he will remain in Belfast until February, and his studio will be open to visitors

recently been
exchange, as follows :
s, hardware store, 3-3; J.
deuce, 17-5; Belfast Light
have

ons

uie

oe,

The Age office is

2.

>

Wednesday and Saturday afternoons.
“Dick,” the four-footed night watchman
at the warehouse of Swan &
Sibley Co., has
been missing for more than a week. In his
younger days he was a venturesome feline
every

<i onerous

k

donations for

received from Mrs. O.
and Capt. Fred Barker
and $5 from “A Friend.”
the use of a fine piano, a
'l try P. Beaman,
been
tst.

and made two voyages, one to Boston and
the other to Swan’s Island, returning iu due
season to his duties on shore.
Now it is
feared some mishap has befallen him and
his friends are disconsolate.

rederick A. Waldron, city
rville, which occurred Dec.
first break in a class of
men who entered Colby
-■<

of "fis.

By

Dr. Elmer Small

Corps

Id'ii-f

I

to

the

mont

and Sons

present.. There
which all are in- J

Veteran Association
House, in Svvanville,

>wn

■

Thursday

|
J

of

it

Jan.

will

town

bring

Come

Si

come

one,

all.

rotary.

P. Truesdale.

The

Wallace Nichols.

perpetrated

himself

a

last week.

hunting

with

was

of the

He

a

came

into the

came

Ralph Pitcher was at home Christmas from
the Bangor Commercial College.
Mrs. M<*ry E. Haugh went to Lynn, Mass.,
last Thursday for a visit to friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace E.
Twoinbly spent
Christmas with friends iu Monroe.

N. S.

fast.

Piper killed

a seven-

pig last week which dressed JOG
pounds. He was fed at first on sour milk
and later on nothing hut corn and clear
water. That shows that good pigs can he
raised without the trouble of cooking their
feed three times a day.
Let us hear from
some one else who lias done as well....
(leorge Clark went to Winterport last week
t o spend Christmas with 11is parents.... Mrs.
Mary A N iekerson celebrated Christmas by
having all her children and grandchildren

soapstone foot-warmers,
st.oves of all kinds, and the
Now is the
nges and heaters.
Attention is called to the
■s l'attee,
agent for.fire, life and
iuce companies.
He repre"t
iass companies and has had
n perienee.
Office in Masonic
nee
on
M tin street_See
Belfast Nati-uiai and Searsi*.ink>.... There are always
■

d

'•''■.vers

anything

holiday gifts

meet with her and

partake

prepared by her for

and

Edward H.

the

dinner
occasion.... Mr.

of

a

nice

Kelley of Bangor is visiting his

line of dry
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. Kelley_There.
ibl
all at Starrett’s, where
I was an explosion of gas in the stove of E
is may still be had.
P. Michaels, Friday night.
He had built a
•!'*•>.
Captain Otis Ingraham, ; now fire alter arriving home Christmas
•I duty since the
City of Ban- and hail put on the fire a lot of new coa
al from the Boston and Ban- forgetting to open the drafts, and in about
have charge of the Lewiston live minutes the explosion took place, blowb s the place of the Penobscot.
ing open all trie doors above and below and
Boston somewhere about the fairly lifting the stove from the floor. Ashes
January to bring the Lewiston were blown all over the room which was
h.
The steamer Penobscot will nearly tilled with a blue blaze. No damage
was
done....The Christmas tree at the
ike her last trip to Boston on the
in

the

■

j

“try, and will then
ami

“ason's

be

hauled up

thoroughly remodeled

service.

round

trips

The Lewiston
a

week

during

of the winter. She will leave
sdays and Fridays, returning
and Thursdays. The following
of officers:
Captain, Otis Infirst
pilot, William Whitney;
William A. Roix ; quarter-masLong and F. E. Brown; watchL Sears; baggage master, G. H.
bow lookout, William Jacobs;
George G. Williams; second of-

Jordan; engineer, Thomas H.
engineer. F. E. Davis;
■ml freight
lerk, John R. Hatch;
Harry L. Nevins.
assistant

Relief

Corps.

Mrs. Belle J.

M>>nroe, Department President of
hi’.h Relief Corps, lias issued GenNo.
in which, in addition to
me
instructions, etc iu relation to
she says :
ual inspection

has been completDepartment President had the
inspecting twenty-two Corps ami

encouraged

and benefitted, as
•'■•■tion has been most thorough and
m all
Corps.
part ment President extends to each,
Christmas greetings, and may the
ar bring to our order and its inem-

parity, harmony and peace.
einorial page is as follows:
with a deep sense of sorrow that the
Mnent of Maine, W. R. C., extends to
"^*i 1 y bereaved husband and
family of
Sarah C. Mink, Past National Presi1ms

Woman’s Relief Corps, our heartfelt
Her work on earth
*'C hut remembrance will last.
Let all
barters be draped for thirty days
l*;:r this order is received.
sympathy of the Department Presiand Staff is extended to our sister,
ine E.
Durham, President of Corps No.
nroe, Maine, and family, whose hearts
been saddened by the loss of a beloved
who met his untimely death in
Allston,
December 5th.

‘cmliy sympathy.

I.

trip

L. Perry left Saturday for a business
York, Hartford and other cities.

to New

Myron Russell of Vernon,Yt spent, Christmas with his former teacher,
Superintendent
Brick.
Jolni
Mrs.
u

Thumbs visited his

B.

A.

Wyman,

C.

in

daughter,

Thomaston

last

eek.

J. M. Leighton went to Biddeford
Monday, on account of the severe illness of
a relative.
Rev.

A. P.

Legro

keeping

in

family have begun

and

the Dr. Johnson house

house-

on

Prim-

Mrs. F. W. Chase left Saturday

and

for their home in

Lawrence, Mass.,

after

a

short vacation in Belfast and Unity.
Oscar H Dilwortli of Waterville returned Monday from a Christmas visit to his
parents, Mr. aud Mrs. M. C. Dilworth
Ansel

Kolway

Allen of Auburn
the week

on

of

Skowhegan

and F.

A.

in town

the first of
business for the Maine State
were

Grange.
Miss Edith Mason

came home from WorMass., last Thursday, for a visit of
three weeks to her parents, Mr. aud Mrs. H.

cester,

F. Mason.

Capt. and Mrs. A. G. Nelson went to Bosby boat Monday. Capt. N. is going nto

ton

stevedore business there with his brotherin-law, Lewis H. Babbidge.

the

Mrs. C. J. Hull left by Monday
morning’s
train for Winchester, Mass., to be with her
Mrs.
C.
G.
daughter,
Ferguson, while Mr.
Ferguson is absent on a business trip.

II. M. Prentiss are spending
a week with friends in Baugor and
vicinity.
C. N. McCrillis of Bangor is substitute for
Mr. P. on the Belfast & Burnham R. p, o.
Mr. and Mrs.

decided

tian

Mirror, Portland. Mr. Merrill came to
Belfast to attend the North church centennial.

H. Jones left the city Monday for a two
weeks’ visit in Boston to assist the wholesale
house of Baldwin, Robbins & Co. in
taking
account of stock, and to prepare for
spring
J.

The Social Season.
Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, are
making elaborate preparations for their
New Years’ ball, the third of their course of
dances, to be given at Odd Fellows’ Hall toA. E.

Friday, evening. The hail will be
very neatly and appropriately decorated.
The music will be by Sanborn’s Orchestra.

morrow,

Christmas Leap Year hall passed off
very pleasantly. The hall was very prettily
trimmed with hunting of all colors draped
from the chandelier to the balconies.
The
stage was decorated in green, red and white
The

with

the words

Leap Year

and

'IX!

very

business.

Miss Agues H. Pillsbury, who, with her
mother, Mrs. F. A. H. Pillsbury, has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Roland Place in Bangor, returned to Boston Monday to resume
her musical studies.

Burlington returned from
Washington, D. C., last Friday.. While at
the National Capitol-she met the President
and Mrs, Cleveland and had a very pleasant
Mrs. E. A. D.

interview with
Mr. A. L.

the latter.

Young

of

Camden sang in the

Little trees and red berries North church choir
Tuesday in place of Mr.
were also used.
Sanborn’s orchestra fur- John
Parker, who was unable to siug. Mr.
nished the finest of music and the collation
Young’s aid on this occasion was greatly apwas of the best.
About fifty couples were
preciate! 1 by the North church society.
in the grand march.
Misses Kate and LizThe following teachers aud others went i
zie Quiinby, dressed in pink and blue, dis.from Belfast Tuesday to attend the meeting
tributed the orders, which they did very of the Maine
Pedagogical Society at Lewisgracefully. All agreed that, the costumes ton: H. E. Ellis, Miss Caroline W. Field
were unusually pretty, but the most critical
John It. Dunton, F. S. Brick, Miss Nettie M.
differed as to who was the belle of the ball. Brown, W. C. Crawford of Boston.
Capt. Howe, who left sch. Leander V. BeeTransfers in Real Estate.
be iu Boston, and was reported to
havegone
is said to lie at his home iu WinterThe
transfers in real estate were to Cuba,

prominent.

following

recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Dec. 30, 1896:
Catherine P. Kelley et als., Boston, to Walter B. Twombly, Monroe; laud and buildings
in Monroe. Eliza A. Prescott, Northport, to
Frank L. Harmon, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast. David G. Hunter, Lincolnville, to David H. Heal, do; land in Lincolnville. Lewis E. Pitcher, Northport, to Edna
E. Pitcher, do.; land and buildings in North-

Capt.

llowe

recently published a letter iu a Boston paper claiming that the vessel was indebted to him, but the ageut of the
Beebe has printed a counter statement.
port.

The engagement of Miss Annie L. Pendleton of Boston, daughter of Capt. Ephraim
E. Pendleton of this city and Mr. Pyam L.
Gilkey of Philadelphia is announced. Mr.
Gilkey holds a responsible position in Philadelphia as representative of a large Boston

manufacturing firm,
Pendleton has
a lucrative
position as stenographer and
“Gone home! Gone home!
book-keeper in Boston.
‘"or through which he
vanished,
Hugh Clifford Gallagher of Dorchester,
with a jar, and left us here alone ;
Belfast, to Orman A. Hopkins et als., do.;
i""“1
vs
'Lind without in tears, forlorn, and
banished, land and buildings in Belfast. P. P. Free- Mass., to whom tLe late Henry L. Pierce
'•ere our loved one is
gone.”
Lineoln- willed $100,000, is the youngest brother of
man, Camden, to Win. J. Farrar,
Win. J. Farrar Mrs. George A. Beckett of this city. He is
1 here
has probably been more infringe- ville; land in Lincoluville.
a native of Sackville, N. B., and has
to Nathan Wentworth, Lincoln ville; land in
been
hts on the
genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
to Nel- connected with the Baker Chdcolate Co., of
Brooks,
Simon
Lincolnville.
Cilley,
-ar than
other
brand
made
in
New
any
which Mr. Pierce was the head, more than
Fannie
son G. Nickerson; laud in Brooks.
h' glandf.
Did you ever notice how peo- N.
Waterhouse, Searsport, to Clifton Whit- 24 years. Mr. Gallagher is a large owuer in
]>ie
try to imitate a good thing?
and vice president of the eompauy.
tum, do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
■

Nathan F. Gilkey, Searsport,
Pyam
L. Gilkey, Rochester, N. Y.; land and buildings in Searsport. Harriet Hassell et als.,
port.

to

gaw—^
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Centennial.

more Scriptural
PAGE.J
appeal to conscience, to
love, to all the higher and nobler impulses
Parker, have put the community under of our nature—the
larger hope lor the inture
heavy debt to them, not only by their faith- life—the assertion that
if any are finally lost
ful and in some respects eminent ministries, it
is because the infinite resources of Infinite
but also by leaving after them families and Love are
battled in its attempt to save them
relatives whose Christian devotion and cul- —if
any are eternally lost it is because they
ture have given so much of strength and of
choose to he lost. These are a few
eternally
ornament to the church and the society.
of the things which indicate the
change
Of the living pastors, Mr. Ross ami Mr.
that has come over the faitli of tlie church
Hack, I will not attempt to speak. Why aud tlie
of tlie pulpit during the
preaching
shall I speak of them to you who know
that has elapsed since this church
them better than myself, who have been century
was
And iu this we see a defiear-witnesses of their eloquent speech and nite organized.
hope for the future—in this and in every
eye-witnesses of their constant lives. This way we see
hope. Tlie progress of tlie past
I will say: you have had a succession of
the past that we, ourselves have seen—tlie
ministers, at least from the time of Mr. M’- past that
this day reveals to us—the suggesKeeu up to the present day, whose memory
tions and intuitions of our
natures, still
any church might be glad to perpetuate. more the
teachings and tlie whole spirit of
There is not one of the whole line who
tlie Bilile, lead us to look forward
hopefully.
would not hold a respectable place in any of
Tlie same agencies that have
imour ministerial associations.
M’Keeu, Cut- provement hitherto will do thewrought
same in the
ler, Cutter, Parker—those among them who future and iu
FROM

FIRST

1

are

dead—we thank God for them. A grate-

people to-day desire to honor them for
what they did. They will live in our mem-

ful

our hearts and our lives
by their influence— as long as we ourselves
live. We wish we could pay them a worthier tribute, but we doubt not that the tribute most grateful to them is that to he
shown by our acts, to imitate and to emulate
in our lives what was truest and best and
most Christ-like in their teachings and
their example.
And in regard to their suecessors who still live, may it be
long bef*>re
one
is
called to pronounce
any
their eulogy,
before as one lias occasion to say “they rest from their labors
and their woiks do follow them.’'
May the
years that are appointed to them (the many
years we trust) he rich in usefulness and in

ories—we trust in

I

I
i

!
I
!

happiness

and marked

by

a

constantly

|

grow-

ing experience of the power and the blessedness ot that Gospel of God’s love and God's
righteousness that it is their privilege to

and Miss

j

larger measure, because tiie.se
agencies are constantly having freer scope
and wider range of action, and therefore 1
believe in 1 letter and still better times to
collie, iu indefinite progression till tlie blessed time shall come of which tlie Bilile
speaks, when love and praise to God, peace
and good will to men shall fill the earth,
even
as
the waters
cover
tlie
sea.
V ho
can
doubt it that
believes
iu
a
God of love, sovereign in tlie Universe? Let, those who reject tlie Bible—
who believe that the world is the result of
qliance or of unintelligent and unfeeling
laws
let them despair, let t em look forward gloomily to something worse and
yet
worse,to the final doom that sweeps everything back to nothingness. But let. those who
believe iu Christianity, who believe that, infinite love and wisdom are
supreme in the
Universe—those above all who believe that
God appeared in the torrn of a man to show
his interest iu humanity and to reveal his
purposes of mercy—let them hold oil to large
Hope, WHICH is their right and privilege and
look forward to what the coining years and
generations aud centuries are to bring with
cheerful and rejoicing assurance.
[Tiie latter part of Dr. Field’s address we were
to have revised by him and it contains
for which lie must not be held
responsible.';
Following the address the congregation
sang the Centennial Hymn, which we here
unable

recorded and no centennial to celebrate. There is something pathetic in the
thought of the many who, year after year
and quarter after quarter, have sat in these
pews as full of life aud of hope as any of us
and who have passed away and have left no
record for human eyes, who are almost unremembered.
The best history of any church is that part
of it which is unknown and unrecorded.
The quarrels, the councils, the ordinations
and the dismissals—all these things may fill
to

be

errors

give:

“Do this in remembrance of me,” said the Christ
Disciples of old heard and heeded the call,
Ami so there was formed the first Church of our

Lord,

Obedient to Him who is Sa iour of all.
And down

a
great space in the thought and speech
of men, but
what is best and sweetest
and
truest
in
the
life
of
any
church or of any people is out of sight,
hidden from the view of men, in innumerable obscure households, the sweet domestic virtues, the self-sacrifice of parents and
of children, the unostentatious deeds of
charity,the secret struggles with temptation,
quiet self-denial for truth aud principle, the
hours of rapt communion with God—these
are to us all unseen,
unheralded in any
journals, unrecorded in any history page—
but none the less known ami recorded by
Him who will suffer no good deed to be done
in vain, and uo virtue to be acquired for
naught, but who will give, sometime, somewhere, to any faithful worker a wider and a
happier field for the exercise of the virtues
acquired here in obscurity and suffering—in
some better world where the last shall often
be first and the first be last.
In his hands
we cheerfully leave them.
Thus have I gone over the history of the
church, very hastily aud superficially, as
the time only would allow. There are one
or two disconnected
reflections, suggested
by a review to which I wish to call yoi.r
attention before closing.
You remember
that the council which dismissed Mr. M'->
Keen expressed their regret., and with i
some severity of language at the
brevity of
the pastorates of our church.
Whether
short or long pastorates are on the whole
the better is not an altogether settled
question—very much must depend upon circumstances. Sometimes a short pastorate is a
great mercy to an afflicted parish. Sometimes a pastor sees that lie can
decidedly increase
his efficiency and his usefulness by
removal from a parish where be is already
happy and useful, of which he has no complaint to make. Rut as a general thing, un-

!

|

!

doubtedly long pastorates
minister aud people.

are better both
Aud whatever
there may have been for finding fault
with this church in this matter at the time
of Mr. M’Keeu’s dismissal, yet,
taking the

for

reason

Whole,

of this church as a
there is
occasion for it than in the vast majority of
churches. Nine pastors have been placed
over the society since it became an independent organization. Dividing these into
three triplets the average duration of the
pastorates in the first is a little less than 2
years; that of the second is more than 7
years ; of the third more than 9 years. Considering that in each of these triplets one
pastorate has been brought to a close by
a
dispensation of Providence
in
the
nrst two
by death ami m the third by
a call
(which is sometimes a dispensation)
and leaving these out as removals for which
the church had no
responsibility, then the
average duration of the pastorates in the
three successive, triplets are 2
years, 9 years
and 13 years.
If the church could go on increasing the length of its pastorates in successive generations it. will soon reach a
period when its pastors will need to have
t he years of the old
patriarchs at their command. The church has no occasion, I
think,
to be ashamed of its record in this
respect.
1 wish there were time to refer to sonic of
the changes which have taken
place m the
world since the church was organized 100
years ago, or even since tiie society was organized 75 years ago-changes of the utmost
significance to the church as well as to the
world. Take it in the simple matter of material wealth. Then we were the
poorest of
all the the nations.
Even 75 years ago Portugal, poorest and meanest of all the peoples,
was in advance of us.
Now we are the
richest of all the nations on the face of the
earth.
Never in the world’s history did a
nation make so rapid a transition from the
extreme of poverty to the extreme of wealth.
It is impossible that such a
change could
take place without involving the greatest
temptations to the higher character of the
people, and it is a matter of profound gratitude and ol surprised gratitude that it withstands the temptations therefrom to materiality, to laxity, to effeminacy. There is,
nevertheless, l believe, to-day a higher and
intenser moral and religious life among the
people than a century ago, and it is due
very largely to the thousands of churches
like this scattered through the smaller and
larger towns of our laud. Think of the
changes, in matters of daily life and
1*

as

—

comfort.

When

Rev. Mr.
Soule
was
settled in
1823 the congregation assembled in a room lighted,(as it was then called)

by

materials whose names now are hardly
pronounced for polite ears—tallow candles
and whale oil; and we sat in a room freezingly cold. Not because our father’s thought
that worship uuder conditions of physical
suffe»ing was specially acceptable to God,
but because no means had been devised for
beating large rooms. Now we worship in a
building made brilliant as noon-day by gas

and electricity, and comfortable as our own
firesides. When our church made out its
call to Mr. M’iCcen it took some four or live

us show you
for the

of the beau-

some
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TABLE and
WORK BASKET.

’

-vo"-

NICE GOLD WATCH ?

A fine stock of them for both Ladies and Gentlemen.
The finest stock we ever carried.

SOME NICE PIECES OF

CUT

GLASS,

Mounted in

Remember, no'Trouble

Sterling Silver,

to Show Goods.

H. J. LOCKE & SON,National BanBkESi,s„B.
NOW IS THE TIME TO GUY

Soapstone Foot-Warmers,
We have all sizes in stock.
OIL STOVES of all kinds

Glenwood
Are the best and

M. L.

we

Also
^

Ranges and Heaters
sell them.

Mitchell,115

■

y

Belfast, Maine.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L

A.

KNOWLFON,

President.

FRANK R. WIGGIN. Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

2S, I Sill.
S3II, 353. «!l

Fell.

July 24,

I Sill.

I SIM.

S3IMS8.2II

July II, ISII5.

Ilee.

SI 23,1185.58

5. 1 s!»5.
8 n :{7 v, r> :j

March

$7!M*‘>.5!)

JULY

13, 1S95.

SIIIO.SSS.IT.

14,

1896.

8172,093.16.

/?/tires are T,tiK"n from our sir trn st ate in nits to the
Comptroller
of the Currency, Washington, on the ah tee tla.t-s,
DEPOSITS ill the INTEREST DEPA.imiB\r payable „„ deunn 1.
.a
inters parable Ia„„
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so

they

--,/
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l\r,

IN CHRISTMAS

through the ages Christ’s call has been
heard,

And brave

and true

men

men

His word have

obejed.
Oh, thank Him to-night for the faith of the past;
Oh, thank Him for conquests our fathers have
made.

NEW YEAR’S PRESENTS

Give thanks for our own Church—a
old,
W ith honor and love we would century
greet 'her toA

-—•.GET WHAT YOU WANT A'l

night ;
century long she has stood in the world,

And striven

to

Show

that

light.

in Christ is

found

This past shall now teach us the goodness of God
;
His manifold mercies let every one sing.
We turn from the past—and the present is here,

Demanding
King.

allegiance

to

Christ,

our

great

The past is forever beyond our recall;
The present God-gives us to use for Him still:
With love and with loyalty so let us work
That each one shall daily be doing His will.

The benediction
Field.

was

pronounced bv Dr.

_75

Repay Our Citizens
Carefully Consider.

to

S THE TIME TO OE1

In fact ever} thins kept in

a

first-class

only

•

Searsport

•
At

•

it’s because your

kidneys

or

much, and the lifting,
exerting has retarded their

so

They cry for assistance in many aches that follow.
the

than Doan’s

kidneys working quicker

Kidney Pills.
It is useless to take them for any disorders of
the stomach or derangement of the liver.
Indirectly they will help such troubles by throwing off some of the effete or waste matter of the
body through the kidneys, but they won’t cure
liver

complaint any more than they will cure consumption.
They are non-purgative, easy to take, convenient
to carry; they produce no reaction; and can ho

The Belfast Band
....AT THE....

OPERA

HOUSE,

TUESDAY EVENING, JAN, 5th.
The

■

Bazar of Nations,
have

kindly offered

repeat their entertainment
with new songs and new features, for the benefit
of Belfast. Band, to he followed with a concert by
the band and a few dances for all who wish.

Tickets 25c.

to

Reserved Seats 35c.

Remember the name,

ToyslToyslTofs!

other.

The genuine “BELFAST” 5c. cigar
already found its way into nine different States in the Union, also the Dohas

minion of

Canada, and strange to say, it
is less than two years ago this brand was
placed on the market. The only cigar
made in Belfast that is stamped “BELFAST.”
How’s

CHEAP.

CARLE & JONES.

This !

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
WTe, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 16 years, and believe him perfectly
honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligation made by'
their firm.

Tkuax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Price 76c. per bottle. Sold by all
Di ggists. Testimonials fiee.

Agents

Due irum

$50 BEWABD

approved

$50

A reward of $50 will be paid for information which will lead to the conviction of
the parties who entered the Howes and
Lakeside cottages at ipiantabacook Lake
within the last month.
H. HOWKS.
F. <4. WHITE.
B. I). FIELD.
Information as to articles taken can be
had on application to the above signed.
Belfast, Dec. 24, 1896.—4w52*

SUBSCRIBE FOR
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Mnmi/ /fist
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1
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Lcj;al tender nines
5.Rot) no
Redemption fund with I S Treasurer, 5 per cent,. of rirciiiari.ni.
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him ho
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prohis.
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Di v idemis unpaid
Individual depo-iis
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>

tiding

....

!.j.r
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.du-rk

8*j.7l8 51

Total.-p ;,.,47p* 47
Si am: .-r M \i\i C-.i m \ ..i Wuimss
I- CH AS. I
< lOlvlM >\.
,|
Hit„,V|.
naim-ii lank, do solcinnh sw.\ir tli.it 11«* .diove
statement i> true to the he's* d' mv kn.o\ ied-e ;md
I HAS. I
«.OlM>n\, (a»hj,M^■.
Sitbseribed and sworn to heiore me tin- L’ Hli
•
lay ol Ileeeinber, 1 S’.M:
.1 A AIKS \. -OLSON.
Correct. Attest
Not.i r\ Publicd \ MLS (. IT.MiLKTdN,
)'
CKO 1 SMITH
Directors.
\
J. B. NK’HOLS,

DURGIN, M. D.

Fitting

of Glasses and Diseases cf
the Eye ard Ear a Specialty.
Office hours until II a m.
From 12.30 to 3and 7 to 8 p.

SEARSPORT,

m.

MAINE.

Telephone Connection.

13tf

JAMES PATTEE.
Fire, Life

Accident Insurance.

OFFICE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

00

Id.472 17
II A lUI.t

11

1,800

*11.

Capital stock paid
Surplus fund
I

1 *■ >

15 11

J.'i'if,"

E. H.

CHEAP.

....

Checks and other rash items.
Notes 0! -ithrr Nati<uial Bank.-.

1

On sale at Kilgore Ac Wilson's Saturday, dan. 2dDoors open at 7, Operetta at 7.4o i\ m.

no

or

Loans and discounts..*•, 10.578 4.;
Overdrafts, secured and 1.11-1
.m!
p4p p
l S. Bonds to secure ••iivuL.r j. 1....
rp.. m n <
Stocks, securities, etc
r,p’.,>
Banking-house,furniture and ti\r mc
>ikih
Due from Nat ional Banks 1 m .1 Kr-rrvr

participants of the operetta

given to the weakest child.
Doan’s Kidney Pills for sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-Mil burn Co.,
Buffalo, X. Ysolo agents for the United States.

Doan’s, and take

Bank,

1

The heart has pushed the blood into them faster
thau'they can li 1 ter it.
The filter is overtaxed and becomes clogged.

West &

National

Searsport, In the state o! Maine, at the close
business December l
imhl

...

do

at

Temple, Belfast

••

right,

see

RESOfRCI

•
TO..

action.

starts

Come and

KKPOKT OF TilK COMIITIOX OF THK
•

•

stooping, straining

Nothing

.Store.

Masonic

are

They

Grocery

SWIFT & PAUL S,

over.

can

Coming-^

YOl k>

Apricots, Peach os. figs, Dates. Canned
Fruits, Nuts, Fine Confectionery, ftr nni||

Oh, you say, it’s because l*m tired.
Now this isn’t
tired.

Me.

Seeded Raisins,

You walk too far, or ride too far.
You call this overexertion. You cannot
sleep
when night comes.
Your back aches. Your head aches, often you
ache all

'>IJ“p'e-

Raisins, Citrons, Primes, Currants,

Will Well

Kidneys can’t talk, but it' you don’t treat them
ii^iudy you will hear from them.
They have a language of their own, that is how ;
they tell you?
When you woik too hard, wliat follows? You
are tired, aren’t you?
It s just the same with the kidneys,
they get
tired, they have so much to do.
You stoop over at some occupation.
You strain yourself lifting.

Street, Belfast,

New Years is
\cw

That

Main

-i_

J‘"eler to the

Samuel Adams’,

AND NOW

j

history

in and let

FOR TOILET,

—

—

Hill.

Smart

sehoolhouse Christmas eve was a
success.
The recitations and readings were good, especially the one delivered
by Mrs. Porter Nash.

^

preach.
I have, said something of the pastors of
the church, good, true aud able men: I have
Mrs. Geo. A. Gilchrest of Rockland
spent said nothing of the laity, of the
many who
Christmas week with her mother, Mrs. Mar- have made the church aud
society what it is,
and
without
whom
there could he no history
garet Frost.
rose

The Journal had a pleasant call Tuesday
from Rev. J. G. Merrill, editor of the Chris-

mier

arv

Susie Diusmore returned to Boston
a Christmas visit at, home.

Tuesday from

/Mil

f

MERRELL-SOULECO.,
Syracuse. N. Y., Mfrs. of

NONE

from Boston to

spend Christmas with his sisters.

Mr.

East Bel

F

Prank A. Meservey was at home from
Portland to spend Christmas.
E. H. Kelley of the Bangor Commercial
came home to spend Christmas.
Mr. W. C. Crawford

Send jour address, naming this
paper, and we will send you free
a book,' Mrs. Popkins' Thanksgiving,"by one of the most popular humorous writers of the day.

^

visit in

hands of the

ant.

JVI. L. Mitchell,

I'KMKVTS.

■

a

a

whose estate it

iias

were

John Sanborn left Thursday for
Massachusetts and New York.

church began to be, except at the Reformation, > ai there b- en uch a foment of ih night
w itlnu the church as within the
lastoO years.
Such change and progress, such a
quiet dropping of a great deal that had gradually become
obsolete—of a great deal that had
come down to us from mediusval
theologysuch a return on all sides to the
simplicity of
the Christianity of tlie
early ages; such an
increased emphasis given to those
simple,
grand truths of Christianity which are potent
upon the life and character, and such a
dropping ut of pulpit enforcements aud
out of popular religious
thoughts of the
truths which are indifferent in their influence on character.
The change of the
central point of our theolog* from the decrees
of the Sovereign Ruler to the love of
the
Infinite Father manifested in the person of
Christ, the new way of reading the Old
Testament, made imperative by the new
light thrown upon it by scholarship and
research; the reaction in our preaching of
character above either formal works or
a
formal
in
the
faith;
substitution
in
the place of excessive and unwholesome
appeal to fear as a motive, the

^

Frank B. Mathews left
Saturday for Bangor and beyond, on business.

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Staples and Mrs.
plaintiff. Defendant afterwards went into Simeon Staples left
Friday morning for a
and
the note was not proven
insolvency,
visit in Boston.
against, the defendant in the insolvency proWalter P. Carter came from Boston to
ceedings. The case went to the Law Court
the holidays with his mother, Mrs.
on agreed statement of facts.
There is no spend
Caro E. Carter.
rescript Judgment for plaintiff. ExecuMisses Milly and Lena Sanborn left by
tions not to run against body of defendants
by agreement uf parties. Williamson & steamer Monday for Medfield, Mass., where
Burleigh for plaintiff. Dunton far defend- they are to spend the winter.

large-

has
modern
but this time thought he
y liis old muzzle-loading shot
aired himself in the old-style
wder-horn, shot pouch and
ml started for the woods.
On
*b«- *
st, about two miles from
!s
gun, but when he came
nid he had brought along
of

it

months old

■>

H. Boyington of South
Newburgh was
Tuesday on business.
Charles E. Paul is
spending the holidays
with his parents in this city.

come

goods suitable

—

an

None Sncli Mince Meat Girl.’*
Her smile is reflected in every
home she enters for she brings
delicious mince pie to all, and /
at the same time saves the i
housewife from the drudgcry that old time mince
V pie making required. >12
Sold evervwhere. Take no substitute. AtmS

E.

promissory note, given by deLewis P. Hazeltine arrived home from
William Q. Spinney for $100. Portland
Thursday evening to spend the
Spinney sold the note to P. M. Moody, from holidays.

state.

sman

and

sumpsit on
fendant to

i!uable. estate in Snelling,
Cal.
Frank Carvel is one
'in-

stone crew

Tilest-m Wadlin, Esq., Clerk of Courts,
has received the certificate of opinion in
case of Fred H. Young vs. Robert Waterman
and City of Belfast, trustee. Action of as-

Francisco, Dec. i;».
iank Carvel, son of John
Truesdale Carvel, of the

s.w

John

The

delaying a single train.
has a few days work to com-

illness of his mother.
His
place is supplied by L. L. Hubbard of Waterville.

of considerthe eye of the right

lios

in sections without

count.

will prove
o

--

two

Bos-

from

tllS Uirl is

acquaintance
in thousands of American homes
as
known
where she is
The
I

in town

Miss

road

brought, to its destination
Tuesday.... David Staples, fireman on the
freight train, is off duty this week on ac-

-reived last week the fol-

•'ton

Cora F. Murphy is at home
spend the holidays.

to

trade
MARK

lion. Geo. E. Johnson went to
Augusta
Tuesday on legal business.

Belmont.

Sparks
The iron working
crew have finished their work on the new
bri.lge .it liuniliain, n lm li lias been put. in
lv.ur

it

rmy the meeting will be
>>

and

plete the structure-A ear of lumber hi 1 led
i" Mathew s Bios, of Belfast left the iron at
Burnham Saturday, and the trucks were
smashed. New running gear was put under

7. 1 s*.>7.
ii
bread, tea and coffee
the comrades of Swau-

"t

for Christmas.

Mrs.
>u

would not to-day
be accounted
ludicrously deficient. All history has been
written. Philosophy iu some
departments
lias been re-arranged.
It would
tie a
sad pity if such advances had been m
uie
in every other
department and theology
iiad been left lagging in tlie rac3
without some corresponding advance.
It lias
not been so.
Perhaps at no period sine fie
re

Mrs. E. M. Hall
speut Christmas with
friends in Waterville.
Miss Grace A. Lord went to Boston
Saturday for a short visit.
t

Then
tiful

which

Peirce came home from Massaehu-

the

ho

r in

;i«

y

a

of mail contracts

visiting her sister,

Ambrose J. Morrison and family spent!
running into Belfast were secured by
following parties: the Camden, Freedom Christmas with relatives iu Portland.
and North Searsport lines by W. H. Steele
North cliurch history on
Mr. aud Mrs* J. L. Colby spent Christmas
of London, Ivy.; the Stockton
ns derived from old files
Springs line with friends and relatives in Freedom.
i Williamson's History of hy A. A. Call of Algoua, Iowa, and the two
Mrs. Ellen Castle arrived home last WedI
itter; and we are also
Liberty lines hy J. W. Boreny of Lon- nesday from a visit to friends iu
Boston.
•1 on.so 11 for
the use of don. Ky. These two routes are changed,
Mrs. M. E. Moore of Monroe is
so that, one w ,11 come via South
visiting
nstrate the article.
Montviile, Mrs.
Sarah E. Durham, Northport Ave.
West Appleton, Searsmont and Centre Bel-lias H. Marshall Post,
Mrs. T. J. Hopkins and son Everett went
died.at Memorial Hall, mont, and the other via East, Montviile
dan. 7th.
The veterans (formerly West Searsmont), North Sears- to Portland last Thursday to visit friends.
ted

nt

letting

c-

Boston Monday

lines

member of that class,
a

the recent

P

I days for the mail to carry the
intelligence to
him in his Vermont home. Now we Hash
our words across the continent if need
be in
a few miuutes.
These, and ten thousand
other things like them which
might be mentioned, are only typical of similar changes
which have tukeu place in the intellectual
amt moral worlds. There is not a
book upon
any branch of science used in my childhood

spent Christmas

went to

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Balfast office for the week ending December
20, 1890: Mrs. Marian Harvey; Mr. Luville
Garland.

Read lias a neat line of Columbia calendars,
for dess and wall.

Jewell, Clinton; original,

Capt. D. H. Libby
business.

Mrs. I. B. Mower is
Mrs. Aluos Clement.

Critchett, Sibley & Co. have leased the
l basement of J. C. Thompson & Son’s store
»nse committee of the
and are litting it up for a store-room.
,
They
held next Monday at have cut a door
tlirough at the end next
i. P. Thompson’s, Frauk- their
factory.
atteudance is requested.
Swift &, Paul, grocers, Masonic Temple,
1*1*11 granted as follows:
have distributed some very tasteful calenFuller, Rockport; Geo. dars among their customers... .Geo. T.

){

family

overhead steam heating pipe$
been put in at the Belfast Machine &
Foundry Co.’s works.
has

ms,

.•veiling

Much correspondence and other matter is
crowded out of this issue.

A sy stem of

line of
business, lately estabIfimerly occupied by
is

personal.

terday

_-

nASONIC TEMPLE,
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,

t!53

BELFAST,

M

AIN K.

“Respect Thyself.”

All may be

truly great.

conceptions of

true

Literary News

We get many
Some
greatness.

think that it consists in getting wealth.
But wealth is not character.
A man enters
into the business marts of the world.
published by request.J
He
in
stock
and soon amasses
speculates
Text, Titus 2-15, last line. “Let no man
a great fortune and can cash liis check for
despise thee.”
five
or even twenty millions.
But
one,
I
No subject is of more importance to
some of his transactions have been
quesany individual than this subject of selftionable.
Men do not have confidence in
respect, and I gladly avail myself of the
him. He may live in the most sumptuous
opportunity given, by the request to
speak upon it, hoping that in my feeble style, build costly mansions, and in many
attract the attention of his fellowway 1 shall speak some word that shall ways
be a help and an inspiration to some one, men, but unless lie has character as well
as wealth
they have no great measure of
in developing a higher altitude of individfor him.
There .are men who
uality than hitherto attained. Self-respect respect
have
great wealth and broad character,
has been defined by one of our leading
but
their
numbers
are few considering
dictionaries as “a respect for ones charthe number who are wealthy.
True
aeter and reputation.”
This definition
contains a great truth, and one that should greatness does not consist in riches.
Wealth can never give character.
receive our most thoughtful consideration.
Let
The Apostle recognized this great truth, Again, it does not consist in talent.
when he wrote to the young pastor at me give an illustration that is often rein life.
A young man enters into
Crete, to “Let no man despise thee.” He peated
He is endowed with natulife.
might have written to the citizens of that school
ral
abilities and rapidly out-ranks his
island, and told them, that as this young
companions and passes into the highman had come
among them to labor, it er classes.
He graduates with high
was their
duty to honor and respect him.
He enters college and becomes
Hut Raul well knew that this would be ut- honors.
the acknowledged leader of his class
terly useless, unless that young man
should so order the affairs of ills own life and at an early age he leaves the colfinished his course of studies,
as to command their
If this lege, having
respect.
and enters into liis chosen profession.
young man wished to be respected, he
Here his talents are recognized and at a
must respect himself.
He might have i
his enemies, as most workers in the gos- bound he reaches the topmost round in
j the ladder of success. The eyes of his
pci do. but it was possible for him to live
fellow men are constantly upon him and
a lib* of
uprightness and integrity that
He marshould command tin* respect of even these’ they delight to do him honor.
ries one who is beautiful and accomplish'»e oiten got wrong impressions ot
Ilis home seems to be an ideal home,
the meaning oi self-respect. Self-respect is ed.
so cheerful and haj py are its surroundmu egotism.
There is such a thing as havBut amid his success he has one
ing too good an opinion of ones self. But ings.
lie has allowed a deadly element
tli > i.s nothing nioieor less than self-con- thing,
to enter his life.
He sips the poison cup,
ccit. a ml self-conceit never makes a man,
neither does it command the respect of i and suddenly the crash comes, liis talents
are of no value now.
His associates turn
others.
The world will soon distinguish
lie sinks to the lowest
he ditlerence between self-respect and away from him.
of iniquity and she who has stood
sell •• mceit.
The world has no respect j depths
faithful to him amid all, is at last obliged
toi the man who does not
respect himself. : to seek
refuge in her father's house.
It may have sympathy for him,but not reTalent is not true greatness.
Man must
The ( liiuese proverb is true, that;
spe<
it a man would be respected lie must re- have more than this to be truly great.
It is not profession.
To be
sped himsell
Self-respect is one of the j
hrst laws jf manhood. The old Scotchman successful as a lawyer, to stand at the
head of the medical profession or to enter
din no wrong, neither did he ask amiss,
the ministry does not clothe a man with
"hen lie humbly prayed that he
might greatness. lie must be a man in himself.
have a good opinion of himself. Man does
And it certainly is not station
not have that measure of
self-respect that
A man occuhis cieator intended lie should, and as a that makes a man great.
the highest station in the world. Ilis
result, he does not attain to the height of pies
is
felt
on
At his compower
every hand.
his possibilities in character
building.
The consummation of the law of self-re- mand immense armies march into surrounding nations, to conquer or to hold
spect is the perfection of character.
them in subjection and collect tribute.
1 he law of self-respect is based
upon He lias
great wealth at his disposal, and
three great principles. First Know thyself,
j is honored as a king.
Yet men have no
Self-knowledge is absolutely essential to real
respect for him. lie is entirely desself-respect. Xo man can properly respect titute
He has uo respect for
of character.
himsell who does not know himself.
The j
He fires the Capital
character we develop will be simply the others or himself.
limit of our self-knowledge. We will never city of his kingdom and then fiddles while
it burns.
Then, to further satisfy the
build beyond the
knowledge of our possiof his base nature, he charges an
bilities.
Our possibilities are inherent in cravings
sect
called Christians with the
inoffensive
out
natures.
Every individual should j
and ordering them thrown into the
study himself that he may know what crime,
arena of the great
Amphitheatre to be
powers lie latent and inactive in the inner
life ot those abilities and talents that can torn in pieces by wild beasts, he sits and
be developed, of his possibilities in attain- gloats and exults in the terrible scene before him.
Nero had station but he lacking the highest possible
type of manStation never yet made a
hood and of those counter influences ed character.
It was not Abraham Linthat are destructive to true character man.
it was not Abraham Lincoln the
building. \ our true success in life depends coln the lawyer,
president of a great nation, that
np*>i, such knowledge and your conlidenee
n en honored and loved, but it was Abrato develop the
higher manhood within ham Lincoln the man. it was because
One of the first lessons
you
they recognized his manhood, that the
learned by self-examination is that
you employes of the cotton mills of England
have a distinct
that
lias
no
personality
refused to pass resolutions asking their
leal dependence upon any other
being ex- government to raise the blockade he had
cept the cieator of that personality.
Not j
in the great
but that our associations in life make us I placed upon southern ports
conflict between North and South, though
mutually impendent upon one another, starvation was
staring them in the face.
>.•! these associations can neither build j
me lionosty oi purpose, me integrity or
up mu destroy that personality, only so i
character, his loyalty to the cause of hu1:51 ;,s vv<‘ allow ourselves to be influenced
|
won their respect.
They recogby them
We often confound ! manity,
nized tlie man, they believed in him and
this personality with our physical
beings,
idle
for
Iris sake,
remain
would
willingly
but it
s
m<»ie than flesh and blood.
It is 1
it was the character that was embodied
that inner lit'.1 denominated as the
Spirit in the mail that gave Lincoln his place in
11 is the germ t tom vvhirli we
';• Man.
Character has been de»
*b
j) oM, indi viduad ty. h
indi viduali- history.
fined as ••power'' and “success,” but
.i"i_ more or less
jinn p< rxmalithese definitions are not sulii- iont. for
H
’Ci,.
i hen
ai
forces u t Inn
power and success are the productions
;b s personality that will be revealed
by of character.
< hai.ieter as it touches
toe proves- of self-examination.
They are humanity is God’s ideal of manhood. It
‘‘‘b ;,|id ethical natures of man. his
wha» God created, a Godjs being just
O'gjscience am! will p.»w»-;.
like man.
Men fall far below this ideal
* (_
element of man's nature does
because they allow their animal nature to
n
‘■1' ‘.v belong to his
personality and ! control their lives, yet it is possible for
!l"1 ui the
plan of hi> creation, (iod
every man to become truly (dnl-like in
-‘'"him,i pure
peisonality. it is the re- character, by seeking to build upon the
”1 another power
seeking to destroy principles that made .Jesus Christ the
iln true manhood within him.
its influideal man.
These principles are inherent
ence is
deadly and debasing. It has not a in the nature of man.
They are love to
"'-,J ol purity in :tsbut
its whole
nature,
love to man, anil love to self.
letH.cney is to destroy all righteousness in ! God,
Love to God is the natural-desire of
nuiri.
its eftects can be seen on
every j
11 is whole nature craves
iuii.d. I t is a lamentable fact that the ma- i man to worship.
for the companionship of a superior Being.
; u!t \ ot mankind is
controlled to a more
Kven the most benighted heathen lias a
•u less extent
by this power. As a result j
longing in his heart for a God and manisociety becomes corrupt, crime is rampant fests
it in the worship of idols.
The
on
every hand, police courts constantly docraving of man’s inner life is after that
"umucss, prisons tilled, insane asywhich
is
and
holier than itself,
higher
lums constantly
receiving additions, news- which is exterior to its own life and
papers filled with accounts of muider,
which
in
its
it,
intelligence, recognizes as
suicuie and divorce
cases, cities become
Love to man is the desunk in iniquity, and surrow and sadness God
sire to live in harmony and peace with
crowd
out the
of
and
sunlight
joy
our fellow men.
It is only when the
peace that would fill the hearts of men
baser elements of our nature control,
but for this power.
We cannot comprethat we find ourselves out of harmony
hend the results of this evil
principle in
This principle is in the life
the life of man, but observation will teach with them.
of man but is too often overcome by the
us that it is destructive to
true manhood
of
selfishness.
True love to our
spirit
and womanhood.
The ethical principle fellow men
rejoices with them in their
of man’s nature is the law of natural
and sympathizes with them in
righteousness in the heart. It is the prosperity
their afflictions.
It will even at times
higher nature from which may be devel- sacrifice self for their sakes. It desires
oped true character. It is elevating and the same measure of
success, of joy and
uplifting in its influence. Its laws are
for them, that it craves for itpurity and holiness of living. It constant- happiness
self.
ly strives to assert itself aud appeals to
The third principle is love to self, and
us to
give it the controlling power, and this is the third
law that completes the
w iere such
power is given it will make law of
Therefore, 3d, love
self-respect.
the life pure and beautiful.
Let it be
thyself.
united with the spirit of Divine
righteousTrue love to self is the appreciation of
ness and it will
lay the foundation of a those God-given abilities that are inherent
God-like character. Its ideal of manhood
within us and of the possibilities in dewas revealed in Jesus Christ.
There is a
veloping them. Self love is not selfishconstant conflict in the heart of
every ness, though the world, often confounds
man between
these two forces.
Each the tw’o. It is that desire to cultivate the
seeks control.
The moral is constantly
and noblest character possible. It
appealing to conscience to decide in its highest
is the germ from which springs lofty ampower and to let the principle of upright- bitions and
high ideals in li4'e. As it recness
control, and in its own nature
ognizes the law of natural righteousness
conscience will always be in
sympathy within itself, and by its seif-knowledge
with this higher nature of ours.
Con- discerns those elements that are
opposed
science is the light that God has given to
to this law, it seeks to rise above the baseevery man to guide him into all truth, ness of the lower nature. It will cultivate
into purity and holiness of character.
that which is pure and good and will
But we can educate our con- only
cast out that which is evil.
It will seek
sciences to approve of good or evil and it
to develop the higher manhood and wois too often the case that men cultivate
manhood within us.
It is the
their conscience to approve of those
tilings consummation of the law of self-respect
which will aid them in carrying out their
and if wre do not have this love for ourselfish purposes in life.
If we allow con- selves we must not
complain if others do
science to do its perfect work it will only
not respect us.
it will make no difference
approve of those things that are pure aud what our station in life
may be or what
uptight aud which gives us that measure our calling is,
self-respect will command
of self-respect that will enable us to dethe respect of others.
Our occupation
velop perfect manhood and womanhood.
may be sue li tluwt in the discharge of our
But conscience can only ap- duties
we will incur the hatred and even
peal to will power, for this determines the
hostility of others, yet we command the
weighty matters of life and must decide respect of even these, for it is a law writbetween the forces of good and evil. The
ten on the human heart, that no matter
will power is the mark of the Divine image
how debased a man may be he will respect
stamped upon the life of man at his crea- the integrity and uprightness of character
tion.
Stamped with this image of the in others.
Character is the jewel
Divine, with the power to choose in all | that God has given to each one of us and
matters for himself, man becomes reif we truly respect ourselves, wre will seek
sponsible for the manner in which he cul- to develop that jewel, to so polish and
tivates his conscience, for the manner in burnish it that it shall be deemed
worthy
which he develops his personality and for of a
place in His kingdom, where it will
the character which he bears.
He can be
with
God
in its
man,
equal
truly
yet
cultivate the Christ influences that come
Shall we
purity and holiness.
in contact with his life if he will.
despise the nobility of our birth-right, as
This self-knowledge places thus the whole did
Esau, and sell it for a mere mess of
responsibility upon man for the nature of pottage, and that pottage the pleasure the
the character lie will develop in life and world
gives, or will we arise in the strength
opens up to him grand possibilities in of our manhood or womanhood and seek
character building.
to attain God’s ideal of character and inThe 2d principle in the law of self re- culcate into our
daily lives those qualities
spect is a knowledge of possibilities in of purity and holiness that will make our
character building.
«
lives Christ-like and fit for eternal comCharacter is what we really are'in our
panionship with God?
inner lives, but reputation is the character others give us.
In every one lies the
HOOD’S PILLS euro Liver Ilia,
possibility of developing true character.
True character is the consummation of the Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
law of self-respect. It is true
....
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John B. McMaster’s article on “A Century of Social lietterment,” in the January Atlantic, gives many interesting facts.
We learn that the great-grandfathers of
many of us were men who never in the
whole course of their lives used a match
or a postage stamp,
or heard a steam
whistle, or saw a pane of glass six feet
Business
was
done under great
square.
difficulties, and to carry a bushel of salt
two hundred miles by laud cost $2. .70.

Obituary.

It Shapes the Destinies of Meq
and Nations.

Mary’
Lang of Bowdoinham, daughter
of the late J. W\ Lang, whose death was
announced in the last Enterprise, was sick
only five months. She took her bed in one
month from the day her father died.
The
disease made rapid progress from the first.
She was ever patient and uncomplainin g.
Her friends were all very kiud in
visiting
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publish what Lydia EL
I*inkham*s Vegetable Compound and

Sanat ive Wash have done for

me.

I had

falling of tlie womb and leueorrhoea,
and they have cur. d me of both. I am
a well woman.
1 suffered dre adfully
with such dragging pains in tlie lower
part of the back and extending around
the body, irritation of the bladder,
pain when walking and painful men»
struation ; I weakened terribly. I had
been treated by three doctors without
much help, and it only took five
bottles of your Compound and thre#
packages of Sanativ»* Wash to cure me.

Colonel T. W. Iligginsou in his reminisin the January Atlantic speaks of
an interesting coincidence.
It was often
his habit to read late into the night; and
till
four
one
morning, he left
sitting up
his bookmark at an unfinished page, having to return the book to the college
library. A year later he happened to take
the book from the library again, chanced
to get up at four o’clock to read, and beAfterward looking
gan where he left oft'.
in his diary he found that he had skipped
a precise year between the two days and
continued reading the same passage.

power of the Papacy throughout the
world. The 'Vicomte de Vogue’s frequent
visits to the Vatican, and the high esteem
in which he is held by the Pope, lend
unusual weight to his article.
Mr. O. I).
Ashley, President of the Wabash Kailthe
discusses
tariff
road,
question from
the point of a view of a business man;
advocates “middle ground” between the
two extremes of policy; and suggests the
appointment of a bi-partisan committee
to collect evidence on the subject, with a
view to reporting such changes as may in
its opinion be advantageous to the industrial interests of the country.
I)r. F. M.
Rice continues his valuable series of articles on The Problems of Elementary Education, with a paper on “The Essentials in
Elementary Education.” Herr Alexander
Moszkowski, the eminenet German musical critic, contributes a brilliant paper on
some “Modern Composers in the
Light of
Contemporary Criticism”—Wagner, Rubinstein and Brahms. “The Wanton Destruction of American Property in Cuba.”
brings out a vigorous protest from Mr.
Fernando A. Yznaga, who, after showing
that this destruction is unneccesary, that
it has already cost American citizens more
that $50,000,000, advocates interference by
theUuited States Government and the annexation of Cuba by purchase. Hon. Alonzo
B. Cornell, Ex Governor of New York,
contributes a very timely article on the
paralyzing effect upon business of Presidential elections, suggesting as a remedy
that the Presidential term be lengthened
to 6 years, and the Congressional term to
He recommends that Ex-Presi3 years.
dents be elected members of the Senate.
Mr. J. Gennadius contributes an extremely interesting paper on the work of the
of
School
American
Arcbmology in
Greece, describing the discovery of an
theatre
at
Thorikos.
Greek
ancient

j

1 wish to

cences

The January Forum opens with an extremely interesting study of “Pope Leo
XIII” by the Vicomte E. Melchior de
Vogue, who traces briefly, but with perfect freedoL, the successive developments
of this lofty genius, and the corresponding increase in the prestige and moral

I
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Nan’s father is owner of the camp and
has general oversight over the boys.
In
Nan Mrs. Hamlin has pictured that type
of healthy, lively girl who grows to be a
robust and strong-minded woman. Nan’s
influence over the boys is most wholeShe mingles with them in their
some.
sports on field and water, and in several
instances proves that a girl can be as
cool-headed and courageous as a boy in
time of danger.

When the Prince of Wales was in Amerin 1stiO, In* was a young man of nineteen and unmarried. Naturally, the American girls were deeply interested in him,
and a period of the most romantic excitement ensued in all the cities.
Every subterfuge to dauce with the young Prince
was resorted to, and members of bis
party
were bribed to arrange a waltz with the
Heir Apparent; the most unusual expedidents were resorted to by girls.
His baggage was kissed as it was put aboard the
and
when
he
left a hotel room women
cars,
would rush in and carry away in bottles
the water in which he had washed his
face.
Church people forgot themselves
and stood on the cushion of the pewin order to see the royal visitor.
On
every hand it was a season of excitement, and balls, dinners, fetes and
receptions ruled. One of the Prince’s
party was Stephen Fiske, the journalist,
who was delegated by the elder James
Gordon Bennett, of The New7 York Herald,
to remain with the prince while he was in
America.
Naturally, Mr. Fiske saw all
the incidents of His Royal Highness’
tour.
Taking a liking to the American
journalist the young Prince saw that he
was present upon all occasions.
Now
Mr. Fiske has written out the whole story
and it will form the January installment
of The Ladies’ Home Journal’s series of
“Great Personal Events.”
Illustrations
of some of the great sceues have been
made, and these will be given with the
article :n the January Journal.

of grandeur
Such woman
ful. Weakly,

lir ve little ambition |
their own troubles ooI
eupy t eir thoughts, an4
their one object is to get well.
They have no confidence in themselves. a id only too often lose faith in
th-. T |>li >ieiii :is.
•\ :1 irivgula r;{ les. whites,
bearingdown pains, nervousness, headache,
La -a;, air,
blues,” d b i aste for society,
sounds in e: <\s, palpitation, emacia*
ti«>>■. lie.ivy eyes, all gone” feeling,
dvoad of impending evil. sleeplessness,
should at once he removed and
vigorous health assured.
Lydia E. Pinkbam s Vegetable Compound has for twenty years saved
women from all this.
Hear this wo-

Nan at Camp

ica,

urge

women

I
/

Chicopee, by Mrs. Myra Sawyer Hamlin
of Bangor. Camp Chicopee is the summer home of a party of young boys, and

Outing for January is the holiday number of this best of sporting magazines.
It
is beautiful and entertaining, from the
special cover to the last of its seasonable
The fiction includes “Redcoat
pages.
and Continental,” a new story by Sara
Beaumont Kennedy, and “The Passing of
Zaxtia,” by Edward II. Wilcox. Both
are excellent.
In the sporting departments, Hy. Guy Carleton is very funny in
his description of the “Game Fishes of
Florida;” Ed. W. Samirs is at home in
“A Tramp on Snowshoes;” and the same
author gives a vivid description of midwinter trapping in “A Christmas with
In “Hunting for an
Trapper Lewis.”
Larder,” Geo. I!. Clark, who was
[Arctic
! with tin- Peary (expedition, draws a most
interesting picture of the far north.
“Through the Land of the Marseillaise,"
is an excellent bit of travel, written and
illustrated b\ Bilge Harrison.
Paul Van
Dyke tells w hat befell him while “After
Caribou on Snow shoes.”
The other
sketches are up to he usual high standard.

andmag-

ence

sickly,
ailing

The Art Amateur for December is one
I of the notable numbers of the year. The
| color and black and white studies are unusually attractive. The leading articles,
i which are profusely illustrated, include
the following: “Mrs. Clara Goodyear,”
“Flower Analysis,” “Flower, Fruit and
Still Life,” “Pen Lettering,” “Teaching
the Child to Draw,*’ “China Painting,”
| “The Inside of a Country House,” and
“Wood Carving for Beginners/’

....

greatness.

WOMAN’S POWER.

Noah Brooks, a man of letters whom
Maine is proud to own, and whose home
is now in Castine, is on the Pacific coast.
Mr. Brooks has passed a long period
in the arduous labor of completing
the history of this nation begun many
years ago by William Cullen Bryant, a
work whicli has just been placed before
the public, and he has earned his rest.

...

....

Notes.

The January Atlantic Monthly begins
the new year with the opening of a new
story by Paul Leicester Ford, the author
This
of “The Hon. Peter Sterling.”
novel, {“The Story of an Untold Love,”
and
love
is a
story pure
simple, but full of
diamatic interest, and it bids fair to* be
one of the leading novels of the year.
The December Sothoron’s appears in a |
handsome cover, typical of the Christmas I
The stories and articles include !
season.
“A Little Peacemaker,”
the following:
“Famous Maestros,” “Was It Murder?”
“A Newsboy’s Christmas,” “’47—An
Ordinary Item,” “Madonna and Magdalene,” and “Dickens’ Children.”

[A
by Rev. H. 1. Holt preached by
request at Morrill, Dee. 13th, and now
sermon

=

and

I

recommend tli un to all women
wit li eoinplaints like these.”—
Mrs. Vannatta, 3827 N. Broad St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
can

Buffering

Register

of

Deep

Water

Vessels.
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SEE

her, always bringing something to tempt the
appetite as well as tfheer the sick room. She
frequently said, “every one is just as kind
as can be and I
hope every poor girl who is

THAT the

sick will have as many friends.” She always said “it will be all right whether I get
better or I go to be with those who have
gone before.” Her mind never wandered.
Not fifteen minutes before she died she said,
“if I could only go! I think I am
prepared
to die.” Her funeral was
largely attended
by members of the Methodist church of
which she was a member. The Epworth
League and Relief Corps each sent nice
floral tributes.
Rev. Mr. Springer spoke
highly of her as of a retiring disposition but
always with a strong hope that all was well.
[ Bath Enterprise.

FAC-SIMILE
AVege table Preparation for As

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful
andRest.Contains neither

Opium,Morphine

lYppemiint

Jtii Carbonate Soda

BARKS.

Adam W Spies, C
Nov 10 for New

N
Meyers, at SingaYork.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Rio Janeiro Nov 23 for Montevideo.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
York Dec 20 from Savannah.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New'
York Dec 10 for Port Natal.
Edward May, arrived at Hong Kong Dec
15 from Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at Montevideo
Nov 5 for New York.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
Sept 7 for Santa Rosilia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
Acajutla Sept 8 from New York.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 20 for Brunswick, Ga.
iolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
Aug 20 for New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
New York Nov 15 from Hong Kong.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
pore

Montevideo Nov 0 from Boston.
Matauzas, sailed from New York Dec 10

for Havana.

Wmteryrtcn

Santos Dec 12 from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June 0 for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at Port Natal
Dec 20 from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Gridin, arrived
at Rosario Nov 2 from Parsboro, N S.
Willard Mudgett, AC Colcord,sailed from
Barbadoes Dec 4 for New York.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, cleared from
New York Nov 28 for Barbadoes.
Flattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
at Portsmouth, N H, Dec 0 from New York.

ton Dec 10 for coal
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witliiu and for
the County ot \\ aldo, on the second Tuesday ol
December. A. D. J8<J«.
.j. smedbcrg, widow of John s
SMEDBCRG, late ol l nity. in said County
ol Waldo, deceased, having; presented a
petition
praying that administration of the estate <>1 said
deceased may be granted to her.
Ordered, That t he said petitioner give notie o
all persons interested by causing a copy ol tnis
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate < ourt. to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of .January next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, il any they have, whv
the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. .JOH NSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Faces, and was prepa red by Lillian Leslie
Johnson of Hallowed.
The chief attraction of the book is the half-tone engravings of children's faces, all taken from
life, and witli one exception all Portland
faces.
Among them are the children of
Hon. J. A. Locke, Dr. Willis B. Moirtton,
and Lawyer Turner,
The letter press is
made up of appropriate selections from
Lowell, Whittier, Alice Cary, Lucy Larcom, Tennyson, Phoebe Cary, Jean lugelow. Longfellow and Mrs. Browning. The
cover is of white boards with gilt
edges.
On the front is a half tone engraving of
a child’s face
surrounded with purple
violets.
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the second Tuesday of

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament, of W 11.LIAM G SIBLEY,
of Freedom, said Bounty of Waldo, deceast d.
having been piesented for probate, and tetpiesting that Alice T. Do.igi- may be appointed aumlnistrainx. with the will annexed, of the estate of
said deceased.
Ordered. That not me be given t- all persons
interested iu causing a copy of t his order to be
u-lv in t:u- Ripubpublished three week* >m
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Pain-Killer.
(PTTRRT DAVIS’.)
A Sure and Safe Remedy in every case
and every kind of Bowe’i Complaint ia

Pain-Killer.
This is a true statement and it can’t be
made too strong or too emphatic.
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It is

a simple, safe and quick cure for
Cramps,
Cough, Rheumatism,
Colic,
Colds,
Neuralgia,
Diarrhoea, Croup, Toothache.
TWO SIZES, 25c. and 50c.
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Belfast, within and for

a.
sister of henry v
said County ot
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
administration ol the estate of said deceased
may be granted to Anna L. Wildes.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock j
before noon, and show cause, if any they have, i
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be

piper,
Harriet
WILDES, late of Monroe, in

true

copy.

Specific

Co. Atlanta, Ga.

—

“I was troubled with kidnev disease, greatly run down end s-. m-rv<>Uls that I could not
sleep. I lnnird of linker’s Kidney Pills, and
procured one !>■ >x wl:ieli gave me immediate
relief, it is more than > »u recommend for
female troubles and weakness.*’
Ellsworth Falls, Me,
Mrs. Sarah F. Joy.
Pills60c. at the druggist or mailed postpaid for
price. Dr. F.. C. Buker will give advice by letter
free. Write for our valuable book on backache.

GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest.
Chas P. Hazkltink, Register

Co., Bangor, Me.
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mv hand the
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Sheriff, as Messenger of
for said County of Wal

ten.

To Tax Pa

MURRAY, Guardian of LOUYIL1.F
W. and RINA E. WHITTEN, minor heirs
of GEORGE W. CLARK, late of Unity, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition for license to sell at private sale certain
real estate oi said minors.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interest'd by causing a copy of this
in
order to be published three weeks successive
the Republican Journal, printed at Relfast. that
»■ held
at
a
Prohate
to
Court,
appear
they may
at
Relfast. within and for said < ••umv. on the
second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if an\ they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
(Has. P. Hazki.tink. Register.
XT7ALDOSS. -Lp. Court of Probate, bold at HV? fast, oil the second Tuesday of December.
1899. SARAH E PATTERSON. Administrat n
P.VlTERSt >N, late H
on the estate of HENRY E
Waldo, in said County, deceased, having piesented her first and final account or administration .,f
said estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in tin* Republican Journal,
printed in Relfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Relfast. on the second Tuesday of .January next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. P. Hazkltink. Register.

>
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Till is to give notice hat
\\
Decern her. A D. l.X‘dK,
was issued by (ico i: dolin',
of Insolvency for said (
the estate of d A M IIS A <
said County adjudged
or. on petition oi said I)*-1.t
tiled on the 2bd day ot
which date interest >..
that the payment of ix d* lu
ami the t ransfer and deli'
him are forbidden by lawcreditors ot said Debtor o.
choose one or more assign.
held at a Court of Insoixem
Probate (Wee iri s.ud Hei*..Jamutry, A. D. 18h7,at I"

ORAMEL

Could not Sleep-Run
Down
Nervous
Female Troubles
and
Weakness. All these
Ailments succumb to
Buker’3 SCJdney Pills.

II

«n

.■

County of Waldo, on tlie second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 18‘JC».

A

>.

m

All !-

the

granted.

!•;.

<■*

At a Probate Court held at Relfast. within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 1890.

address.

Buker Pill

Probate Court held

At a

j

u

.•

HUM I'YDMI

LOl

.v

Cancer is a blood disease, and only a
blood remedy will cure it.
S. S. S.
(,guaranteed 'purely vegetable) is a real
blood remedy, and* never fails to permanently cure Cancer, Scrofula, Eczema.
Rheumatism or any other disease of the
blood.
Send
for
our
books
on
Cancer
and
Blood
Diseases,
mailed free to

and

.•

inflamed, and was so
swollen that for quite
a while I
could not
see.
The doctors
said T had Cancer of
the most malignant
\ type, and after ex^ hausting their efforts
without doing
me

A Real Blood

■: 'CIC'I'
TMK■
1
oicerned. t im
in',
taken up.a, Hui'c
'>1 the last wnl nd test

Probate! ourt held at Belfast, wit hit and
tlie County of Waldo on the seeomi I'uesday
December. A.D. 1S‘.m
ISA B. BENNETT, widow .d ls.\.\b BENNETT, late ot Troy, in >aul C-.unty
1 Wabi
an a
deceased, itavmg presentee a petition i.
lowance out of the personal estate of said dceca.*ed.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give mu ice to
all persons interested by eausing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks sweet ssively in
the Republican .Journal, printed at Be! I ast. t hat
they may appear at a Probate Court t-> be held
at Belfast within and for said County. <>n the
second Tuesday ol January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and si, m eanse. il any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GE< >. E. Ji HI NSt >N Judge
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. p. Hazei.ium-:. Register.
At a

teriiblv

any good,they gave
me ease as
w nen
innopeiess.
formed that my father had died from
the same disease, they said I must die,
as hereditary Cancer was incurable.
“At this crisis. I was advised to try
S.S.S., and in a short while the Cancer
began to discharge and continued to do
so for three months, then it began to
heal. I continued the medicine a while
longer until the Cancer disappeared entirely. This was several years ago and
there has been no return of the disease.”

>

■

Mrs. Laura K Mims, of Smithyille.tia..
says; “A small pimple < f a strawberry
color appeared on ui\ cheek; it soon
began to grow rapidly, notwithstanding all efforts to ‘check it.
My

port.

Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Wilmington, N C, Dec 23 from Pouce, P. R.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Wilmington, N C, Dec 22 from New York.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Rio Grande, Nic,
Nov 17, for Boston Nov 26.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Boston Dec 13 from Rio Grande, Nic.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at New
York Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
Dec 10 from Demerara.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Dec 13 from Brunswick, Ga.

BOTT i

)

Aperfert Remedy forConstipa

It is entitled Dream

Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Philadelphia Dec 18 for Christianstadt.

Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
Savannah Dec 15 from New Y'ork.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Baltimore Dec 22 for Curacoa.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Bos-

Flavor.

tion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions Feverish-

An attractive little book for the holi-

—

Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong
Kong Nov 10 from Newcastle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Rotterdam Dec 7 from Brunswick, Ga.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at

of eve:

[\

Worm Seed
( larifittf. Sugar

Hlogo

|

WRAP!

yin/St Sect/

8HIP8.

Abner Coburn, J P Butnam, sailed from
Oct 14 for New York; passed Anjer
Nov 10.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Oct. 1 o from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oct MO, from Philadelphia for Nagasaki.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Hong Kong
Dec 4 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Zanzibar Dec 4 for Singapore to load for New
York or Boston.
E! Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov 21 lor Baltimore.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York June 20 for Sbanghac.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 1M for Japan.
Gov Ruble, Nichols, sailed from New York
Dec 7 for Melbourne.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Huhart Tow n, VDL, Sept 22 lor Marseilles.
Henry B Hyde, arrived at San Francisco
Oct Ml lrom New York.
Josephus, P R Gilkev, sailed from Hong
Kong (Jet 1 for New York; passed Anjer
Nov ii.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Sept 17 for Sydney. NSW;
spoken, (Jet. Ml, iat ii S. Ion M2 \V.
May Flint, E D 1*Nichols, sailed from New
York July 21 for San Francisc
spoken Oct
17, lat 5M M2 S, Ion 78 40 \V.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at San
Francisco Nov 2 from lliogo.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Batavia
Nov 21 for Tagal.
R R Thomas, CG Nichols, arrived at Hong
Kong Nov 25 from New York.
Sachem, 11 T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
Dec 4 for New York
S D Carleton, Amsbury, at Hong Kong
Dec 4 for New York.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Dec 17 from Philadelphia.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
New York Sept 4 for SLianghae ; spoken Oct
5, lat 8, lou 28 W.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at New York Nov lb from Honolulu.
Win H Macy, Amsbury, sailed iroui New'
Y'ork Oct Ml for San Francisco.
Win H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Oct 17 for New York;
passed Anjer Nov (j.
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, at Hong
Hong Dec 41or New' Y'ork

is on ti:

Recipe of Old DrSAMl 'ELPITCHER
J\unpkw Sad'
d4Ix.Sc/i/ur
/Rockclh Salts

whom survive her. Something over
fifty
years ago she was married to George \Y.
Smith, who survives her, and went to live
with her husband at North Haven, where all
of her children were horn.
Subsequently
they moved to Vinalhaven, where they passed their declining years. She was the mother of eight children, all of whom are now
living and all of whom except one, Reuben
C. who lives in tin* West, were present at
the funeral Dec. 17th. She was a faithful
and loving wife and mother and was
respected and beloved by all of her neighbors in the
communities where she resided.

by

Mineral.

nor

Not Narcotic.

Jane Carver SinitIt,wife of Ge<>rge YV
Smith, died Dec. 14th, it. her home in Vinalhaven, at the age of 74 years. She was the
daughter of the late Reuben Carver and the
oldest of a family of nine children, seven of

has just been issued

;

ness

Mrs.

Press of Portland.

-of

pMuU-Wtmmregai

Philip Frank Thomas, one of Rockland’s
oldest and most highly esteemed citizens,
died Dec. 20th, aged 71 years. Mr. Thomas
was a native of
Lincolnville, but weut to
Rockland when quite young and had resided there ever since. He was a ship carpenter by trade.
In liis personal character he
was a man of sterling
integrity, honorable
and upright in all his relation's to
others,
kindly in spirit, quiet and unassuming in
his demeanor, with a host of
friends, honored by all who kuew him. He had been ill a
long time with heart disease and his death
was not unexpected.
He leaves a wife, a
daughter, Miss Addie.auda son Cephas, and
three sisters, Mrs. Fannie Thomas of Rockland, Mrs. Lydia Moody of Lincolnville,
and Mrs. Daggett of
Cambridgeport, Mass.
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TTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Relfast, on the second Tuesday of December,
1890. RUFUS LITTLEFIELD. Adniini-trator on
the estate of SOPH RON 1A WALKER, late of
Winterport, in said County, deceased, having presented his first account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican .Journal,
printed in Belfast,* in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Ttlesday of January next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not fie allowed.
I
GEO. E. J OH X S( )X, J udge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltjnk, Register,
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Hot

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,
FOR SALfc BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.
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Notice of Annual MrrpHK annual meeting of the

I MERC HATS' HARINE R Ml 'v
Belfast will be held at the >t
eriek A Co. on Wednesday, Januar
o'clock R. M. The busine>s
hear Treasurer’s report, to elect
to transact any other busines- O
fore said meeting.
CHAS. V Kill O
Secre irx .u
Belfast, Dec. 17, 18%.—3w5
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School

the

at
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the Waldorf

at

n

re-

tlwsir

gowns than have
assemblage so far

:ie

is

season

c

fully

euing hall

j dress

a

lesser

he

is uot

sleep trying to think of
eh is.

The
are

worn may
,»g you pretty ideas for

Norfolk Costume Worn at the Matinee last
Week.

Designed by The National Cloak
satin dresses covered with black Brussels
net and finished with a belt of colored
velvet

are very popular.
The variety of neck novelties foi transt inning a plain silk bodice into some-

thing suitable for evening wear is one of
'.lie special points in dress this
season,
and there really seems to be no limit to
the

at

the attractive forms taken by that one
small baud that encircles the throat.
A
folded satin eollai with a huge bow in the

Opera.

1 • <i by Mr. Worthinghad selected Mis.

s

J

-Seen

.\

front is

|

liit- most interest-

is

.1

w;is

g'••niiiing surface was
foliage worked in sil-

;

entrancing and
of moonlight stray

most

is

•\

c's

.'■mis and

shining

effect around tlie neck. Dainty confections of satin, velvet, lace, cbifl'on and
jewels are displayed in the stores ready
for use, and, as the collar rarely matches
the bodice in color they are a very useful

lings of chiffon and over
aider strayed a long,
: white violets pinned in
Sloane encir-

and other smaller

precious

line

purchase.
Opera capes are in every possible shape
and size; the very latest novelty being one
made on the style of Grandmother’s cape.
It reaches quite to the knees and is finish-

The famous

of Mrs.

orua-

adoru-

stones

ed with a deep flounce of black lace.
Around the shoulders extends and oldfashioned palette reaching to the waist

her bodice.
•us

or

'inan

"

a

line and also finished

wonderfully

ty in the way of

with the excepMrs. John Jacob

was

gowned in a Paris conditio and point lace, and
uuce

11

The

studded with dia-

white

arranged

was

attired

were
or

epe

some

either in

soft fabric

on

web.
A noticeable featlie evening go w ns w as t he
ei.it made by the newly ary

they

•■ves, for

are

shown off

(vantage than upon

liere,

as

a

decol-

a

matter of fact,
or less an

were

always more

atest

fancies is to have

of the mantillas

of

the

worn

by

soft-skied Southern

the sunshine dreams in

gol-

When the wearer reaches

an

oval to lit around the

it

to

fall in its

head,

and allows

loose folds at the

own

Romance

into the

and

a

beauti-

poetry

seem

filmy
airy,
dainty hood as it clings softly and lovingly around the sparkling face of its wearer.

in

their gowns were
n-'t rich and heavy, but

ings

women

woven

air.
s

style

ful collar.

sparkle,

was seen to

after the

It is
opera hood.
and gracefully fashioned
an

back of her neck where it forms

of its soft

movement

gem

flounce of

tlie house of amusement she lifts the lace
which is arranged on a thin wire bent in

'■.de at the waist line and

:ally

lace

lands, where
den splendor.

oaed from the right shouloss the front of the bodof the skirt.

made of
the

of the lace artistic-

Hem

a

Calve, that fascinating and popular
singer, brought to America quite a novel-

at the

woman

with

lace.

who thus adorns

dressed
above
ine.

worn

addition to

and add

a ume

tb»‘

tiny feathers

charming

•<.e a

fads, while anplain white satin

fluffy

on

The bodice was, of
and was trimmed with

"id brooch.

of the newest

the very smallest feathers possible to obtain.
The Medici collar is also having an inning now. and every sort of device which
can lie thought of is used to give the soft

rich blue

heavy,

a

me

other lias the top of the
collar edged with liliputian feathers and
the four loops of wide satin ribbon that
nestle under the chin are all edged with

partner: eonsequentprominent woman of

j

No matter

meshes of this

how

elaborate

the

evening

! coiffure, the lace hood can be worn witlij out disturbing a curl or tangling a tress.
One of the popular features of this sea! son's opera is the matinee given every
The orchestra is always
I Wednesday.

|
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crowded

with

fact that
stowed

smart

women

and it is

a

diminution of favor is be-

no

the tailor-made gown.
Miss Maud Adams’ slight, girlish figure
never showed to better advantage than in
on

gown of novelty stuff worn at the last
mid-wTeek matinee.
The style was Nor-

a

different in

design

and

one
ma-

’he other.

One may be a
puff of satin like the gown,
1 made of narrow ruffles of

ed by a fall of lace or with a
n frill tied upon the shoulder
bow.

9

ely for
>, long

the comfort of crowdand demi-trains have
These

T

appearance again.
to fit: closely over the
How out

gracefully

hips,

folk, and the only adornment wTas some
oddly-shaped pearl buttons on the box
plaits in the front.

making

the suit

and black in
Both

coat

a

The material used in

mixture of green
silk and wool combination.
was

and

skirt

changeable taffeta,
ment

a

of the fair

were

and

lined

with

at

wearer

every movewe heard that

musical “swish” which denotes at

once

the silk lined gown.

the
the fullness is drawn into a
at the waist.
at

"ay in which to give these
>tand-alone” effect is to use
lit

of

light

crinoline and

a

fac-

th around the bottom,
nets, chiffon and tulle, is a
biue in renovating old gowns
satisfactory manner. These
eal fabrics will cover all deseason's silk, and the wide
re*! velvets and jewelled laces
insformation in any bodice.
hen the sleeves need not even
*

’ashioii furnishes

a

great oppor-

osiug odd bits of material.
gowns are apparently

o a

out-

beniselves this year.
Never were
der, smarter nor of more infinite
tnd a popular eve. ing at the Metipera House presents a sight to
!,v't*r.
Not only have the boxes
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and festive appearance, but the
as well teems with
beauty and
the beginning of the season the
burnt
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lady present
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view

should remove
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Shoulder

Cape of Chinchilla Fur Lined with
Silk.

Designed by The National Cloak Co.,
West 23d St., New York.
The short fur collarettes have apparcome to stay and seldom has Dame

;,te
,iH

colors, with white in the lead, ently
usual, most favored for opera Fashion given us a
and soft faille silks, moire, and of outer
garment.

brocades

are more

fashionable than

Satius. Black satin gowns embroiderb
jet in fanciful designs and black

exaggeratedly full, great

morn with moans
And loudest lamentations, for—
Such is the wage of greediness—
In Bobby's small interior,

The barley candy animals
Seemed busy doing circus acts,
Their bits of funny business all
To Bobby very solemn facts.

more

acceptable style

Mrs. Benham: “Do you suppose that kings
queens talk like ordinary mortals?”
Benham: “Certainly; I have no doubt that
a queen asks her king if her crown is on

straight all-around gathered skirts
as fashionable as they were, but
mothers like them as being more

exposed
lower part of the bodice
while the shoulders and throat are snug
and warm when wrapped in the voluminare

In

castoma.
The fac-

si

A bottle of Dr. Wood's Norway Pine
Syrup
the house saves doctors’ bills, saves
trouble, and vftry often saves precious lives.
Gives almost instant relief in cases of coughs,
colds, or lung troubles of any sort.
in

3r.

tying

o

up

SCOTT & BOWNB, Chemists. New York.

knots by the mile.

The camels did a skirt dance there,
And made the most astounding jumps
Against his stomach’s tender walls,
Each hitting hard with both his humps.
A nightmare lay on Bobby’s breast,
And Bobby woke in agony
To vow he ne’er again would steal
And eat a whole menagerie!

[Mary Norton

checks the downward

then turns your face
about, toward
You cannot do
anything without food

kill-

t ie

hypophosphites,

halt;

causes a

Dlood.: Scott’s Emulsion makes it. Your
tissues must have
he right kind of food: Scott’s Emulsion
furnishes it Your
nervous system needs a tonic: Scott’s
Emulsion supplies it
you need a better appetite : Scott’s Emulsion
gives it You
kave hard work ahead Scott’s Emulsion
prepares
you for it
** cts' and ** * bottla-

Bobby’s epigastrium;

The tall giraffes were
Their necks in bow

It

course.

There gaily, too, their idle time,
All innocently to beguile,

T~
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tree sample.

Bradford.

300000 cures Prove Its power to destroy thedesire Tor tobacco in
_
any
Kreatost nerve-food in tbe world. Many gain 10 pounds in Yldavsdnd It never
k impotent man strong, vigorous and
magnetic-. Just try a box. You will bo diwhat we say. for a cure is absolutely guaranteed
expect you to
by druggists every
for our booklet Ikon t Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life
Away." written guarantee and

believe

Address THE STEKE1NO REMEDY CO., Chicago

Sold and

or

New York.

Guaranteed l>y RICHARD H. MOODY,
Belfast, Me.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

CARTERS

FOR

Hittle

*

flVER

FARMERS AND

IPiLLS

VILLAGERS,

FOR

FATHERS AND

MOTHERS,

FOR

SICK HEADACHE

SONS AND

Positively cured by these
Little Pills.

* ALL THE

FAMILY,

With the dose of the Presidential
campaign THE TRIBUNE
recognizes the fact that the American people are now anxious to
give their attention to home and business interests. To meet
this condition, politics will have far less
space and prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands a renewal of
the

WASTING AWAY
Many

DAUGHTERS,

FOR

^

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy fur Dizziness,
Xausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated
Tongue
Bain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
the
Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Regulate
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

tight

from its

persons, children and

adults, are starved fur lack of
peculiar nourishing element

torie

a

which defective digestion anti
assimilation fails to obtain
from ordinary food.

for the

principles for which THE TRIBUNE has labored
inception to the present day, and won it'- greatest vic-

Every possible effort will be put forth, and money freely
spent, to make the I HE WEEKLY TRIBUNE pre-eminently a
NATIONAL FA1TILY NEWSPAPER, interesting, instruc-

ANCIER’S

tive, entertaining and i,.dispensable

ETROLEUM

to each member of

the familv.

EMULSION

We Furnish The Republican Journal and N, Y, Weekly Tribune

furnishes this element directly to
the stomach, bowels and lungs,
purifying antienriching the blood,
restoring strength and making
new flesh.
Unequalled in throat
and lung diseases and scrofulous
affections. Perfectly agreeable
to take and
greatly superior to
Cod-Liver Oil in results.

ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY $2.00,

CASH IN ADVANCE.

Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING C0„ BELFAST, MAINE,

Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
free. ANGLER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

Write

your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
Tribune fflee, New York City, and la sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKl Y
TRI lUNt will be mailed to you.

NERVE-LIFE
THE

ureal RESTORER
Restores perfect
health, vigor and

Closing Out Sale Furniture,

manhood and reall obstacles to marriage.
Restores the
y'V-'
entire
nervous
system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
moves

i

of

dissipation

and

STORE

;

J.

j
\

re-

restores

LET.

C THOriPSON

& SON

Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,

refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
all
development to
part9 ot tne noay.
NERVE-LIFE is the only' purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

sleep.

rT'^>

Hare s/n rial cuts in j)rices to close on* their stoch
Hare slitl f ft ft jine assortmc.nt\of

pairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and
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CASTOR IA

The sleeves'and the

ScoiH OmufeiCTL

Df Cod-liver Oil and

Amid the playful pachyderms,
Hateful hyenas, erst so mum,
Were laughing now with ghoulish glee

Some li ill res from tin*
of the

Report of the Comptroller
Currency.
The history of banking in Maine is
strewn with many wrecks.
The compstraight.” [Truth.
troller ol the currency in his report of the
If the Lair is falling out, or turning
grav, last fiscal year lias taken occasion to rerequiring a stimulant with nourishing and viewthe financial institutions in the State’s
coloring food, Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair
early days and mentions quite compreRenewer is just the specific.
hensively what the conditions of these
All he could do. With the first pull the banks were at the time of their failures.
bell-rope parted. The sexton was in despair. He says the first bank was organized in the
Then a happy thought struck him, and be State of Maine in
1799.
The State wits
wrung his hands. [Indianapolis Journal.
then, of course, a part of Massachusetts.
Coughs, Colds, and Consumption in In 30years following the banks in Augusta,
its early stages are immediately relieved Hollo well and ('astiue had failed.
Their
and quickly cured by Adamson’s Botanic circulation was
$4(50,000. Before 1829 the
Cough Balsam, an absolutely safe remedy V\ iscasset, the Kennebec and the Passfor all throat and lung affections.
10c.
amaquoddy banks had also failed, and a
and 35c.
large amount of their circulation was a
“And, Charlie dear, would yon have real- total loss to note holders.
ly shot yourself if 1 had refused you?' “InIn the period between 1837 and 1839 the
deed, I would! r had already s<*ut to four
houses for price lists of revolvers.” [Flie- comptroller says these banks had failed
with heavy losses, except, to note holders.
gende Blatter.
The Globe bank, the Washington County
The best way to cure disease is to drive it
bank, the Frankfort bank, the Stillwater
from the system by purifying the blood with
(.'anal bank, and the Bank of Oldtovvn.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Prior to 1834 eleven other banks had fail“Oli, children, you are so noisy to-day. ed but the comptroller says he learns their
Can’t you be a little quieter and better?” ciiculation was redeemed in
full.
In 1834
Now, grandma, you mu t be a little consid- the holders of notes in the
Shipbuilders
erate and not sc,old us.
You see, if it wasn't
hank and the (binton bank experienced
for us you wouldn’t be a grandma at all.”
heavy losses from the failure of these in[Tit-Bits.
stitutious.
The Mousam Kiver bai.’: and
the Grocers’ bank failed in 1>33, but yiost
ot
their circulation was redeemed.
In
1801» there was another bank failure and in
1857 five more, but their circulation was
for the most part redeemed.
The total
For Infants and Children.
failures among Maine banks up to this time
had been 37. Of the period following, the
^
IS 00
report says in conclusion:
every
“I lie Sanford bank, which failed in
wrapper.
1801, up to January 1. 1803, had only paid
a small amount of
its circulation; the
Young wife: “1 always thought, you were Norombega bank of Bangor had redeemed
the bravest man in the world while we its
circulation, hut no information is given
were courting.
You wouldn’t go to Canada as to
other liabilities; the Atlantic bank,
in case of another war, would you, dear?”
which failed in February, 1800, had re“Not if the war was with Canada.” [Dedeemed
its circulation, but no further introit Free Press.
formation is given; the Mariners bank of
You make no mistake when you buy Dal- Wiscasset had redeemed
its circulation
ton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
and had some remaining real
estate, the
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so.
proceeds of which could be applied to the
and “what everybody says must be true.”
payment of other creditors.”
A Spirited Interview'.
“And you asked
Nothing is said in the report of the
her father for her hand?” “Yes.” “Was location of the hanks, further than
already
He said 1 must be an mentioned.
he violent?” “Very.
The institutions are probidiot to think of such a thing.”
What did
remembered
the
older inhabiably
by
you reply?” “I told him that of course lie tants of
Maine, and especially by those
knew bis own family better than I did, but
who
lost
the
failures.
Maine’s
by
that I was willing to take my chances.”
eight
banks that failed between Jan.
[Washington Star.
1, 1811,
and July 1, 1830,had a total capital of $1,Keller In six Hours.
500,000. These banks were the Maine*
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases with a capital of $300,000, Penobscot,
relieved in six hours by tlx*. “New Great with a
capital of $150,000; Wiscasset’
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
with a capital of 8100,000; Hallowed,
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
with
$150,000; Kennebec, with $100,000;
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
with $50,000; Castiue,
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of I'assamaquoddy,
with $100,000; and Lincoln and Kennebec
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
relieves retention «»f water and pain in pass- with a capital of $2.00,000.
The number
If you want of banks between 1854
ing it almost immediately.
and 1802 iu Maine
quick relief and cure this is your remedy. were as follows: 1854, the banks numberSold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Beled 71; iu 1855 they numbered 75: iu 1850
1\27
fast, Me.
they were 7(1; iu 1857 they were 70; in 1858
Two Views--He: “Mrs Brown is a re- and 18511
they remained at 08; iu 1800 and
woman.”
She:
candid
markably
“Why do 1801 they numbered 71; and in 1,802
they
He: “She admits that her
you think so'.1"
were 00.
The total circulation in 1854
baby is not as pretty as ours.” She: “I call was
A woman, who could
$5,001,815 and the deposits $2,014,001:
that insincerity.
bring herself to say anything like that is in 1802 the total circulation of the banks’
was $0,488,478
not to be trusted.” [Puck.
and tile deposits $5,070,107. Between 1803 andlBOO there were hut
English Spavin Liniment removes all
bank
failures in the State.
These
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps ami Blem- eight
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
eight banks bad a capital of $75,000,000
in
all.
Their
nominal
assets
were $1,400,Splints, Sweeney, King-Bone, Stifles,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc. 930 and their liabilities $1,376,014. The
Save $50 by use of one bottle.
Warranted dividends
these banks were $1
paid
by
tlie most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- 038,306.33.
known.
Iy27
gists, Belfast. Me.
Captain Frank Torrey of Swan’s Island
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
was in town Wednesday with his
fishing
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, yacht, which was built by John Staples of
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fevei this city.
Captain Torrey left Swan’s IsSores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, land at the same time as the steamer
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive- Vinalhaven and when the steamer arrived
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is at her
wharf, Captain Torrey was off the
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or j breakwater,
Price 25 cents per box i
[Rockland Star.
money refunded.
&
Wilson.
For sale by Kilgore
“My husband had two cancers taken from
his face, and another was coming on his lip.
In case of burns, sprains, scalds, or any of He took two bottles of Burdock Blood Bitthe other accidental pains, likely to come to ters and it disappeared. He is completely
well.” Mrs. Wm. Kirby, Akron, Erie Co..
the human body, Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
N. Y.
gives almost instant relief.

losing ground?

e

Like cannon balls the pudding plums
Seemed piled up there in leaden stacks
Whereon the antic elephants
Lay kicking our., fiat on their backs,
And twisting each a monstrous trunk
Round Bobby’s poor intestines, while
Like bullets thick and fast did fall
The cold tears of the crocodile.

care must

is slight, the fullness is more
becoming
than the gored skirts.
Plaids in all sorts
of materials are considered smart, and are
generally made up with the straight
skirts.
A pretty French model lias the
waist with quite a full blouse effect in
front, straps over the shoulders, and put
on in
yoke fashion, with belt and bands
around the sleeves to match, of white
satin an inch and a half wide, braided in
a Grecian
pattern with black soutache
braid.
This on a gown of red and black
plaid is immensely effective, without being
too elaborate.
Another plaid gown of
green and blue lias a yoke-pointed back
and front of plain blue cloth; this is
braided with narrow and wide braid, and
a band of the same finishes the belt.
An
all-plaid gown unrelieved by trimming is
not always becoming, and these different
Bicycle Suit used at Lakewood bv a Societv
effects relieve the hard look.
Belle.
Poplins are
greatly in favor in plains, and an exceedCo., West 23d Street, New York.
in
and
the red
white and
ingly pretty frock
yellow plaid which is always so beous folds of one of these smart
capes.
coming is prettily trimmed with bands of
The holiday season at Lakewood is un- narrow black velvet ribbon, liuishcd with
tiny gilt buttons. Four of these
usually bright and gay, for never before loops and
straps are put over the shoulders just a
have so many ladies entered the golf links little
way apart, from a belt, and the
in competition with their husbands or bands around the wrist and neck.
Tiny
buttons
on the black velvet look very
gold
brothers.
and
the
and
whole
frock
youthful,
Miss Alice Strong, >no of the best golf- bright
is as smart as one could wish.
ers of
the season, wears a particularly
The different cheviots are much used
appropriate suit that also does service as for school frocks. Blue and black, red
her bicycle outfit.
It lias a combination j and black, and. the different browns are
considered the best.
The blue and black
skirt with bloomers attached and a
neatly j! require considerablcdrimming, or else they
Norfolk
is
will
that
look
too old.
fitting
jacket
occasionally
They are generally
with jacket fronts trimmed with
worn open,
displaying a brightly colored made
black braid, but even then are not suitable
sweater or warm woolen shirt waist. This
for very young girls.
A pretty model of a
style of suit seems to be very popular brown chcvi.g has the gored skirt and a
with the women of Lakewood and is plain waist which has the re vers turned
hack from the. waist to the shoulder and
adopted by the majority of them on the covered with linen.
This looks youthful
swellest mid-winter cy 'ling excursions.
and pretty, and is most becoming.
It lias
also a belt and collar of brown surah.
Give it a Trial.
The regular all-cheviot frocks arc made
On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps, a
with the gathered skirts, ami the waist full
generous sample will he nailed of the most in front but tight-fitting in the back.
Catarrh
and
Ilav
Fever Cure (Ely’s
popular
They are sometimes trimmed with braid,
Cream Balm) sufficient to demonstrate "its
but the braid must be put on bands or a
great merit. Full size "><)<
yoke of some bright color, otherwise it
ELY BROTHERS,
will make the material look too dull and
•”»'> Warren St New York City.
My son was afflicted with catarrh. I in- heavy. [Harper’s Bazar.
ti used him to try Ely’s Cream Balm and the
disagreeable catarrhal sine'l all left him. He
appears as well as any one. —J.C. Olmstcad.
Banking in Maine.
Areola, 111.
and

Sometimes, through accident or neglect, control of a
train is lost aud it speeds down the
grade. It is so easy to
?° down hill; but the journey back is slow and hard. Have
/ou been climbing up in strength,
accumulating force? Or
have you been going the other
way,

But Bobby woke e’er

.so

Th ere

youthful. If a child is at all inclined to be
stout, these straight skirts are not pretty,
for of necessity they have a great deal of
fullness around the hips; but where a child

.ug costumes

as

un-

are

not

many

of women copy rather
description of a few

a

iir.s

way that makes her

ent.

worn, rather
It is also true

not

is

a

how they should
positive cruelly to

be taken to have the front and side breadths
lit well; just a little fulness can be allowed, but not 'enough to make it appar-

artistically
who fairly sac-

most

those

to

two patterns for skirts—one gored,
and one made iu straight breadths.
The
former is quite on the fashion of a woman’s
breadth
with
the
front
narrow
at
gown,
the top and wide at the bottom, but while
there are not so many gores, and the skirt

uable hints for their
the

child in

as

and it is

runaway train

a

little bov, named Bobby, shared
The Christmas feast with ail the rest;
Yet—tho’ he’d stowed away great stacks
Of goo lies umlerueath his vest—
E’er bedtime, while his sisters
sang
Their carols and the madrigals,
This greedy Bobby ate up all
Their barley candy animals.

are

world;
evening
lights of

for

season

a

ideas

school,

hanpy, particually now when there
many pretty styles to choose from.

un-

serves

own

dicss at

fashionable
c

The Night After Christmas.
A

tention in the winter season are those for
school wear.
Even very small girls have

Letter.]

oik

>

Dresses.

The first little frocks that demand at-

(intecllons that Opera tioers

(,g?

I

FOLDING BEDS terj low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS

1

CALI. F.ARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.

J, C

Thompson

&

Sen, 39 Main St.

To Wheelmen and Wheelwonien,

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
KALAMAZOO.

MICH?

Columbias, 'ill Model,.$10(1.00
•
'U7
Tandems,
1,10.00
’M>
'!I7

Hart fords,

Blood

’i*7

"
••

28 inch.
••
20
2S

“

’Mi

12.1.00
7.1.00
00.00
.10.00

Will

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling "-Nickeling,

TelI
Is a true expression where health
is concerned.
Good [Hood means good health.
Poor Blood means disease.

\
\
:

p,

1

I
!

Purifyyour Blood and

!
!

licensee!!.

“L.F." Atwood's ‘Bitlet
good hlood.

1

(

s

GEO. T.

make

Ask for “L F.. and see
the Red Letters before '£
is wrapped up. 35 certs.
Avoid imitation'..

;
1
1

<

E. W.

full set of apparatus for EXA
have made arranpmients for iv nirkelinu all
rusty or worn parts, and am fully prepared to make
any and all repairs in the liievrle line.
I

have

a

Bicycles,
ami

iiltinj£

Ki\v

A7>. tiU Main StHitfast,

BELFAST NATIONAL BANK.

ANTIQUE

.KMJHKIij. OK

notice;
cause,

now

herefore notice is hereby given that I shall pay
bills contracted by her since said desertion,
ind all persons are forbidden to harbor and trust
ler on my account.
T. O. KNIGHT.
3w52*
Unity, Me., Nov. 24, 1890.
10

FEED,

HAIR MATTRESSES

a

specialty.

SPICER PLACE on the
'pilE
1
oad, one mile from Belfast

Belmont

SEEDS and

GROCERIES.

Small Farm for Sale.

IniportorN
corne

post office, is offered for sale. It. contains 14 acres of land, 10 of
which are cleared; a good orchard of apples ami
fpears, with blackberries and other small fruits.
Good two-story house; buildings new.
Apply to
LOUISA CUNNINGHAM,
49tf
Swanville, Maine.
|

House for Sale.

Dealers in the rtuest

of Salt.

quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

*

I

Lt03.ISa

ITr ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33. 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
house, pleasantly located;
TELEPHONE 4-2.
ltf
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished ;
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees, i
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
On High St. a small wallet
containing a sum of
The owner can have the same
M. C. DILWORTH,
money.
by calling
at R. A. French’s store,
proving
property anil
B
H
44tf
Or C.
ALL, Main St.Belfast.
j paying charges.
2w62
A

LOUISE M. KNIGHT has left my
WHEREAS,
bed and board without just

CRAIN.

FURNITURE

REFINISHED

ANNUAL MEETING of the stockholders of
Bank for the choice of
transaction of any other business that may legally come before them, will he
held at their banking rooms on Tuesday, January
12, 1897, at 10 o’clock A. W.
V. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Belfast, Dec. 8, 1896.—4w50

the Belfast National
THE
Directors and the

rHE

...Ill K...

WILLIS,

FURNITURE REPAIRING.

ANNUAL MEETING of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank for the election of
lirectors and transaction of any other business
■hat may legally come before them, will be held at
:heir banking room on Tuesday, the 12th (lay of
lanuary, 1897, at tao o’clock P. M.
CHAS. F. GORDON, Cashier.
Searsport, Dec. 9, 1896.—4w£(>

Woi-u

44 Main Street, Belfast.

READ,

UPHOLSTEHISe and

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK.

OIkm-1.

story and

a

half

FOUND.

SEARSPORT
W. A.

Sweeney
the

at

U. S. Gov’t Report

Congl. parson Friday evening.

Contribution at tlie
Bert

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

for Boston.

to-day
spent Sunday in town.

John M. Stevens

Reading

LOCALS.

leaves

Congl. chuich

Mudgett of Bangor

in

was

Sunday.

next

town

for

few

a

days last week.
loaded sell. Marcellus with bay
parties last week.

E. Nickerson

A.

for Boston

Joseph F. Nichols, who
mas, letumed

Absolutely pure

home for Christ-

was at

Rockland

to

Monday.

The postmaster and expressman report a great
falling off in Christmas receipts this year.
W< man’s Missionary meeting at the upper
ference room Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
y rank P. Decrow lias
ductor

la situation

secure

the West End Street

on

COUNTY

Sandypoint. Mr. Frank French left last
week for Boston, accompanied by his mothWaldo. Miss L. M. Ferguson went to her er. who will remain there during the winter
with her children... .Mrs. Margaret Stowers
home in Troy to spend Christmas... .E. L. left
Saturday for Boston.Mr. Samuel
Harding came home from Troy last Thurs- Grant, who is employed by C. F. Snow in
his
store, has been confined to the house
day and stopped over Sunday_Mrs. Susan
several weeks by illness. Mr. Fred BlanBarnes has gone to Massachusetts to spend chard is at work
for Mr. Snow-Charles
the winter.... Business is very dull. Snow Shute and Nathaniel Partridge are at home
from steamer Sedgwick for the winteris needed and a market for farm products.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Blanchard have moved
-Lambs, veal calves, and eggs are in good to Mrs. Martha French’s for the winterdemand and sell at the door.
Mrs. Alwilda Meade and soil of Natick,
Prospect Village. Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Mass., have been with their relatives here
and at the Narrows for several days-Mrs.
F. Gould gave their friends, to the number
Lydia Staples has returned from Bangor....
of seventy-five, a marriage reception Dec. Connor Perkins of Bucksport lately visited
here...
.Christmas passed very quietly here.
21st-Messrs. Daniel Donover and Fred
There were several family parties—oue at
Wagner have returned from Grauiteville, Edward Clifford’s with a Christmas tree ou
Mass., where they have been at work for the which were presents for old and youngwinter. The latter will spend the winter The High School taught by Mr. Barton Larrabee of Prospect began Dec. 14th-Rev.
with C. II. Littlefield
.Mrs. Susie Perkins B. A. Lucas
of Bangor preached here last
is very sick-Mrs. Clary Cummings, re- Sunday. There will he no more
preaching
ported su k a few weeks ago, is able to be for the winter. Sunday school in the'hall at
the usual hour.The remains of Mrs.
out again.
Edmund Shute, who died Dec. 25th at her
Palermo. There was a Christmas tree home near Stockton village, were brought
here Tuesday and buried in the cemetery
Thursday evening at Branch Mills church. near her
relatives-There was a Christmas
A large gathering w as present. The enterconcert Sunday evening, which was well attainment consisted of declamations and
tended.. ..The weather the past two weeks
music. The presents were many....Rev. has been very cold. All are wishing for
snow.
The meadow and points are well
3. X. Allen and wife spent Christmas with
frozen and skating is greatly enjoy ed by the
friends, taking breakfast with Mrs Albion young people.
Beau, dinner with Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin
SWAifviLLE. Hon. and Mrs. A. E. Nickerson
and supper with Mrs. Hannah Cam_Rev.
had their children all at home to spend Christmas.
A. Eugene came from Portland, Percy Irom the
I. X'. Alleu attended the funeral of Lovina
Chadwick Sunday afternoon at Branch Maine State College at Orono and Ernest from
Mills.... Benjamin and Clifton Bennett of school in Massachusetts.. .Mr. Sylvanus Nickerson had a family gathering of children and
grandTroy visited their cousin, John Bennett,last children-Mr. Willis
Briggs has been in town
week.... Miss Edith Grady played the organ
the past week, the guest of his uncle, James O.
Sunday at the First Baptist church.
Patterson....Mrs. Ezra Knowlton has been quite
Prospect Ferry. Arthur Grindle came sick with erysipelas in her face ...Mr. Albert
home from Bangor and spent Christinas w’ith Nickerson has been confined to the house with
boils on his neck ...Albert T. Mudgett is at home
his parents... .Mrs. E. W. Grindle entertainfrom Bangor for the holidays ...E. A. S. this,
ed the Ladies’ Circle last Saturday evening.
Thursday, afternoon and evening at Mr. Frank
Thirty were present and all enjoyed a very Cleaves’.
pleasant evening.... The Christmas tree at
North Stockton Springs.
Miss Addie
the schoolliouse was a success all around.
Crockett, who is attending tlie winter term of
-Charles Banks visited friends in this Castine Normal School, was at home
Christmas.
place last week-Capt. W. D. Harriman
Miss Jessie Maiden is spending a few days
met with quite a serious accident aboard of
with Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Cummings in Prospect.
Miss Jennie Crockett and Master Willie
his vessel last week. He fell from the deck

con-

as con-

Railroad, Boston.

Miles Towers, who has been residing in Jersey
City for several years, lias returned to Searsport.
Sell. Charles B.

Roach, from Swan’s Island, was
Lane's wharf last week with a big fare of lish.

at

lit

Ward and

ton

ville. where lie has
mill.

CORRESPONDENCE.

family have moved to Sanger
employment in the woolen

Nickels, Fastnet Erskine, Agnes Park and
Irving Pendleton returned to Bucksport Seminary
Monday.
Kate

Celia b argent has gone to Malden, Mass., to
spend the winter with her sister. Mrs. 1\ W.
11 ussey.

lAPUfCTC formerly $16,

UHlmClO
r
A prc
i4M.rH 3

Tnurstlay evening

the

at

was

very

M. E. vestry last
much enjoyed by

those presect.

«]uit.e seriously this
week while chopping in the woods, and walked
nearly a mile alter the accident.
James

Blake

his foot

cut

W.C. Tuttle has taken some tine views ot the
interior of the Masonic and Odd Fellows hall.

They

sale

are on

Clement

at

Clothes line thieves

Adams’.

rite among

are

having
Mudgett

us.

recently visiied the lines ot Mrs. A J
avcl A. E. Trundy. Load up the£1111.

Martin F. Whitcomb desire to

Mr. and Airs.

Thank their many friends for remembrances
the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage.

on

Maud Dutch, Clara Sweetser, Sarah Magoon,
Linda and Kowena Colcord, Prudence and Es her
Be; cl ai d Eugenia Maples lett Monday for Med
liei<l. Mass.
Miss

and

Henrietta Roulston

Miss Jeanette
sociable in the

Rice will entertain the Congl
upper oulerence rooms this. Thursday,
at 7 3U. All are invited.

evening

P. l’endleton, Sr., Engine Co, No. 2, held a
special meeting last Saturday evening to arrange
tor an oyster supper on the evening of their annual election of officers, Jan. 7th.
the

Church last

Cong’l
Sunday evening was fully attended. The .selection- by tiie little ones were well spoken. Mrs.
Putnam's solo was sj ecially tine.
The Christmas cotuert

at

load, striking

The week of prayer will le observed next week
die < oiigregational vestry by evening meetings.
All are coidially invited without distinction of

his foot and ankle

on

so as

bad sprain which will confine him
to the house for some time_B. C. Avery
and Clifton Coggins came home from Halcause

a

ing.

lowed

and spent Christmas with their fam-

The officers of Freeman McGilvery Post will be
installed on the evening of Jan. 7th. The installa-

ilies.

in

Further announcement

creed.

on

Sunday

morn-

public to the ladies of members, and
picnic cake and coflee will be served after the ex-

ercises.
elected

F.,
following
evening for the ensuing year:
V.
G..
N. White,
Rogers,
Se<-.: John Putnam, C- L Adams, B. O. Sargent,
J. il. Kneelaml. Trustees. They will he installed
Friday evening.

j, Sears Lodge,

officers last Fridav
I'. H. Park, N. G.:

me

are camping lor the winter on the back
Be!la-t. They have been olTering some
tine miniature canoes of the styies used by

road
\ei\

s.

the Indian-oi
verj tt':v

Big Horn River.
s
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Ward is

Imevamsay, who h arrived at
*ih, from S*Nati>ea, reports
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a

and hi- services have been se•■ai'.- social at P. IL Monroe's.
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Edward Mathews spent Christinas here.
Herbert Reid

is

visiting

M. C. Ward ia

Mrs.

on

at

Stinson’s.

A.

the sick list this

week.
Mrs. Mary Smart
erysipelas.

his

suffering

with

mill.

saw

There
this

stiil

Robbins is making extensive repairs

H. K
oil

is

are

several

cases

of chicken \

ox

in

part of the town.

George

Isaac
mas to

visit

went

to

Islesboro Cbrist-

relatives.

Mathews of Belfast attended the
this place Dec. 25th.

(leo. W.

dame

at

VY aldo Chapin spent Christmas
home, Capt. Geo. E. Chapin’s.

at

liis

Mrs. Susan Towle has gone to
Dixmont,
where she will stop a few weeks with a relative.
Charles Keller of Stockton
ork for C. O. Fernald, where
his luture home.
w

Springs

is at

he will make

Miss Katherine Nickerson of Swanville
spent Christmas with her friend, Miss Alice
Dow of this place.
Miss Alice Dow came home
to spend the holidays with her
ami Mrs. Freeman J. Dow.

from Belfast
parents, Mr.

Mary Mathews and son, Geo. A.
Mathews ot Belfast, spent Christmas with
the family of W m. J. Mathews.
W ilson N. Dow has gone to
Cambridgeport, Mass., where he will visit his brother,
Mrs.

J. B.

Dow and other relatives.

Dr. J. S. Cole of Swanville, one
most skillful physicians, is in town
every day, caring ior our sick ones.

of our
about

Colby Nickerson of East Belfast,
while visiting Mrs. J. W. Smart of this town,
was taken violently ill on
Sunday Dec. 20th.
She is improving at the present writing.
Mrs.

T here was a Christmas tree at the house of
Mr. and Mrs. Elden llarrimau, on C hristmas eve.
The tree was heavily laden with
presents, w hich pleased those present, and
all spent a very pleasant
evening.
The dance at the new'
Grange Hall Dec.
25th was a decided success in
every respect.
Mon- than 50 couples-were in attendance.
\ on can have the same chance at the same
place to dance the old year out and the new
year in. Come all! Professor York and son,
F. L. Timmy and Fairbanks furnish good
music; JStinson lurnishes the supper, aud
those line Swan Lake cigars.
I

mtv.

Mrs. Fred Fuller returned Dec. 23d

from

California, where she has been for nine
months visiting friends, She was accompanied
by her aunt, Airs. Williams, who will spend the
winter here—Dr. Thomas went

to

Belfast Sat-

urday... Helen C. Thomas returned to Waterville
Monday, where she is attending the Institute_
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fuller spent Christmas with
his i arents in Pittsfield... They are still makingcans at the corn shop
The Christmas tree and
—

concert

under

the

direction

of

Mrs.

H.

C.

Chandler ar.d Aliss Mabel Bacon was a success.
Two large trees were laden with presents and the
singing by the children was fine... E. R. Conner
of Belfast was in town Dec. 25th ...Boyce Mitcliell

came from Dexter Dec. 23d to spend the
holidays with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Mitchell.Mrs. N. Morton and daughter
Blanche of Boston, Mass., are visiting her moth-

er, Mrs. Flien Hunt—Susie Hamilton returned
from Brewer Dec. 19th. She had been visiting her

uncle, 1. T. Crosby.

several

tiss

of

was

in

town

a

Friday evening passed

Hail

pleasantly.

last

The hall

was

anxious

ding

so

to

see

W

they

wood for market.
cut

over

1<m>

off

Columbus ga\e

grand ball at 1 nion Hal! M.>;
day night. A large number came from Bangor to
attend it
..t hnstmas Day was observed mostlv
by family gatherings. Warren Post gave a dance

already

cords of pulp wood and is still

has

The literary ami musical enterunder the auspices of the Troy
Corner Heading Club passed off’ very pleasantly at the Union church last Friday evening, Christmas night. The music by a quartette, composed of Messrs. Rodney Whitaker
and Lute Rogers and Misses Luceua Harding and Grace Rogers, was very fine. There

Brooks. 'Hie Christmas entertainment at the
Union Church was a very pleasant one.
The
church

gifts,

crowded, the trees were laden with
and the children entered into the exercises
was

of the

evening with a zest and enthusiasm that
gratifying to the older ones. C. E. Lane as
Santa Claus was immense, and A. C. Mosman

was

showed excellent taste in the decorations and arrangement of the trees. While not as expersive
as in former years, the gifts were equally as nuand varied ...A jovial party of
three met with Nancy Roberts Christmas

merous

twentyday and
a merry time they had,
too.
Children, grandchildren and great-grand-children were in the
company, but none were younger than Nancy herself—Bert Fay son and Grace E. Dow, students at
the Castine Normal School, spent Christmas with
their friends here... Walter Hall, wile and daughter spent the holidays with Mrs. Hall’s parents4
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Rose....Miss Nettie Bowen,
who has been ill and confined to the house nearly
six weeks, is now able to walk and ride out_
Joseph S. Lane has removed his wife from the
Insane Asylum, where she had been for some

in

months

—

Al!ce L. Dow has spent the Christmas

holidays in the store with her father, and has
been of much help to him, showing excellent
taste in the arrangement ol goods and in trimming the windows. ..A. M. Jones, now a student
at Bates College in Lewiston, spent last Sunday

day.

Morrill. The event of last week occurred Friday evening, when more than 200 of
the friends of Mr. Henry Rogers and wife
assembled at the Grange hall to celebrate
their 25th wedding anniversary. Remarks
appropriate to the occasion were made by
the chairman of the evening, followed by
prayer by Rev. H. I. Holt, after which the
following program was carried out: Song of
welcome by Mrs. D. O. Bowen; song by the
choir; recitation by Miss Margie Cook;
song by the choir; rtcitation, Miss Bertha
Woodbury ; music by the choir. The marriage ceremony was performed by Rev. H. I.
Holt with Mr. Roscoe Smith aud wife as
“best man aud woman.” Then a poem by
Mrs. D. O. Bowen was read. The presents
and the names of the donors were then called over, after which Mr. Elisha Merriam, in
a neat little speech, formally presented the
magnificent offerings to Mr. aud Mrs. Rogers.
Mr. Rogers, as usual, was equal to the
occasion, and in a short speech expressed
his appreciation of the many testimonials of
friendship received. Mrs. Rogers also feeling replied. Oliver Blake, mentioned last
week as having lived with his present wife

with friends in Brooks.
dress in l’ittsfieid next

He is

to

deliver

an

ad-

Sunday. ..William Mc-

Taggart and wif?. better known here as Kate
Edwards, have gone to Waterville to reside. McTaggart’s two little boys will he furnished a home
with them... Some excellent entertainments are
being given by the Good Templar Lodge now.

They have chosen sides and each evening there is
something worth a quarter’s dues. C. E Lane is
serving his third term as Chief Templar_Mrs.
Celia L. Hussey of Vassalboro spent last Sunday

Our

ready

all

are

at

00
13

“

—

22nd and worked the three ranks on four candi
dates. The Brooks lodge is loud in praise of the
excellent work done by their Belfast brethren.

You’ll be

We have an overstock of heavy
shall close them at losing prices.
Asirachan, worth $3.50
3 00
Fancy Weaves,

Try

pleased.

75
59

“

“

<>

«

2.50

“

“

*«

«

4.

“

“

2.00

“

“

“

“

your

Now there
close

BLANKETS.
those that

are

already

iess than

one

and shall

grades except

our

goods

“

65c.

“

“

50c.

“

“

35c

H. A.

“

38c.

Keller of Islesbor
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ileald.

Mr. and Mrs. Benton
ar

Mr. Frank Dickey is nicely settled in the
Gardner house, where he will reside for the
future.

Susie Blake of Belfast returned home
the first of the week after a very pleasant
visit to Mrs. A. F. El well.
Miss

Joseph Heal has moved onto the Jacob
piacc, recently bought by Mr. Folweli of Philadelphia.
Charles Black a sou of M. G. Black, reMr.

Elweli

ceived

a

severe

cut

while in the woods.

on

the foot last week

He

is

getting along

nicely.
and Mrs. W. E. Patterson extend to
their neighbors and friends their most heartfelt thanks for the many kindnesses rendered
them in their late bereavement.
Mr.

There

will

be

Friday, evening

a

at

masquerade to-morrow,
Union ball, under the

management of Mr. M. G. Black. If is expected a large crowd will be present. Good
music will be furnished, also pleuty of refreshments.
Everybody should be there
when the band begins to play.
Christmas

observed at East Northport by a tree at the schoolhouse. The affair was managed by our minister, Rev.
Win. J. Wilson. There were 110 persons, of
all ages, present. Two trees were heavily
laden ami every person in the neighborhood

gift of some kind It was au oclong to be remembered by the neigh-

received
casion

was

a

borhood. After the distribution of presents
those who were so inclined went to the Penobscot House, where a dance had been gotten up.

The startling announcement last Thursday morning of the sudden death of Capt.
Rufus K. Patterson cast a gloom upon this
community such as has rarely, if ever, been
equaled here at the loss of a citizen. Both

old and young were struck with amazement,
and deep sorrow was visible on every countenance. Capt. Patterson was born across
the. river in Beifast, April '27, 1805, and had
reached the venerable age of 91 years, 7
months aud '27 days.
Sixty-eight of those
years he had resided here, and he passed
away in the house where he had lived for
more than sixty years.
He was the third
soil of tue late Martin and Alice Patterson,
and of the family of eleven children, only
two now remain—his brother George, who

resides near Portland, and his sister Sally,
widow of the late Tewkesbury El well, who
resides here with her daughter, Mrs. Rose
Snow. Capt. Patterson married quite young
Miss Mercy Patterson, and their wedded life
of

were

years of peace and hapthe wife was called up

and started the tires.
As his father’s door
stood ajar he looked in and saw him l\ ing in
his usual position, aud thinking all was
well, went about his work, as it was the
habit of Die old gentleman to lay until about
8 o’clock.
About fifteen minutes
past
that hour the son spoke to bis wife and asked her if his father bad got up.
She said,
no, he hadn’t. “Well, you might speak to
him, perhaps be.may he dead,” and stepping
to his bedside she placed her hand upon his
forehead, and terrible was her surprise to
find him dead. The son aud wife were overwhelmed at beholding the lifeless remains of
their parent. It was almost impossible for
them to realize that his earthly pilgrimage
had ceased, for notwithstanding his advanced age he was remarkably strong and well.
Every day he could he seen in the yard preparing the winter wood and anyone on looking at his robust figure would certainly supchance of reaching
pose he stood a
From early youth Capt.
the century mark.
Patterson followed the sea. On attaining
the position of captain he became quite widely known in the coasting trade between
St. John and New York, as well as between

splendid

the best

quality

forget

spoke

very

feelingly of

the

*

deceased, his long

and his exemplary character. To the
mourning relatives and friends he offered
words of cheer in their sudden bereavement
and
them
to
look
on
urged

high

to Him
for
comfort and
consolation m their time of great trouble.
At
the elose of his remarks Rev. (i. A. Andrews
made a very touching prayer that found a
responsive throb in every heart. The house
was tilled by neighbors and friends to
p iv
their last respects to the aged friend they
had mu long known.
generous and
mild indisposition, lie endeared himself to
He was always the same every
everyone.
day, affable and pleasant in all his intercourse with men.
In fart, he was an lamest man and that quality more than any
other was the crowning glory of tlie man's
life ami which held him so near and dear in
the hearts of the people. As a father he was
kind and affectionate, and greatly loved by
his children, and they by him, and long wifi
they miss him from the fireside of their happy home and often will they recall the
truth of these familiar words that,
A precious one from us has gone.
A voice we loved is stilled ;
A place is vacant in our home.
Which never can he tilled.

Ivimi,

Godin His wisdom has recalled
The boom His love has given ;
And though the body moulders here,
The soul is safe in Heaven.

Did you

stop to think what indigestion ready means?
It means simply that
If our legs are tired
your stomach is tired.
we ride.
The horse and the steam engine do
the work. Why not give your stomach a
ride; that is, let something else do its work.
Foods can be digested outside of the body.
All plants contain digestive principles which
will do this. The Shaker Digestive Cordial
contains digestive principles and is a preparation designed to rest the stomach
The
Shakers themselves have such unbounded
confidence in it that they have placed 10-cent
sample bottles on the market, and it is said
that even so small a quantity proves beneficial in a vast majority of cases. All druggists keep it.
ever

Laxoi is the best medicine for children.
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.
SHU'

NEWS.

of yarns and

are

great bargains

E (not

with

S»s*<*.

biggest and best PERCAL
large sleeves and full skirt, only

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Dee. 23. Ar, seh. Leander V. Beebe,
Belfast; 25, passed Hell (late, seh. Geo. Gurney,
Hoboken for Medford; 28 eld, seh. Edward Stew-

art, Neuritas.
Boston, Dee. 26. Ar, seh. Daylight, Washington, D.C.; eld, sell. R. W. Hopkins, Baltimore;
27 sld, seh. W. Wallace Ward, coal port; 28 ar,
sell. Hummerock, Yea/.ie, Wilmington, N C.
l'hhadelphia, Dec. 23. ( Id, sell. Olive T. Whittier, Whittier, Trinidad, Cuba; 24. ar, sell. Gen.
Adelbert Ames, Lowell, New York ; eld. sell. Jacob
N. Haskell, Hart, Boston.
Baltimore, Deo. 24. Ar, sells. Isaiah Hart. Port
Tampa; Yale, Boston; el l, soli. Alma A. Holmes,
Boston 26, eld, sell. A. B. Sherman, Pillsbury,
Jacksonville.
Portland, Dee. 23. Ar, seh. Sarah E. Palmer,
Louisburg, C. B.
Bath, Dee. 24. Ar, soli. Young Brothers, Snow,
Baltimore for Woolwich.
Jacksonville, Dee. 22. Cld. sell Celia F.. West,
New York 24, ar, sell. Maud Briggs, Winslow,

Ar, ship May Flint,

Savannah, Dec. 25. Ar, barges Forest Belle,
Weed. Norfolk; Belle of Oregon, Harding. New
York ; 28 ar, seh. Joel F. Sheppard, Carter, Philadelphia.
Fernandina, Dee. 26. Ar, seh. Tlios. W. Hyde,
Carver, New York.
New Bedford, Dec. 23. Ar, seh. Menawa, Pendleton, New York.
Brunswick, Ga., Dee. 26. Ar, seh. Win. E.
Downes, Marshall, Boston via Delaware Break-

water; 28 ar, seh. W. 11. Sumner, New York.
Charleston, S. C., Dec. 26. Ar, sell. Robert A.
Snow’, Pillsbury, Humacoa.
Key West, Dee. 27. Ar, sell. Austin D. Knight,
Drinkwater, Pascagoula for Mayaguez (has lost

jibboom.)
FOREIGN

print)

wrap],,

Prospe< i. Mr Frank K. Lane, tea< her in the
fastine Normal school, and his wife spent Christ
mas at Iris old home, Fred A. Lane s
\Y.
( rockett, who has been so long on flu- -irk
is

!

j

list,
;
slowly improving...Alums; everybody have their
wood cut and waiting for snow., .<> p,.
Gray,
our present collector of taws, is
linding money j
rather hard

to

get this year

The Madison Bulletin, which has been the
deadest paper on our exchange list, came to
life recently and is now a.- lively a sm-r*t ns
one

could wish.

charge

There

is

a

Merrill

an

in

now.

D [>rt*)iu'

.I

w

byslei.t i.ir.
gredior.ts as
I

BOKM.

Jk11nV*ii»ln.

in a.-

.m i>«- t
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a

tilie at,ni tvlia>111
two fold pro|n rti>->

Bennett. In Buekspm;. Den. i, t** Mr. and
Mrs. George Bennett,
son.
Dow. In Hancock, De*
16, to Mr. ami Airs.
Horace L. Dow, a son.
Eaton. I; Deer 1-ie, D. c 16 i*. Mr. ami Mrs.
Henry It. Eaton, a daughter.
Grant,
in Buck-port, De. If. to Mr. ami Mr*.
< liarle- W. Gram. a son
Keller. In Po.tlami, De. 16, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace F. lvcller, twin daughters, Marjorie and
-■

*

Dorothy.

Kennedy. In Belfast, Dec. 24. to Mr. and Mrs.
George V. Kennedy, a son.
Mink. In South Hop. Dee. i*». to Mr. an Mrs.
Ali Mink, a daughter.
Richardson. In orland, I >.•*
14. r.. Mr. ami
Mrs. .James F. Richardson, a sou.
Roiuuns. In Belfast, Dec. 25. to Mr, and Mrs

anti is unlike any
pound before the

James Robbins, a son.
Stover. In Belfast, Dec 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Stover, a sou.
St Li.n an.
in Bucksporr. Dec. s, to Mr and
Mrs. James Sullivan, a daughter.

a

upon it as being
Abundant testimony
invaluable for the
SCROR LA
RHLT'.V.
LAS ami all di-orO'

MARRIED.

blood. It is a great \ 1
STORATIVL ill a
of the system. It ii.. ••

Bickford H errick. I11 Blue Hill, De* 17. Geo.
Bickford and Mi.-s lmogene Herrick, both of
Bluehill.
Dunn Riv
In Urono, Dec.
(’has. J Dunn,
formerly of Bluehill and Miss Isabel a Ring of
Orono.
Ford-Wesuott. I11 Sedgwick, Dec. 12, Fred R.
Fort! of Sedgwick and Miss Carrie L Wescott of
Brooksville.
Pendleton-Hammons
In Belfast, Deo. 24, by
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, Addison F. Pendleton and
Miss Lillian A. Hammons, both of Belfast
Rin*»old-Rohbins. In Belfast, Dec. 25, by Rev
A. T. Dunn, D. D., *>f Warerville, Rev. Andrew T.
Ringold of Gardiner and Miss Harriet Ellen Robbins of Belfast.
Weijber-Dof.
In Belfast. Dec. 24, by Rev.
Charles Henry Wells. Henry Wilson Webber and
Miss Mary Elizabeth Doe, both of Belfast.
Wilson -Williams.
In Waldo, Dec, 27, by o.
G. Hussey. Esq., Henry B. Wilson and Jennie A.
Williams, both of Waldo.
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rsport;

Dee. 26. Seh. Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, New
York.
Dee. 27. Sell. Janies Holmes, Ryan, Boston.

24.

,

Main St., Belfast.

*

DIED.

SAILED.

New York.

*? a
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>■

And the

ARRIVED.

Philadelphia.
San Francisco, Dee
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WRAPPERS, Regular twice

PORT OF BELFAST.
Dec. 25. Sclis. Marcellus, Larrabee, Sea
Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Boston.

/
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■-

E., with whom[;the father resided.
S. Ross of Camden officiated and

life
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j
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■

that
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price.

William
Rev. T.

•

we have some
great bargains in wrappers. }•
(made from goods that retail at 12 l-2c. and 1.1c. per yard),he
$2.75, wc have a small lot to close at

Remnants at any

25c.

••

FLANNELETTE

tionally.

33c.

NEWS.
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All others propor-

45c.

STARRETT,

NORTHPORT

are

sold a! ;

•>

WRAPPERS
Don't

opportunity. We are going out of Pant cloths
make prices that will astonish you. Look at them:
75c.

always

•*

‘4

These

:

YAR %,

1 urns, Black and Colors,

Ball

dollar.

an

Regular

GOODS

tiling

Germantown

PANT CLOTH.
Now here is

another

s

Saxony

tremendous cut in all

to take it ?

that you ought to he interest
entire stock of yarns at about one-half price, s,,

Scotch

same

Going

YARNS.

1 49

DO YOU WANT ANY OF THESE ?

Blankets suffer the

chance

Must suffer the same fate as the others in this civ
would be useless to tell of the many bargains in b
but they include all the new fall novelties now left
must close them up before st< ck
taking, and make
coninglv. Don't wonder what they are, but
them. We can't suit everybody, but we ma\
will look over our stock.

25
98
62
62
2 98
1 82

“

“

■

will be sold ior

yard,

“

DRESS

5
3
3
3

“

2 50
2 12^

per

Cloaking Cloth
They are new, d,

“

Now is

“

—

j

see.

“

...

—

and

beaten.

“

50

..

is a bonanza for the
being
pavement,
blacksmiths....Mary Grey is stopping with aunt
who
is
sick
..Mrs. Dutton
very
Abigail Hogan,
of China is visiting her sister, Mrs Harry ( ates1
John C. Lane and wife have been visiting Mrs.
Lane’s mother in Oiono ...Fred W. Brown, Esq.,
has hail his leg amputated at the Maine General
Hospital in Fortlaml. It is reported that he is
improving rapidly-Among the unique Christmas presents received in this town from friends
outside was a pipe that came to Isaac S. Staples,
the well-known sleigh and jumper man, from
Salem, Mass., and the postage was 22 cents. Ike
put the pipe into his pocket and meeting a neiglil>« j.j.iia pipe full of tobacco. The neighbor,
somewhat surprised, handed out a ten-ceut plug,
and was more surprised than ever when Ike coolly
proceeded to cut up the whole plug and then to
deliberately fill up his pipe and take a luxurious
smoke. The bowl of the pipe is nearly as large as
aeup and Isaac takes solid comfort in borrowing
a pipe full of tobacco from those who have not
got hold of the joke. It is supposed that the present came from F. S. Holmes of Salem
Harry
Staples is doing something with nice horses in
a
fast
spite of the hard times. He recently sold
has another
pacer to parties in Rhode Island. He
will come out
pacer which he is keeping back that
and surprise them later.. .About 46 Sir Knights
from Belfast came here on a special train Dec.

prices can’t be

$7 50 SHAWLS MARKED DOWN TO $6 25
6
5
4
3
3

CLOAKINGS.

bottom prices, will go still lower.

sixty years
piness. Last June
higher, and now after a separation of only a
few months lie, too, has answered the call
with her parents in West Brooks
Charles H.
ami entered the realms above. Capt. PatIrving lias fitted up a nice shop and is working at terson retired at bis usual hour Dec. 2k<l,
his trade as a jeweler
A. E. Chase is cutting
feeling apparently as well as ever. He prepared the shavings to kindle the tire in the
ice and they are hauling it away for miles around.
morning, as was his custom.
Thursday
It is very nice wheeling in the country, roads
morning his son William arose quite early
hard as a
it.

G4 years, and who is an uncle of Mrs. Rogers, was present, and for a short time interested the audience with reminiscences of the
past. Mr. Blake and his wife are respectively 85 and 87. The program closed with a corMr. Rognet solo by Mr. Justin Merriam.
ers furnished an abundant treat of ice cream
We noticed among the many
aud cake.

W’e noticed in the
annual concert.
audience Mr. Tileston Wadlin, Clerk of
Courts for Waldo county. .Mr. Oscar Storer,
now a Boston lawyer, is at home for a few
days and was present on the above occasions.

to

of the winter.

Wiuterport.. .Miss Lucena Hardthe recipient of a lovely gold watch
and chain on Christmas day....There will
be a watch meeting at the church on Thursday night. Rev. E. S. Bi\rrill will have
charge of the services. The Burnham Praying Band conducted the services last Sun-

their

trip

breaking it up and he returned to BanMiss Ada L. Walker left Tuesday
gor Monday
for Portland, where she will spend the remainder

was

Rogers at least 25 years more of wedded bliss. They are prominent members of
Honesty Grange and Mr. Rogers is also a
veteran soldier, having served his country
on many a bloody field while a member of the
old 10th Maine_Christinas eve was enjoyed by many at the church, listening to recitations from the Sunday school scholars in

returned

ceeded in

were many and appropriate recitations by
the children; B. F. Harding was master of
ceremonies, and Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus
were represeuted by David
Piper and Henry
Fernald. After the literary program two
heavily laden trees were unloaded of their
gifts and distributed among the audience.
All declared it a good time.... Lrs. M. F.
Leathers recently returned from a visit to
Augusta. She visited her sister, Mrs. Louise
Cilley, who is iu failing health. Mrs. M. C.
Parsons has gone to Augusta to be with Mrs.
Cilley a few weeks-Miss Mary J. Garcelon of Lewiston is visiting her brother,
Lorenzo Garcelou-Mr. and Mrs. Clare
WTiitney have been visiting Mrs. W.'sgrand

Mrs.

from his

Boston.... Charles
Fcrnald came home last week from Bangor, quite
ill, threatened with typhoid fever, but they suc-

Troy.

rich presents a very handsome banquet
lamp from their sou Levi; two very uice
parlor rockers, a silver service, silver
spoons of various shapes and sizes aud for
various purposes, a glass wine set, towels,
napkins, with silver ware, glass ware, etc.,
It was au occatoo numerous to mention.
sion enjoyed by all, and we wish Mr. and

a

in the evening... Arthur X. Smith came home
from 1’oitlandand Frank F. Simonton from Middleton to spend the holidays.. Dr. J. H. Baker

|

tainment

parents

few friends

Friday, when they went t>- Ellsworth. The best
wishes of many friends for their future happiness
and usefulness g<- wiih them_The Knights of

cutting.

ing

a

performed by

“

SEE THESE PRICES:

Ells-

Rev. J P. Simonton, assisted by Rev. H. W. Norof Ru< l<-port. Mr. and Mrs. WliarlV left immediately for hangor, where they remained until

tilled with

Fred Cates has

L. H. W. Wharff of

ton

snow

can

Rev.

interport.

tives of the bride and groom and
were present. The ceremony was

few

enough to make sledstart their pulp and coad

Shawls that

Sunday
Tuesday

worth, and Miss Lillian May Hardy of this place
were united in marriage on Thursday. Dec. 24-th.
The wedding took place at the home of the bridt’s
sister, Mrs. C. R. Lougee. Only immediate rela-

wife, V.
N
Higgins and family passed Christmas
with Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Phi!brick_The
Christmas tree and entertainment at Harvery

Capt.

The Centre district
Frank Marden’s last

—

da\s last. week....S. C. Files and

m-ms

at

...

evening. The program was excellent, including
songs, stories, recitations and original charades.
There were several family Christinas trees in
this vicinity, including trees at Mr. Edward'Clifford’s, Mr. Emery Calderwood’s and Mr. X. W.
Staples’.

Fred Pren-

the sick list....Mr.

on

Lowell, Mass.,

converts

8.00
7.00

SHAWLS.

very much—Mr. Trueman Lathrop has
Stockton village to attend the High

school met

parents and children, and the trees were
well laden with gifts.... Lumbermen are

edne.-da.v s and Satttr- 1
ia\
a. m., and leaves lor Boston
Mondays and j
'i hi.i—• l.ty at 1 t'clock c. m. Steamer Rockland j
irii\es li an Rockland M• >nua -, Wednesdaysand !
Frioajf* at about 11 a. >!., and returning from j
Lui kspoit '1 lii r-t:a\s, Thursdays ami Saturdays
j
ii't'in

m-airport

evening

«

12,
10,

us

gone to
school there... Elders Stairs ami Kinney are
having a series of meetings in the Lanpher district. Much interest is manifested and there are

George Cilley, Bert Stevens and Richard
Higgins attended the Pomona Grange at
Wiuterport last week... .Mrs. Elvira Stevens
returned from Bangor Dec. 2Hth_Charles
Newell has gone to Baugor to attend the
Commercial College-E. L. Bartlett has
been drawn juryman for the January term
of court.... Many farmers are busy this
week harvesting their ice crop.. .Mrs. A. L.

C. A.

Panic! Lahurn and Josiali Pictoe, with their
iiiiilit

—

Thorndike. Rev. D. Brackett will preach
at the Centre church Sunday afternoon,Jan.
3d....Mr. Reuben Rowe died of lockjaw
Dec. 21st after a sickness of five days_N.
A.
Littlefield and son, H. M. Higgins,

tion will be

l.G O.

Jacobs have been on the sick list during the past
w'eek. Both are improving
The Dancing Club
met at Mr. Arthur Haley’s
in Prospect last
In
of
the cold, nearly
Thursday evening.
spite
all the members were present and enjoyed the

to

$11.00

now

IN SAME PROPORTION.

...

Christmas free

'lht

“

PORTS.

Honolulu, Dec. 12. Passed, bark Coloma, Noyes,
Portland, O., for Hong Kong.
Port Spain, Dec. 9. Ar, seh. Star of the Sea,
Hopkins, Barbadoes; 10, in port, sell. Eliza J.
Bangor and Boston, aud always proved a Pendleton,
from New York.
faithful and capable officer ami highly rePernambuco, Dee. 17. Sld, bark It. A. C. Smith,
spected by all he1 dealt with. Of his family Hooper, New York.
Buenos Ayres, Nov. 30. Ar, seh. Geo. V. .Torof 9 children eight arrived at man and womanhood. Four have passed away, anti the dan, Boston.
Saigon, Nov. 26. Sld, bark Jennie Harkuess,
sons and daughters now
living are Mrs.
for Philippines.
Lydia Pendleton, Mrs. Mary Currier and Amesbury,
Havana Dec. 27.
Ar, sell. Almeda Willey,
Mrs. Albina Norton of Burlington, Vt.,
Perth Amboy.
Dodge,
Rufus E. and William E., who reside here.
Curacoa, Dec. 17. Ar, sell. Estelle, HutchinThe funeral was held at the residence of ou, Bangor.

Hahns, in Bristol, R. i„ De, 2,. Horace M. <
Barns, formerly of Belfast, in his 74th year.
KKPOKT OK THK COM1
Bunker. In Cranberry Isles. Dec. lb, Captain
BELFAST NATION
Joseph Bunker, aged 74 years. 8 months, 9 days
Clement. In Penobscot, Dec. 19, William ( 'leniAl Belfast. In the state <• vi
ent, aged 86 years and 6 months.
Chandler. In Knox, Dec. 26, Henry G.Chand
business lleee i!
ler, aged 74 years and 26 days.
Gay. In Rockland. Dec. 16, Mary J
KF.St'! i:
wife of
Ephraim Gay. aged £9 years, 8inonthsand 16 days. Loans and discount >..
Kallouh. In Dixmont, Dec. 22, Abbie 8., wife
< Jverdrafts. secured and
of Oscar A. Kallocli, formerly of Rockland, aged
L. S Bonds to secttic
65 years. The remains were taken t<» Rockland for
L.
Bonds on hand
interment.
Premiums on I s Bonus
Miller. In Centre Lineolnville. Dec. 22, ElizaStocks. seiMirities. et<beth F. Miller, aged 85 \ears and 9 months
Banking-house,i limit ure
Patterson. In Nor.hport, Deo. 24. Rufus K.
()t her real estate and iw;
Patterson, tig* d 91 years.
ed
Parker
In Brooklin, Dec. 17. Mrs. Dorothy
Due ftom appro' ed m -ei
Parker, aged 83 years.
Checks and otherra-h
Rl<ui. In Belfast, Dec. 2S. Nelson Rich, aged 84
t
111 e! Na hu,
No;.-- ol
years and 9 months.
Fractional paper ciirren.
Rowe. In Thorndike, Dec. 20, Reuben Rowe, ]
and cent
aged £9 years, 3 months and 24 days
l.n ir/ 'i/ Mnn< u !:■
Soper.
In Bucksporr. In*.- it, Klislia Soper, !
Specie.
aged 76 years, 4 months and 25 days.
Local tendei noie>.
Torrey. In Surry, Dec. 16, Fred F. Torrey,
Bcdempt inn t: d w
aged 33 yeais, 2 months and 9 days.
er r. pel cent. <d ein n o
1

■

■

o

s.

Belfast

Brice

Total.

Current.

lAC.il

'•

Capital stock paid in
fund.
Produce Market.
/'rice Paid Producer. | Surplus
I miividcd profits, lesI)
20«30
ton.]
12
00
bu,
Apples, p
Hay, |>
0(>g
taxes paid
4 n 5 Hides, H tt..
3 12 a 1 National Bank notedried, p lb,
1 4i)o 1 do Lamb, fc> lb,
Beans, pea,
fig7 I hie to other National Ba
25 0.40
medium, 1 M)a 1 50 Lamb Skins.
Due to State Banks.
tb,
yel’weyesl 4(ia l 50 Mutton,
4^0.5 Di\ idends unpaid
Id a. 20 Oats,
Butter, p lb,
bu, 32 tt., 2a a 30
llldh id mil deposits snipe
Beef, p lb,
5,ad 1-2 Potatoes,
35v«4o Demand certificates id net
40o45 Round Hog,
Barley, p bu,
4g4 12
10al2 Straw,
Cheese, p lt»,
ton, 5 OO gb 00
Total.
1(‘>« 18
10/71 2 Turkey, |> It..
Chicken, p It.,
50o75 Tallow,
1 1 -2.g 3
Calf'Skins,
State or Maine. Cm
14 ti_ 1 d Veal, *> tb,
Cxi7
Duck, p lb,
22 Wool, unwashed, 12 a 13
1, C. W. WF.SC< ITT.« m
Eggs, p doz,
So 10 Wood, hard, 3 5<) a 5 oo
Fowl, p lb,
bank, do solemnly sweai
13 a 15 Wood, soft, 3 00g3 50 meat is true to the best ol
Geese, p Hi.
CORRECTED WEEKL\

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Retail Price.

Retail Market.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7 a8
Butter, salt, 14 lb bag, 18
38
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 48
38
Corn Meal, p bu,
13 a 15
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton seed, p cwt, 1 20
Codfish, dry, p lb
5^.9
Cranberries, p ut,07@01Clover Seed, p It., 11 a 12
4
50;a5 75
Flour, p bbl,
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 90,0.2 00
8<o9
Lard, p lb

i»o« 1 oo
Lime, fe> bbl,
Oat Meal, fc> It., 3g3 1-2
2 l-2 a 3
Onions, $4 tt.,
Oil,kerosene, gal. 12^13
Pollock, fc> tb, 3 1 -2a 4
« a7
Pork, $> tb,
112
Hauer, jp bbl,
03
R\e Meal, fc> tb,
Shorts, fc> cwt,
70.g75
tb.
5 a,5 1 2
Sugar,
40
Salt, T. L, |> bu.
Sweet Potatoes,
2yg3
Wheat Meal,
1-2
3(a3

I

r w
lief.
Subscribed and sworn
ISiMt
day of December.

",

"

JUSKI'll

Correct

Attest:
JOHN <t. BB
T. W PITCH I
A. A. I|U\VhS

The Eastport Sentinel .■»
and we venture to say t
better that it is to-day. an 1
of it extend back fully hall

1

